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Rev. Dr. Tyler to a criticism in this paper on his

Magazine of Christian Literature.
make out his case. He produces no evi-

article in the

He fails to
dence from contemporary sources to show
gracious work

at

that

the

the East during the early years of

was due only, or mainly, to the Kentucky revival. Nor does he pretend to adduce any
the century

evidence that the preaching at the East was of the
character described. This

is

has passed in

If

the point to which

we

bers of almDst all Protestant

evident in the higher criticism.

There

good deal said nowadays of and by
the sex, to which a thoughtful man cannot give
assent. But who can doubt the wisdom and fitness
of these remarks of the Rev. Dr. A. C. Thompson?
“To win place in a roll-call of honor such as runs
through the last chapter of Romans, no college dipljpna, no new organization is needed. The demand
is for wise religious fidelity at home; for the due
is

a

took exception. The fault of the original paper appreciation of the

sanctities

of that spot; for

missions. Let me cite

the

testimony of one of the earliest missionariesof

our

own Church, a man of

liams

(who spent his

whom

Dr. Wells Wil-

life in China) said that he

was the most accomplished minister of Christ he
had ever met, David Abeel. We quote from the
eloquent speech of Dr. R. S. Storrs at the Bible
House meeting, May 13th, 1891:

“I think
minister

was Dr. David Abeel, who was a
of the Reformed Church but who was
it

-a

commissioned as a missionary under the American
gave the impression that the defective higher-toned faith and affection and a consciousness
Board, who said, forty years ago and more, that
preaching he speaks of extended over the whole that will never slacken at trifles — nor at formidable
wherever he went, in China or in Java, in Siam or
country, (which it certainly did not,) and that the
discouragementseither — that shall ensure unobtruanywhere else on heathen ground, he met always
Divine influence which changed the face of affairs
sive independence of fashion and of the unreaone missionary who was neither a Presbyterian nor
originated west of the mountains, and hence exsonable demands of society. A bustling, ostentaa Congregational ist nor of the Reformed Church
tended over the whole country. This is the exagtious activity will prove self-defeating. There is
nor a Methodist nor an Episcopalian, but who comgeration which we called absurd. It would seem
no genuine woman where there is no quiet reserve,
bined the excellenciesof all; who was always ready
Dr. Tyler had in mind a geographicallimitation
any more than there is genuine religion without revto speak, and to speak for God-; who was never
which he did not express.
erence.” It is not often that one meets such good
doubtful in the utterance of truth; who was never
sense as is here expressed upon a topic of great and
offensive but always^ ready to be silent if those
Last year our Foreign Board was compelled to
lively interest.
around preferred, but who was always ready to speak
decline an offer to start a mission in Corea, and
was that

it

same thing in regard to
the proposed mission to the Arabian Moslems. The
facts gave a sharp pang to many hearts. It may
be some solace to these to state the conclusion
reached by a very able committee of the Free
the year before to do the

Church of Scotland in regard to their work

They mourn

in India.

over the wide dispersionof the

work in

In The Church at Home and Abroad is a letter
from a foreign missionary which talks plainly in
reference to the custom of asking young men to
pledge themselves to go as missionaries at some
future time. 1. It is useless. Every man must decide for himself what his duty requires. If he decides to go,

no pledge is needed to hold him to his

in Central India,

bination, lessens *sj,r>t

dom;

in

which missionary he had more satisfaction,

on the whole, than in any and

all

the others he had

met; and that one missionary was the Bible!”

We

doubt if there is a single evangelical mis-

who would not heartily concur
in this statement. Each of them has found by
blessed experience that “ the Word of God is living

sionary

in

the world

and purpose; if he decides otherwise, lie has no right .to
which prevents com- sign a pledge. Spurgeon, it is said, being once and active, and sharper than any two-edged sword,
and impedes suc- asked to sign a pledge to “ use his best efforts and quick to discern the thoughts and intents of the

the three great Presidencies of Bengal, Madras

Bombay, and

Divine Master and for the heavenly king-

for the

<l>

cess. They, therefore, urgently recommend the con- against the devil,” refused, whereupon the applicant heart.”
The second ground of complaint is equally unsolidation and strengtheningof the >ork in the pronounced him a man “ unwilling to sign against
opnting the devil." Yet he fought him successfullyall his tenable. There is no doubt that the Biblical Apoc<>/ nt
hottever promising. A concentrated life. 2. It is not wise for young men in a course rypha is useful to students in many ways, but it is
work in a given field that is well defined is far bet- of study to make, so long ahead, a promise on so separated from the canonical Scriptures by a, worldter than one scattered over an extensive territory important a matter. Circumstances may so easily wide interval. They are Divine; it is not. It is of

centres already occupied,

ir

than

and broken up into a number of weak and strug- and greatly change as imperatively to call in another
gling stations. But while our Board cannot take direction. 3. Past experience shows that in such able to say that

it is

the

Word

of God, His authorita-

open greatly to strengthen cases the pledge is often forfeited. Bishop Thor- tive voice to the children of men. This cannot be
bum says that only ten per cent of those who make done if works of merely human origin are mixed up
and enlarge the missions already established.
it are accepted or persevere in their purpose till with it. Nor are the Apocryphal books worthy of
Dr. Goodwin’s sermon before the International actually sent abroad. 4. It is far better to ask God accompanying the canonical. They fall short in
up new

way

fields, the

is

CongregationalCouncil is published in full in The

to send laborers into

Advance. The

call

majority of American Christians

would be well pleased with
tunity to read

it,

it if

they had an oppor-

and would regard

it

may

His own harvest

them ourselves. For there
call the

wrong

is

field,

than to

danger that we

persons, whereas

purity of sentiment, in elevation
“

of tone,

in the

sweet reasonableness” that pervades genuine Scrip-

He makes no ture.

It is true

that not only the

Roman and Greek

as a noble mistakes. Quality is quite as important as quan- Catholics, but even some Protestants, like the Luth
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whom Martensen was

Mich a distinguished are excellent receptacles for the sixpences you pay to
ornament, place these writings among the sacred see them, and the other sixpences you pay for some
nearly insufferable “guide” to go around and reel off
books, but this fact cannot bind others who have his scant information. But if you look for the moral
just the opposite conviction.We want to circulate uses of these great empty cathedrals, where any number of warriors and bishops lie entombed, where perthe living oracles which we know to be a light to
haps a morning service is chanted and sung out into
the path and a lamp to the feet; how is it possible broken echoes that wander like lost spirits from one
to bind in the same volume that which may lead vaulted recess to another throughout the hollow fabric, and in the hearing perchance of a few curious
hopelessly astray?
tourists, you will have to resort to your philosophy of
Nor is it easy to see why any should object to the th ings rather than to what you can find in the charcirculation of the Bible without the Apocrypha. It acter of the homes near by.
Dublin has two cathedrals and some enormous brewcontains a full disclosure of the way of salvation, eries and an appalling mass of human wretchedness
and whatever excellencies the Apocryphal books and degradation huddled closely in together. The
may be supposed to have, they do not add anything Glasgow Cathedral is fittingly enough in the midst of
a graveyard, with the “ Necropolis” and John Knox’s
to the volume of revealed truth. Why, then, should lofty monument confronting it. York Cathedral is a
not all friends of Christ rejoice in the diffusion of glorious structure, but alas for the condition of the
homes that crowd in under its shadow ! St. Paul’s,
the written Word, even if unaccompanied by other
here in London— who can look up to the soaring
so-called sacred books?
heights of its sublime walls and august dome, or
walk within its high-vaulted naves and aisles, and
listen to the music one hears there, and not feel cerThe Errancies of Scripture.
tain emotions of awe! Some of the monumental
statues in it are dignified and impressive,but a large
NO. IV.
part of them stand for men famous merely as military
rp HE cleansing of the temple area by our Lord is notorieties of their time, and some of them are miserably untasteful, considering the place. As for Westrepresented by the three synoptical evangelists

erans of

August

more of Rome than Geneva. As to the future destiny,
they were divided between the doctrine of life in
Christ, the Larger Hope, and various phases of noncommittal. He condemned the claim for occupants
of the pulpit to say whatever might seem true to
them up to date. If this sort of thing went on, he
saw nothing for it but for the more independent to
relapse into agnosticism,and for the weaker sort to
drift towards Romanism.
Theology in Wales.

.

minster, there are

as occurring at the close of
last

week of His

His ministry during the

life, while

none

Who bpe&k the tongue
That Shakespearespake: the faith and morals hold
Which MUton held,

John describes it as

but will irresistibly feel within this sacred enclosure a
new
reverence for great men, a fresh sense of the glory
event occurred but once, the discrepancy is certain
of the English-speaking people. And still, one reand fatal. But there is no need of assuming this. joices that the building era of these enormous catheThe act of our Lord was symbolical, and may very drals is past. Better a thousand times the freer and
more usable agencies, such as our large missionary
w ell have been repeated. Whatever circumstances
and Christian organizations and enterprises represent.
taking place at the beginning of His course. If the

rendered

proper that He should give

it

this significant

_

His rightful authority once, may have Theol gy at the Congregational Council

display of

occurred again, and called forth a similar assertion
of his control over

His Father’s house.

It is

un-

rpHE

papers relating to the existing theological
-L tendencies in Great Britain and America, pre-

reasonable,therefore, to question the correctness of sented at the recent International Congregational
either narrative or to represent them as contradic- Council in London, will be regarded with interest

tory.

probably more generally than those

be

The death-roll of a week past includes an unusual
number of noted personages, widely known and esteemed. On the 12th James Russell Lowell died at
his home at Elmwood, Cambridge, Mass., and George
Jones died at Poland Springs, Me., where he was
seeking the restoration of health. On the 14th, Mrs.
James K. Polk, widow of President Polk, died at
Nashville, Tenn., where she had lived many years
and was universally beloved and revered. On Saturday last the sad news came that the Rev. Dr. Nary an
Sheshadri, the valuable Brahmin Christian preacher,

had died on the Circassia, on July 21st, on the voyage to Glasgow, as he was returning to India. Mr.

73d year. Mr. Jones had attained
the age of fourscore years. Mrs. Polk in a few days
would have observed her 88th birthday, and Dr. Sheshadri was sixty-eight years old. Mr. Lowell was a
ripe scholar, a distinguished orator, one of the foremost critics of English literature, and famous as a
writer of prose and poetry. His works will live as
American classics. Europe and America, and men
the whole world around deplore his departure. Mr.
Jones was the proprietor and managing editor of the
New York Times. He made the paper an authority
and a mighty force in literary, political and social
life. By the judgment, skill, decision and courage of
his management, the paper attained a large and profitable patronage. He made many fi iends and not a
few enemies. Mrs. Polk was an intelligent, sympathetic, refined lady and consistent Christian. The
in his

people of Nashville,
and useful

life

who had observed her gracious

during more than half a century, put

on mourning when her decease was announced. Busi-

and the bells were tolled.
Dr. Sheshadri was a power in India, and by his public addresses gave a new and vigorous impulse to the
Christian missionary spirit in Europe and America.

ness ceased for the hour

Thousands in India, and Great Britain and the United
States will lament his death. Let us work while it is
day, for the night coiueth in which no

Among

man can work.

other delegates to the InternationalCon-

gregational Conference was the genial editor of the
Advance, oi Chicago.

He

visited portions of

Great

and in his letters
to his paper shows that he looks beyond the ouside of
things. He expresses happily what he thinks about
cathedrals. Many American travellerswill agree with
Britain before the Council opened,

him. As the
edifices

is

proposition to erect one of these costly

talked about in some American cities, Dr.

Gilbert’s opinion

is

seasonable. He writes:

I cannot say that

my

The Rev. Evan

sense Of appreciationof the

religious utilities of old cathedrals increases.

They

because the present theological tendencies
were not critically examined, their weaknesses indicated and the features likely to prove permanent
pointed out. The essays and the discussion were
helpful almost exclusivelyin furnishing a statement
of the case. Very important this, as all lawyers know,
but not what the mass of men desire. They wish a
judgment on the state of theology as well as and perhaps more than a clear and comprehensivestatement.
We share in the disappointmentwe expect to hear of.
We would be much more thankful for the Council if
there had been a criticism of the drift of religious
opinion— a criticism based oh Scripture. We are*
confident that much of the New Theology or New
Orthodoxy will not bear the tests of experience,and
will pass away. The new systems, if such fragmentary
affairs as are presented can be called systems, are not
logically consistent. The time must come when such
consistencywill be demanded, and then trouble will
felt

begin, and, in our judgment, important modifications
of characteristics now

dominant will be unavoidable.
The Council would have rendered the world a much
needed service if, in the papers and the discussion,
it had reached an opinion upon the drift in some
quarters. We reprint the report given in the
Christian World, of London: Professor Simon, of
Edinburgh, reported upon
Theological Thought in England.

He

deplored the increasing neglect of systematic
associations, journalists, leading laymen, all airily depreciate it. A
deep knowledge of theology in a candidate for the
pulpit counts as little or nothing in his favor. During the last thirty-five years only one system of theology has been published by a Cougregationalist. Of
450 sermons in The Christian World Pulpit during
the last five years only about thirty were properly
doctrinal. In marked and cheering contrast to the
neglect of systematictheology, is the growth of sound
and intelligentinterest in Biblical and kindred subjects. Preaching has improved in intellectual quality,
and in variety and illustration.Doctrinal sermons,
however, are preached less than ever before, and sermons appeal less to conscience. Thirty-five years ago
the field was held by a moderate Calvinism. They
liad moved on to a Christocentrism,or, more accurately, to a theology of the Fatherhood of God
and the Brotherhood of Christ. As to Inspiration,
they were all at sixes and sevens. The doctrine of
the personal Trinity seemed to be practically dead.
They had practically fallen back into a sort of Servetianism or Swedenborgianism; they laid stress on the
duality of the Father and Son, but the work of the
Holy Spirit was apparently merged in that of Christ.
The Atonement is regarded as a reconciliation of man
to God, and not of God to man. Conversion is no
more than decision for Christ ; Regeneration is a process of spiritual culture ; with regard to Justification
they were practically in a state of transition. Some
are unwittingly drifting towards a view that smacks

theology. Ministers, ministerial

Jenkins, of Swansea, said that

Wales had been insulated by her language, but the
English language was coining more and more into
use, and the schools and colleges with the change in
language were bringing in new conditions and introducing the questions agitating other countries. The-

Wales had been also for the present overshadowed by social and political reforms, involving a
conflict with the intrigues and encroachments of the
State Church, a proselyting and persecuting Church*
ology

in

Taken as a whole, the theology of the Welsh churches
was what he might call the old Evangelicalism,or a
modified Calvinism. This was the theology of the
mighty revivals, and the present admitted indifference to theology partly sprang from satisfaction with
the old, which had effected such results. Doubtless
a few here and there had deflected from the old
track, and adopted, for instance, the modern critical
view of the Scriptures,the subjective view of the
Atonement, and what was commonly called the
Larger Hope. Whether there might be influences at
work that would swell the number, he could not tell.
As a rule, the ministers were alive to the needs of the
age. Their utterances were not so dogmatic as they
used to be, the sermons were simpler and more practical, and the great difficulties of theology were more
keenly realized. The infallibledogmatism— the
Protestant Popery— had passed away. Especially was
this the case in relation to the doctrine of endless
retribution. It was still preached, but no longer for
the sake of mere effect and as the artillery of a coarse
and empty rhetoric. Mutual frankness, meekness,
and charity, with an intense desire to know the mind
of Christ, and to be guided by His Spirit, would certainly produce a great theological revival, culminating in a general revival of faith and spiritual life.

subject then discussed. Some disappointmentwill

News and Comments.

Lowell was

upon any other

19, 1891

The most important paper on the theme under
considerationwas that
of

of

Professor Lewis

F. Stearns,

Bangor, Maine, on
Theological Thought in America.

He said: The reaction from a Calvinism that allowed the philosophicalelement to overshadow the
Scriptural and spiritual elements led to an undervaluing of doctrine, and a preaching that has been
practical rather than theoretical, ethical rather than
theological.But now, for some time, the people who
grew so weary of a lifeless preaching of doctrine are
crying out for a true and living preaching of doctrine.
The great philosophical and apologetical questions
have been, to a considerable extent, settled, and
is a revival of interest in the theories of Chrisdivinity. The determining factors in our present
thought are not new. They are the principles that
belong to us as Protestant Christians and as American
Congregationalists. The substance of their theology
was to be found now, as always, in the great unchanging facts and truths of Christianityaccepted in
every age of the Church. Neither did they repudiate
the New England theology; but they tried to adapt
it to the changed conditions in which they found
themselves. First among their present tendencies he
mentioned a movement towards a more spiritualconception of Christianity in place of a too great proneness to regard Christianityas a system of abstract
truths and of remote historical facts. They did not
ignore the Divine truths and sacred history, but they
saw, as never before, that Christianity is far more
than a revelation;that it is a great system of redemptive agencies at work here and now, by which
God is building up His kingdom in the world. It is,
they were coming to understand, the recognitionof
the invincible reality of spiritual Christianitythat
was going to give their theology its great power in

there
tian

the

future. Another sign of the times was the

re-

newed study of the Bible, thence to draw fresh
draughts from its fountain of truth and life. They
did not, however, regard the Bible precisely as their
ancestors did. They distinguished the revelation
from the record. They recognized the diversity of
the books, and the progress of the revelation. They
were trying to deal fairly and fully with the facts
brought to light by modern Biblical criticism. While
admitting that the writers were not scientists, philosophers, or literary experts, yet they rested firm in

their conviction that they were so directed by the
supernatural influence of God’s Bpirit, as to give to
their readers the perfect rule of faith and life. More
strongly than ever they rested upon the proof of the
Divinity and truth of the Bible furnished by the experience of its redemptive power, the old testimoitium
spiritus sancti internum.
ChrUtologUation of Tboology.
Again, they were coming more distinctly to recognize the central place of the living Christ in their
theological thought. In Christ Himself they found
the key to all the problems of religious thought. The
way was thus being opened for a larger and richer
conception of God. They were trying to “ Christologise” their doctrine of God. God, seen through the
Mediator, comes near to us and dwells in us; and the
doctrine of His transcendence, if over-emphasized in
the unchristologised view of God, is restored to its
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proper place. The doctrine of the “ plan M and the
doctrine of sin are alfected by the new view of God.
The awful fact of sin itself, and the bringing to bear
of Christ’s redemption to overcome it, seems now the
most important, and immediate and mediate imputation ; original sin, and the moral status of new-born
infants are not the subjects which occupy thought.
Concluding with the questions of the future life, Dr.
Stearns said they had been discussingduring the last
decade the relation of the heathen to God’s grace in
Christ. The common view has been that their imperfect faith is reckoned to them for righteousness
for the sake of Christ who gave Himself a ransom
for all, and that so their eternal destiny is settled on
the basis of the decisions of this life. Andover has
taken the common German view that an opporturHly
is granted to the heathen between the death and the
judgment to hear the Gospel and accept or reject
Christ. The result of the discussionhas been to emphasize the silence of the Scriptures on the subject.
The much more difficult question of future punishment has been the subject of important controversy.
Some iiud relief in the theories of the “ Larger Hope”
and “Conditional Immortality.*’ If the greater number continue to hold in substance the immemorial
doctrine of the Christian Church, it is because they
cannot convince themselves that the words of Clirist
and His Apostles, fairly interpreted, sanction any
other view.

To this defiance
say. “ defiance ”

I desire to present a brief

because the

My statement will be regarded as

reply. I

“we defy Mr.

article says,

3

when the

facts are

known.,

I said

quite conservative

nothing about the

personal character of the preachers in the portion of

Tyler.”

“A Chapter in American Church History,” which the country in which the great revival had its origin.
appeared under my name in The Magazine of ChrisDr. McDonnald says that “the lives of unconverted
tian Literature,for the month of July, was much preachers, elders, and members, make a woful chapmore than, ah account of the origin of the people gen- ter in the history of this period.” The Rev. James
erally known as Disciples of Christ. The effort of the McGready was one of the leading men in the revival
writer was to give an account of the origin, peculiari- work. Dr. McDonnald says that “he entered the minties, work, and present standing of the Christian istry without any religion. God led him to see his
Church, or connection, as it is sometimes called, and ruined condition, and he sought and found conscious
the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, as well as “the salvation.”. ... “McGready was fiercely persecuted,
Church of Disciples.” The article was as compre- even to the extent of endangering his life.”
hensive, impartial, and correct in its statements as I
I quote once more Dr. McDonnald as follows:
“ Infidelityswept all over this western frontier, and
could make it In the space to which I was of necessity limited.
threatened for a while to carry all the population.
The revival of 1800 was due to God’s grace ; but its All the historians are agreed in their testimony to
beginning was in Kentucky and Tennessee. Almost this vast prevalence of infidelity.Some say that ninesimultaneously with the

tenths of the people were infidels. The general lack

Tennessee, of which

of

I

movement in Kentucky and
wrote, a revival influence was

regular preaching, and the bad character of

many

who did preach, helped to sweep faith away from the
country.
According to the testimony of the Rev.
the week in Kentucky and Tennessee, although it was
by no means so extensive. The Rev. Daniel Dor- David Rice, the first Presbyterian minister who settled
in Kentucky, and of the Rev. Dr. Davidson, the hisThe discussion which followed, as reported, con- chester, D. D., is a veracious historian. I quote the torian of the PresbyterianChurch in that State, most
following from page 368 of his book entitled, Chrissisted chiefly in additions to the statements made,
of the ministers of that church in Rice’s day, were
tianity in the United States :
some of which will be disputed. For example, the
“The first token of divine favor was manifested bad men. Drunkenness, wrangling, licentiousness,
Rev. Dr. Washington Gladden said, ‘‘Men were comand heresy brought the most of them to grief sooner
ing to understand that the central idea of theology in these new settlements,where the greatest hardor later.”
ships were experienced and the people of God most
is not Force, but Righteousness.”Some people here
This is even worse than my representation,though
think otherwise. In their judgment Righteousness, needed and most earnestly sought His aid. Like a
in hannony with it. I said nothing of the personal
or the holiness of the Divine nature and the right- wave the new religious life rose beyond the Allecharacter of the men who were preachers; but the
eousness of the Divine administrationhave been sup- ghanies, and, rolling over the mountains, swept oncharacter which they generally had, according to Dr.
planted largely by declarations of a Divine love ward to the Atlantic.”
McDonnald, and the authorities quoted by him, is
This is what I tried to say when I said that the rebordering closely on weak indulgence.
such as might be expected in the case of men whose
The chief address in the debate was made by vival influence crossed the Alleghany mountains, in- preaching was of the kind described by Dr. Dorchesfluencing almost the entire population along the AtPrincipal Fairbairn, who said
ter and others. There is harmony between the preachUnderneath all the disturbing and disintegrating lantic coast. I am in good company, Dr. Dorchester ing and the preachers.
agencies, he believed there is at work a far more says the same. But this The Christian Intellifelt in

the North. In Connecticut,in fact, it preceded

:

creative force than regulated the movement of the
previous generation,in the fact that the movement
is far more historical, and therefore more critical.
There is a desire to get at things as they are. Their
theology is marked more than by anything else by
the receiving of Christ. He believed systematic theology, so far from dying out, is only beginning.
There is a vast difference between systematic theology and agglomerated dogmatics. We have not
lost the doctrine of Divine sovereignty,but have regained it in the doctrine of the Fatherhood. God is
Sovereign because He is Father. Historical criticism
had given them back the lost Scriptures. The old
doctrine of Inspiration converted a living revelation
into a repository of evidential texts, unscientifically
used, and meant only for occasional service. They
could leave to God the guidance of His people, and
the living Presence through whom His Spirit speaks

them into new yet eternal truths.
It was repeatedly said that the present tendency
was Christocentricand toward Christologisingthe
old dogmatic statements. But some people will say
that this tendency, when it reaches the second sober
led

thought, will conclude that theology
God, and must be dominated

is

the science of

by the supremacy

of

God the Father, the Author of redemption, and that
a theology based upon the words of Jesus Christ
Himself will give the first, chief and supreme place to
God the Father, will begin in Him and end in Him.
The Rev. Dr. Noble, of Chicago, at a subsequent
stage of the proceedings, called attention to these
facts.

The Character of Preaching at the Begin*
ningof this Century.
BY THE REV. B. B. TYLER, D.D.
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15th, 1891, contains the following

of July

:

In the July number of the excellent Magazine qf
Christian Literature, the Rev. B. B. Tyler has an article entitled “A Chapter in American Church History,” giving an account of the origin of “ the Church
of the Disciples,” etc., which he traces to the great revival in Kentucky in 1800-1. Prior to this time, he says
that there was a general decay of morals, which is true,
and also that the preaching almost universally consisted of formal addresses on technical theology,
which is not true. Fortunately the means are at hand
to settle the point definitely.Many of the sermons
delivered in the closing years of the last century were
printed and are still extant. We defy Mr. Tyler or
anybody else to produce a collection of these sermons
which “say little of repentance unto life, of spiritual
regeneration,of personal and individualresponsibility
to God.” We have seen many discourses of the date
named, but cannot recall one Which was not distinctly
and thoroughly evangelical. There can be no doubt
that the work of grace in Kentucky was of real and
lasting benefit, but to speak of it as “crossing the
mountains and influencing almost the whole population along the Atlantic coast,” is an absurd exaggeration. The reformation of morals and growth of religious influence in the early part of this century was
due, not to an importation from the West, but to
God's blessing upon the efforts of Christian people
here.

W'

m
_

_

gencer

new York.

says “is an absurd exaggeration.”

my

It will be difficult for

print that were preached in

during the

critic to

Kentucky and Tennessee

last years of the last

century

;

and,

it

was

particularly of the preaching in that portion of the

country of which I

spoke. I quote again Dr. Dor-

chester — same volume,

same page,

as

follows ;

“The preaching at that time, in most localities, consisted principallyof dry discoursesupon a stiff and
technical theology, or a cold, speculative orthodoxy,

which led to no heart conviction nor change of life.”
The hi tory of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
written by B. W. McDonnald, D.D., LL.D., was prepared by the Board of Publicationof the
Presbyterian Church

to

Rome and

find sermons in

Cumberland

do the work. The board also

secured the services of a learned Committee

to revise

went to press, and this Committee had unlimited power to correct errors. I quote
the following from page 7 of this book
the manuscript before it

:

“Orthodoxy, the catechism, a deathless attachment

Royalty.

BY THE REV. ANDREW' J. SULLIVAN,

TE8U8 CHRIST

PH. D., D.D.

to be King of kings. The
brotherhood of men and the fatherhood of God,
get their value for us men at Bethlehem, Calvary,
and Mt. Olivet. Manhood and nationality are rated
by their relation to these doctrines. In the horizon
of the scholar, who is an evangelicalChristian, these
principles are more firmly fixed than the mountains.
As we come out of the pantheon of history, the ideals
of men and nations may be grouped into three : the
militant, the industrial, and the spiritual. Each type
has its hero, its watchword, and its phase of royalty.
The corporation, the individual, and the Christ are
historic centres from which men and nations have received and given inspiration. The soldier, the merchant, and the Christian,are heroes before which
men and nations have bowed, and from which they
have gone to bless or to curse the world. In the
militant, selfishness is king; a combination of egoism and altruism rules in the industrial, but in the
spiritual, the Christ is the final type of royalty.
“Might makes right,” says the hero of militancy ; the
working principle of industrialism is, “I am my
is

O

and to ecclesiasticalrights, a holy horror of any innovations on the traditional methods of
work, singing, Rouse’s Psalms, and hearing sermons
three hours long on election, made up of the religion
of many among the best citizens.”
I now quote from page 8 of the same work the fol- brother’s keeper;” while the spiritual hero says, “All
lowing
for the Christ, and the Christ for all.”
“The Rev. Barnuel McSpeddin’s testimony about
Napoleon, Ignatius Loyola, and Luther, are among
the kind of preaching in the Presbyterian pulpits of the makers of modem France and Italy. The ideas
that day is given at length in Dr. Cossit’s Life qf for which these men stand in history are not merely
Ewing. The substance of it is that they never said what the men were in themselves. Each one of them
anything to rouse the conscience ; that they never is a type in sociology. The picture of Napoleon tells
discussed the new birth, or any conscious experience you of the soldier. As he trod the continent and dein grace ; that people who by any means became un- vastated Asia and Africa, “Might makes right,” was
easy about their religious state, and went to their his policy. Selfishness wrote his epitaph, which may
pastors for help, were told that if they had been bap- be read over the bronze door leading to the crypt
tized, and believed that Jesus Christ was the Son of which contains his magnificent tomb. Paris is France,
God, they need not trouble themselves about any and Paris is proud of Napoleon. Her bridges and
to principles

:

conscious experience.”
Dr.

McDonnald mentions T.

stamped
with Napoleonism. He loved the French people, but
he loved himself more. Fontainbleau and Versailles
her streets, her palaces and her galleries,are

B. Craighead,

D. D.,

and the Rev. James Balch as, in their sermons, ridiculing the doctrines of faith, of repentance, and of are monuments erected to the militant type of royalregeneration.Th6 following saying is attributed to ty. As you enter the rooms, dressed in the richest
Dr. Craighead : “I would not give this old handker- forms of earthly beauty and splendor, the only word
chief for all the experimental religion in the world.”

that echoes and re-echoes in

The Rev. E. B. Crisman, D. D., in Origin and doctrines of* the Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
quotes “an aged minister of undoubted veracity” who
“sat for fourteen or fifteen years.” under the ministry
of Dr. Craighead and who “never heard him advance
anything m favor of the new birth, evangelical repentance, or saving faith.” Dr. Crisman says, “That
kind oil preaching was not peculiar to Dr. Craighead
alone, but was common in that region.” This man
stood at the head of the list of Presbyterian ministers, in the Cumberland country, immediately previous to the revival of 1800. So says Dr. Crisman.

The

sacrifice,

your soul

is

Napoleon.

the obedience, and the devotion-of the

the artist has clothed them
with earthly immortality; but the central figure of
them all is Napoleon. See that large painting at Versailles ! The horses are the finest, and for their work
the offi c rs are the best, as you see them booted and
spurred and mounted. They are anxious; their soul
is in their eyes! They are all attracted by one event.
Yonder officer has been wounded, his foot has been
soldiers are there, fer

dressed, and he

Franc

j is

is

in the act of springing on his horse.

defeated if Napoleon’s

those officers know it.

wound

is fatal,

and

As goes Napoleon, m> goes

%
iV'M

a:
<>•-
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Brotben sliy brothers;
French nation
Sliitere children,
went from the front of the nations of the world.
Shed each other* blood.
Hard Is the world;
With marvellous insight, with the tact and the heart
Sensual tin grows huge;
of a Machiavelli, and with gigantic courage, Napoleon
There are sword ages, axe agea;
saw and grappled with the very problem which toShields are cleft in twain;
Storm ages, murder ages.
day confronts the ruling spirits of the Continent. It
Till the world fails dead.
is militancy which meets the tourist at every railroad
And men no longer spare
station, and greets him in all the leading capitals of
Or pity one another.
Europe. As the scholar stands in Florence at the
Then this evil time, like that before the flood, pregrave of Theodore Parker, he recalls his two essays
pares the way for an outbreak of the destructive eleon Napoleon, and his oration on Daniel Webster. ments. In northern latitudes, where the terror of
Those sentences are masterly and true, and after their
wolves is otten that which most besets the imaginacareful study in the hall of your imagination, forever
tion, it is natural that the destructive powers should
you have Napoleon, the incarnation of militancy,
thence derive their symbols. The Feuris wolf of
and Daniel Webster, the Leaning Tower of American
Norse mythology has his jaws so widely opened that
politics.
the upper one reaches to heaven, while the nether
Popery and • Ignatius Loyola are synonyms.
one reaches down to the ground, and it is said that
Popery is the essence of the industrial type of royalhe would open them wider still if there were room.
ty. “ I am my brother’s keeper,” is her watchword.
The gods have — since he could not be chained with
The scholar can testify that she keeps in ignorance, in
steel or brass — contrived to fasten upon Ills forepaw
bigotry, and under the control of the Pope, all those
a fetter lighter than gossamer and firmer than adawho bow at her shrine. Only in Europe, and especialmant, and so to bind him by their decree. But when
ly in France and Italy, can you see her genuine and
wickedness at last transcends every limit the Feuris
organic fruit. She appeals principally to the senses.
wolf gets loose and first swallows up the light of the
She leads the individual to the a] tar of the corpora-

France.

When

Napoleon's sun

August 19, 1891

Norsemen, on the contrary, were strongly impressed
with the transitoriness of earthly things. They con-

set, the

sidered the destroyer not as finally overcome, but only

who was to put an end to the
the sun itself, and even the gods could not
prevent this. Another conception of theirs, seemingly
at variance with that last mentioned, was that the
son and moon are being chased around the heavens
by pursuers who are finally to overtake them and
quench their lustre. And is there not a deep truth in

bound

for a season,

light of

this

representation? Swift-footed,

all

destroying time,

who writes wrinkles on the brow of beauty and decay
everywhere, will at length beat even the sun and
moon in the race, untiring runners as they seem to
be, and blot them from the heavens.

A

Biblical Query.

TT'DI'TORS INTELLIGENCER: In the 15th chapter of the Gospel by St/ Luke we have the
three parables setting forth the redeeming love of

God. We

naturally expect a forward rapid

in the thought
This

is

movement

mounting into a beautiful climax.

the usual

order in all the parables. It has

always appeared to

me

that the steps in the ascent of

thought were mixed, and that the portion describing
•un ; then another wolf devours the light of the moon
tion conscience, judgment and will. Some of the
the stars fall from heaven; in the waters the ship the anxiety about the piece of silver—the Drachma,
best music you ever heard you shall hear in Rome,
had the appearance of an anti-climax and ought to
called “Naglfar” gets afloat.
not thinking it too much to stand for two hours.
Of this ship it is said that gods and men are equally have stood first in the series. A sheep certainly is of
Such wonderful musical genius shall you hear at
interested that the completion of it be postponed as more consequence than a drachma, unless there is
San Giovanni’s and at St. Peter’s. Rome can furnish
something very serious or sacred connected with the
late as possible; but in this flood it must float.
some of the finest church architectureand church
latter.
In this legend, from which we omit one or two fabmusic, and some of the lowest fonus of beggary, dirt
In J. S. Exells* “ Biblical Illustrator” on St. Luke,
ulous adjuncts, probably additions to the original of
and woe to be seen in the world. It is hard to bevol. 3, page 104, I find the following: “Every one
a later date, it is not difficult to find some general
lieve that Rome royalty, as we have seen it in the
can see how immense an interval there is between the
features of the deluge tradition. In the ship “ Naglcapital of Italy, is the royalty of Christ. It is not
one sheep lost out of a hundred and the one out of
far ” we may recognize the ark. Traditions of the
bigotry, but devotion to the truth, after sitting in
two, and that the younger— and in the Bible comdeluge are indeed not rare; they extend from the
judgment on all the facts, that compels us to believe
monly the dearer — of the two. But where is the conBrahmins to the Dogril Indians, and from the Aztecs
that Popery to-day is not a church, the Papacy is a
necting link? How should the lost piece of money
to the Esquimeaux ;* but what is peculiar to the trabotiega. Roman Catholicism in Europe is a magnifibe dearer to the careful housewife than the lost sheep
dition we have quoted is that this is projected into
cent shop, into which you may go and buy what is
to the faithful shepherd who knows and cares for
the future. Though a flood is spoken of, the destruc;

for

sale.

Protestantismappeals from all its prophets and
pilots to Jesus Christ. Its type of royalty is the
Christ. Martin Luther stands for Protestantism, and
his watchword was, “The Christ for all, and all for
the Christ.” Here the individual protests against
^ second-hand religion. It is spiritual democracy. It is
manhood and nationalityseeking their Lord. Mazzini’s definition of democracy is true of genuine
Christianity. “Democracy is the progress of all
through all, under the leading of the wisest and
best.” The individual shall find in the Christ of the
New Testament, freedom from bigotry, fanaticism
and superstition. The Christ is magnanimous, sympathetic, and loving to all men. Protestantism, if
true to the spiritual type as found in the Christ, shall
unlock qualities which shall beautify and bless mankind and the nations. The leading nations of the

permanent proare not Papal but Protestant. The leading

world to-day, in
gress,

all

that inheres in

forces of Muspelheim,and
abode of

Muspelheim means the

_

royalty in terms of the Christ

fire, is

line

not confined to the

books of

Rome

Norsemen.

In the Sibyl-

the early Christians seem to

have

found a similar prediction; and Minutius Felix also

mentions this foreboding of a general conflagration
of the elements. In this particular there is at least
a remarkable concurrence of these traditionswith
Scripture. As we interpret the Norse tradition, the
deluge is used as a sort of prefiguration in it of the
•nd of the world.

down in the final catastrophe.
It was connected in some way with the judgment
day. We shall not attempt to decipher this legend.
As our faith in the judgment is not built on legends,

But laws and life and judgment of the land;
Not to be chosen and pieced and dogmatized.
But lived up to, the whole and not a part.
Alive not dead, one spirit in new forms.”
Vinic*, Italy.

The Judgment Day

in

Prophecy and

Legend.
“Teste David cum

Sibylla.1’

BV THE REV. JOHN VANDKRMEULBN.
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of

all things

must pass away

is,

as the writer

the “Dies Iras” says, attested both by proph-

and legend. The Apostle Jude informs us that
the great event which will usher in the end of the
present dispensation,was already foretold by Enoch
in antediluvian days. The source from which Jude
derived his quotation is not certainly known, the
book passing under the name of that of Enoch not
being considered canonical. Jude's apostolic testimony establishes, however, that there has been such
a prophecy. Nor does it seem hard to believe.
Even at the present day we cannot account for the

ecy

traditions of certain nations except upon the hypothe-

and

should have an important place in
their religious system, is what we naturally would
that it

expect.

We may remember, too,

that the rainbow has an

actual religious significanceand stands related to

both the events referred to, the judgment and the
deluge. It is, as it were, the connecting link — or
rather the arch that spans the distance — between
them. Being the token of God’s covenant with every
living creature,

and an assurance

that there sh^U be

no more universal destructionby water, the
it

fact

that

contains no safeguard against any other destructive

element

is,

when taken in

connection with

this

old

prediction which we have traced, very significant.It

points out the limitationsof the covenant by virtue
of

with that

of water, has

of the flood while the other reaches

its

limit in the

judgment. It was, therefoie, very natthe Norseman to connect it with the judg-

ural for
ment day.

it is

most probably some ante- fathers realized somehow that this world will not last
diluvian, prophecy. Of these the Norse legends are forever. In this they differed, as Anderson well obthe most remarkable While they agree with the ac- serves, from some other nations who lived and thought
count of a deluge, common to all nations, they de- as though the present were always to continue^. The
scribe this event with such accompaniments as remind
* A floe collectionof Uxse legends, applied to a very ingenious theory
about tbe cornet,is found in Mr. Iguatlus Donnelly’s int- resting book,
us of the Scriptural delineations of the judgment.
“Ragnarok.” While I am indebted to bis book, I hardly need to say
First, the Edda describee a time in which evil shall that 1 have not followed bis interpretation.He contideratbs Fsurls
sis of

some very

predominate,

ancient,

when

lost son,

and a very beautiful applica-

tion in the second step— that of the lost piece of

ver.

I

wolf, as be also regards tbe Leviathan in Job, to be a comet.
t See Anderson’s ** None Mythology.”

sil-

have no reason to doubt what this estimable

who

in Palestine has said about
nor the words which are ascribed to A. G. Weld by Exell, but it is very strange
that there is no hint beyond that of the current worth
of a drachma, attached to these pieces of silver in
Smith’s dictionary, the Nicene Fathers, in any of my
couimentarit-s or in the volumes of sermons I have.
1 would very much like to hear from the editors, or
from such men as Chambers, Steffens and Lansing,
who have been on the ground.
Yours very faithfully, t. J. H.
lady

spent all her

life

these pieces of silver,

seen from their traditionsthat our fore-

can see a beauti-

progress in the three steps that culminate in the

blended
climax >f the
the waves

flames of the

Thus

our parable, but one of the precious coins

If this be tbe true interpretation I
ful

in

of

us all

fonued her most cherished ornament; and this
would be a loss even more vividly felt than that of
the shepherd when one out of his flock of a hundred
went astray .... A coin from the head-dress could not
be so much as touched by any stranger, nor even
taken from its wearer by her husband unless she cut
it off of her own accord and placed it in his hands.
It was safe, sacred, dear. It was a strictly personal
possession, and might very well be an heirloom— like
the “silvers” of the Swiss women — hallowed by
many fond and gracious memories.” (A. G. Weld.)
I have been told by a friend who attended the
Chautauqua meetings at Madison, 8. Dak., that a
lady, native born, from Jerusalem, who lectured during the- Talmage week on the Holy Land, and
whose lectures, from all reports, excelled that of Talmage in interest and instructiveness, that this lady,
among other new and interesting things, said, that
the silver coins referred to in this chapter of Luke
are given to the bride by the bridegroom, as rings
are given in this country, and that the loss of one or
more is considered a breach of the marital relations
and a kind of prima facie evidence of unfaithfulness,
and therefore about one of the greatest calamities
that could happen to a woman of Palestine.

fire is

one foot standing

an Eastern custom, the

com.
mentators on it, so far as I know, have overlooked
The women of Bethlehem and of other parts of
the Holy Land, still wear a row of coins sewed upon
their head dress, and pendant over their brows. The
number of the eoius is ten, as I, in common with
other travellers, liave ascertainedby counting. The
custom reaches back far beyond the Christian era.
In all probability,therefore, it was not simply a
piece of silver that was lost out of the purse by the

which the present condition of things exists. This

sublime arch, in which the glory of

be found in

whi'di

sented as a bridge or way (Bifrost) between earth
and heaven, built by the gods, but destined, with
other things, to break

name?

.The answer to that question, the solution of the

woman

With this accords the important part which the
Rainbow plays in the Norse mythology. It is repre-

bow,

Chrtrt’s words were not a book for Sabbath days.

.

and calleth them each by

applicationof which to the parable before

This latter prophecy, the dissolution of the world
by

.

his flock

difficulty, is to

the flood should attach great significance to the rain-

:

.

flre.t

Europe do not go for their type of royalty to the. Monte Vaticanus, but to Mount Calvary.
its interpretation is of no absolute importance to us.
Evangelical Christianityon both sides of the AtlanThat men, however, who possessed the traditions of
tic would heartily unite in these words of spiritual
capitals of

**

every one of

tion of the world is not ascribed to water, but to the

'

Marion

8. Dak., Aug. SUi, isei.

mass of people must learn
that the laws, manners and customs of the United
those about him.
Never before have there been so many men enter- States are supreme, and that they must conform to
ing the world from college with B. 8c. attached to them. For uniformity of government there must
criterioneither becomes miserable himself

Slumber Land.
BY ANGELINA WARE WRAY.
/ A

NK

by one tbc shadows rise,

^ '

Day Is slowly ending.
Green and gold the clouds are rolled
In hazy sunset blending.
Big brown bees on drowsy wings

Hum

the

their

O’er fern and reeds and heather.
drift to

Baby and

I

slumber land,

to it soft

and slow,.

no

ease,

without ease no

leisure,

There Is not a light in earth or heaven.
The stars are lost and the moon is bid.
The one pale lamp in the distant gloom
Goes out like a child that Is bid.
The tall gaunt cedars across the hill
Rock to and fro with a vague unrest
And will not hush, though their mother croons
And cradles them on her breast.
There are tears in the eyes of the dreaming flowers.
The dim gray grasses are heavy with rain,
And the poplars are marking the weary hours
Witli passionate sobs of pain.

Dusk and silence brood alone
O’er fern and reeds and heather;
Sleepy birds have furled their wings.
Careless of the weather.
are safe In slumber land.
together.

0 the Joy of slumber land!

Blossoms bending lowly,
Breathe their bliss In mellow tones
And make Die silence holy.
Through the creen woodlands alone we roam.
The |K>ppy blooms in the tangled grass;
Mystical melodies faintly ch me.
Hints ol harmony, breaths of rhyme
Kindle and quicken and pass.

Charmed in the forests so still and deep.
Wooed and won by the night’s grave kiss.
Dreams from the story world,
Gleams from the glory world

development of

civilization.”It

is

bliss.

Oh! the music which we hear!
Poppy fragrancelingers near
And mingles with our dreaming.
Happy past flits swiftly by
Storied future gleaming.

man. We

should, there-

us.

In short, our

we sleep?

ambition should include the

waves of song.
Roll up your surges wild and strong.
Roll ever on, oh!

wrong
tomorrow.”

Love and faith have conquered
left

no more

"

Hush! bark! through the dark
The cock crows shrilly to the morn.
The drowsy bird stirs in its nest.
The wind sighs faintly through the corn.
A flash of gold above the hill
Glimmers a moment and Is gone;
An instant -and the misty East
Glow s brightly with the coming dawn.

brown bees in thoughtless glee
Hum the summer weather.

Big

Sunshine falls o’er <<ottage walls.
O’er fern am! reel* and heather.
We are back in waking land.
Baby and I together.

Thoughts for the Young Alumni.
BY
“You

C. D.

VRKKLAND.

will And that the mere resolve not to be useleo, and the

boneat dreire to help other people will, in the quickeat and deltcatest
ways. Improve yourself.’ ’

RwWw.

~TN many respect* the most serious period of a
1 man’s college life is his senior year, notwithstand-

Mind and Body.

rpHE
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Rev. Dr. H. H. Moore, writing to the Western

Christian Advocate against that pitiable impo-

sition, Christian Science, gives the

tions from his

A wealthy

often, accomplish the

work

man

power

better than any one else.

of the

touching

his pulse,

\

$3

and looking him over, feeling his

r;-1

shoot them, trap them, dig them out of their holes,
many noble, eager, outreaching
and I had a fine dog to help me. His name was
minds, only waiting for a hand to direct them to the
4Tige,’ and he liked nothing better than to shake
right road. Emerson says that he who would ascend
the gizzard out of a woodchuck. Have you a dog?”
in

our

cities there are

needs helpful companionship.

“No,” he

replied, with animation, “but Billy

The influence of the home may extend in another
Shakely has, and he
direction. Make it a model to young men and young

women.

Strive to
It is of

make

44

all feel keenly the value of

the utmost importance to the

dividual, and thus to society. These words have

in-

come

my notice : “ While the centrifugal forces of wealth
and pride and ambition are so strong, and so many
to

avenues are open
East,
life

for

personal aggrandizement, North,

South and West, the centripetalforce of home

should be

made

so strong, also, that no one shall

be able to

fly off

on a tangent of forgetfulness, selfish-

ness and prodigality, and be lost, but

all be

the radius of home influence, and in the

kept within
circle

of

the rights of others as well as your own are maintained. If you are fond of literature, art, music, or
the natural sciences, find out those who are likeminded. Be instrumental in introducing instructive
pleasures, in order that the passion for degrading
amusements may not get even a thought of welcome.
Remember what Guizot says, “That which man himself carries into a social system, his intellectual,moral
dispositionat the time he enters it, has a powerful
influence upon the situation in which he establishes
himself — upon all around him.”
One of the questions of vital importance to us is,
Who are to be our lawmakers? The college graduate
is

Feeling that the woodchuck stories had done their

is

many

of

our

men

work,

I

pinched his arms

poor. Having

for being so

just from the
is

and

bank,

I

gave

in

legs,

and scolded him

my pocket

it to

a dollar bill

him, saying:

44

This

to buy food.” Its bright pictures and clean face

pleased him

much. Holding it

up in his

little, dry,

bony fingers, he inquired: “Is this mine — my own
money?” We assured him that it was his, and that
nobody could take it from him. He wras immensely
delighted. After a little consultation with the mother,
assuring her that her boy could live, and arranging
very carefully for his diet, but no medicine, we left.
That boy was soon in the street, and he is now either
in college preparing for the ministry, or he has com
pleted his studies and is in the .field. Should he oi
opinion his mother see the above statement, and detect in it

valuable, therefore he should not be afraid to assert

himself. With too

are there to help you?”

face for seven weeks,” she said.

a great influence over it. See that

has been trained to think for himself, and his

a good one, too.”

He named a number.
We then told him a number of the most exciting
woodchuck stories we could think of or invent. One,
that of an old settler, in which the dog came to the
house and procured the assistance of a young lady.
The woodchuck, with its back to a big log, made
fight, and the dog could not make a flank movement;
and our scenic representationof this contest brought
from the boy a loud laugh, to the utter amazement
of his mother. “ The first smile I have seen on his

Don’t forget that as a ipember of a community you

may have

is

its

love.”

have or

What other boys

of business there

nothing but the business for self in them. The

the least exaggeration,they
tion to

tlje

We know

will please

send a correc-

Advocate.
a

woman who, when

greviously afflicted

a young lady, was

with the rheumatism. In trying

down stairs, as it fell she
balance, and tumbled down after it. On the
to get a feather

bed

lost

her

instant

and was not only not hurt, but
was completely cured of her terrible disease, and still
lives. The action of the mental shock upon the body
did the work. A middle-aged man, long and badly
afflicted with the rheumatism, while sitting in the
door taking a sun-bath, saw his neighbor’s cattle
break into his corn-field,across the way. At first he
she was on her feet,

was greatly excited, as there was no one near to drive
them out; then he became decidedly wad-*-very mad
have the benefit of their best citizenship.
—and after a little he sprang to his feet, rushed into
There is no other country that has within its borthe field, drove out the cattle, and that was the last
ders so many people of different nationalities.This of his rheumatism. Can Chiistian Scientists make a
means a great diversity of thought and occupation. better showing?

In directing these strokes toward a noble end there thinking by their State, therefore their State should

M

Si&l

To be successful in his work, can he then neglect the
limbs, etc., we said, in a clear tone of voice: 41 How
condition of those under him? By no means, for his
long, my boy, have you been sick?*’
success depends to a great extent upon the quality of
Don’t know.”
the article which is produced by his employees. If
His mother responded; 44 Seven weeks.”
he has poor workmen his products will be poor. It
“Well, sir,” we said, in a firm, inspiriting voice,
should be his endeavor to help all about him into
44 it is time you were out of this. You have been
right, pure ways of thinking and living.
here too long already. Don’t you see; the sun is
The value of being able to earn one’s living in a
shining; spring is coming; and the woodchucks, that
good, honorable way, is not only a blessing to the inhave their holes in these hills, will soon be out, and
dividual, but also to the community in which he
they will destroy all the gardens you can make.
lives. Most men expect to “ settle down and have a
That won’t do. The boys must keep off the woodhome,” and this home should be used as an elevating
chucks. That’s what I did when a boy. I had to
means. In that active mass of young life that swanns

that many have judged from their observation State in these days is for the individual, but the indithat it is his most careless. If ever the question of, viduals make the State. Inactivity is as bad as wrongWhat shall my life accomplish? comes before him, it doiug. To see a wrong existing and not strive to
is then. It must not be inferred that this is the period in
overcome it, is to be as bad as the perpetrator.An
which he has to choose what his life’s work will be, but employer is in honor bound to see that his employees
it is the time when he has to discover the best do their work as directed ; so the officials of governmeans of applyng the forces acquired, in order to the ment are public servants, whose ways shoulcf be
best development of his life’s work. “Very often the looked after.
first stroke vitally influences the course to be pursued.
Many young men are being trained in ways of rightsome deviating tendencies that are worthy of consideration. That of making money a standard of
comparison for everything, is one to which business
men are apt to yield. He who makes money his sole

-is

own experience and observation,of the

has recently said

ing

are

following illustra-

mind in overcoming physical ailments:
Some eighteen years ago we visited the family of a
that he had nevei; experienced the true enjoyment of
widow, ki Parker, Pa., where a boy about seven
his money until he began to do good with it. “He
years of age was dying, as we were told, of the spinal
only is advancing in life whose heart is getting softer,
meningitis. How is your son this morning? we inwhose blood wanner, whose brain quicker, whose
quired of the mother. “ He is yet alive; but when
spirit is entering a living peace.”
the doctor left he said he would not live till night,
The scientifically educated man is in demand ; for
and it would not be necessary for him to call again.”
manufacturinghas turned from the “rule of thumb”
After some further conversation, as we did not leave,
to a scientific basis. By his training in college he has,
she said : “ Perhaps you would like to see him?”
or should have, learned how to adapt himself not
Assenting, we were conducted to his room. We
only to the various conditionsof place, but also to the
found the boy a mere skeleton. In his paroxysms of
various temperaments and physical conditions of
pain he had pulled nearly all the hair out of his head.
men, in order that he may know how to get along
He was doubled up in be d, and could not straighten
with each individual. Having thus been placed
his limbs. His skin was rough and dry, and he was
among all sorts and conditions of men he can, very
the most scrawny human being we ever saw. After

man.

Is it with mirth or sorrow ?

And

effect this there

val-

consider it as along the line of our endeavors,

home life.
Is

of

absolutelynecessary as an instrument for

benefaction of

at will; they follow us still

Haunt us and taunt us with pain that

; it is

about

Through wide dream-meadowsand uplands bright.
Ah! little white Angers, cling close to mine.
And dear littlefeet do not stray.
For the valley of sleep and the valley of death
Are reached in the self-same way.
In the shining sun from the fields of one
The flowers of the other are seen.
But only the angels of God may tread
On the narrow' ledge between.

or do

it

which should include, however, the elevation of those

Faces smile on our longing sight;

Do we wake

get that public interests are their interests.

fore,

The white foam curls,
Spatters and whirls
And scatters its spray in countless pearls
On the ragged rocks below.
Bong and laughter float clear and sweet.
Luring us on to a new delight.
Music ripples from silent lips.

I

thinkers, “ without

the higher

In the dim harbor our boat we moor,

Baby and

To

uable

lift their glad surprises.

We

be uniformity of purpose in the minds of the people.

branch of work which will bring them wealth. This

knowledge, no high degree

0 the shore of slumber land!
Calm and fair It rises
Where the mists of twilight gray

We wander

their particular

without leisure no earnest, persevering pursuit of

together.

The light winds sing

distresses It means, also, that this

must be wise, judicious leaden,
is one of their ambitions, and it is well that it is so,
and there are none who are more capable of acting
for in the language of one of the world’s greatest thus than college-bred men. They should never for-

summer weather,

Darkness falls o’er cottage walls.

Now we

names. They are looking for

or

iJk

J
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Chicago Congregational Club and Senator Chandler,

Our Washington

Letter.
FROM OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENT.
Washington, August 15th, 1801.
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twenty-first annual convention of

the Cath-

Total Abstinence Union of America met
here lately, with delegates from about 800 societies
present. The convention was called to order by
Bishop Colter, of Minnesota, the president of the
Union. Cardinal Gibbons addressed the convention,
welcoming its members to this archdiocese, and the
Hon. John W. Ross, one of the District Commissioners, welcomed them to the District of Columbia in a
few happily conceived remarks, recognizing the grand
and good work in which the Union is engaged. In
the programme was a grand public mass-meeting
held in the Academy of Music, and a cordial invitation was extended to all friends of temperance
to attend. Friday the delegates were taken to
Mount Vernon, Saturday, the last day of the convention, they were shown all places of interest around
the city, and spent some time at the Georgetown College and the new Catholic University.
It is curious how a man will listen to the most
elaborate arguments made by the most eminent orators in the cause of religion or temperance without
being convinced of the error of his manner of living,
and then at some unexpected time a few words spoken
by some old friend or neighbor will do what the great
orators have failed to do. A case of this kind has
just come under my observation. A popular business man, about forty years of age, whose principal
fault consisted of his determination “to take a drink
whenever I feel like it,” was one of a half dozen gentleman assembled in a social group, when the subject
of alcoholism came up. It was discussed in about the
usual way, all the gentlemen present being teetotalers
except the business man, who said, after listening to
his friends tell abput the harmfulness of alcohol
“Well, I take a drink whenever I feel like it, but I
have no use for a man who will allow liquor in any
shape to become his master, and I know hundreds of
men wrho do the same thing without injury to themolio

:

selves or to society.”

“Are you certain of that last statement?” asked
one

of his oldest

“Yes,

I

neighbors.

— I think — I—

am,” was the

hesitating re-

ply.

us see about it. You remember
Blank, the Seventh street merchant; he was just
“ Well,

now

that kind of a

let

man when

remember what caused

I first knew

him. Do you

his failure!”

“Yes, excessive drinking and neglect of his business.'

“

the Senate to ratify the
treaty of the European powers regarding Congo
State matters, at its last session, was made public
here this week. The Senator, who had been reported
as being one of the opponents of the ratificationof
the treaty by the Senate, was asked to give his views
on the subject, and he did so at length. 1 quote from
his letter. “It gives me pleasure to be able to state
to you my own ideas on the treaty. An unwise attempt has been made to attribute to those opposing
it in its present form an unwillingness to promote
relative to the failure of

That was my impression. Now, do you see that

the suppression of the slave trade

and

the use of in-

toxicating liquors in Africa. The re is not, in

my

be-

any just foundation for such an assertion....
The whole point is, Shall the United States, as a
lief,

a

young man

is

whereby we declare our approval of
the seizure and partition of the continent of Africa by
its European conquerors, and forever estop ourselves
as a nation, from objecting to such seizure and par-

This

tition, or

endeavoring

to

tion of Africa the righteous

indignationof

all

journ

a

few days’

so-

query of

a

“

reply of “better! better!”

heaven. Well, we came

to

obtain a

re-

and imaginary pains, and we
w’ere undoubtedly, in consenting to the treaty, actu- feel that we are leaving with a new lease on life. The
ated by the same worthy motives which control the bracing atmosphere has given to us an appetite, upon
Chicago Congregational Club; but they surely cannot which everything had palled, and with exhausted
have weighed with care certain declarations of the powers recuperated,we return to home life and home
treaty which especially state that the United States duties.
is equally interested with the other sixteen powers,
SaramlHgn Park, N. Y.
not merely in the suppression of the slave trade and
BY R. E. FARLEY.
of the rum traffic in Africa, but also in all the measures adopted by those other powers for increasing TT^ROM an indifferent picnic and camp-meeting
their possessions and strengthening their protector- -I ground, Sacaudaga Park has within the past
from

people. President Harrison and Secretary Blaine

spite, at least,

ates in that continent.

few years sprung into remarkable prominence as a

..

.It quite satisfactorily ap-

real

my mind, that the United States ought not to popular summer resort.
enter into a formal treaty which not only makes no
Each season, as the “Park’s” peculiar beauties and
protest against the recent partitioning of Africa, but advantages have become more and more widely
expressly approves the partitioning by declaring the known, has been more successful than the preceding
United States to be equally interested therein. The one, until now' it is enjoying the acun of its prospossessions acquired by European powers in Africa, perity.
almost without exception, have been obtained by
Situated on the southern edge of the Adirondacks
shedding the blood of innocent natives ____ lam con- in the beautiful 'vale of the Sacandaga river, the
fident that the treaty will be withdrawn from the “Park” possesses most of the attractions of the
Senate, and either not submitted again, or presented wilder mountain life without its attendant discouv
w ith an amendment guarding against such inference forts. The pretty little village, or Northville, nestles
as would surely be drawn from its adoption in its among the hills but half a mile away; while two
present form .....
N.
trains in and two out each day, excepting Sunday,
prevent the cottagers from feeling that they are cut
off from civilization or its necessities. Sacandaga
Outing Letters.
Cape Vincent, N. Y.
Park, moreover, is of itself a little world ; the number of cottagers and hotel guests averaging during
BY K. J. H.
-T\ EAR INTELLIGENCER : You receive and pub- the summer months fully 1,000.
As the new comer steps off the incoming train he
-L' lish letters from all parts of the world; but as
pears, to

”

-

is filled with

ourselves chose this quaint old

village — the

embark-

wonder at

finding,

amidst so much

natural wildness and roughness, a spot that rivals in
cultured reality the parks of his native city. Before

him stretches a broad expanse of well trimmed grass,
dotted with tennis courts, croquet grounds and fountains, and surrounded by gravel promenades. Fronting this is a row of cottages swinging around in a
graceful half -circle, designated the “Horse-shoe.”

now is?”
the St. Lawrence. Here we are at the head of the
“Whiskey,” laconically answered the business famous “Thousand Islands,” and a few strokes of
man.
the oars bring us into Canadian waters. Though tin*
“You were on the committee to raise money to majority of summer visitors locate on the Islands, we Back
our sick neighbor, whose husband is
serving a term in prison for having committed
forgery, and you know all the circumstances.He
started out with almost the same ideas as you now
express; what was it that made liirn a felon and
branded his innocent wife and children with dis

with zeal for Christian w'ork.

the place for invalids. After

is

Christian the seventh

we have seen nothing from this juraping-bff place of
other side of the street? You know him; he was our own State, we thought that a few lines might
your schoolmate, and the champion athlete of your not be scorned. This beautiful frontier village of
school. Now tell me what destroyed his health and northern New York is located at a point where the
his prospects, and made of him the pitiful object he blue waters of Ontario flow into the broad channel of

for

filled

how are you now?” is met with the
and a look of beaming delight. Oh, that first round on the ladder of hope;
arouse against the subjuga- whenever we get one foot on that we usually fly into

haggard-faced, slouching figure creeping along on the

pay the rent

19, 1891

n the praise of his Creator,” was brought forcibly
to our minds as the best expression of the feelings
and thoughts of the hour. And yet we feel that it
might be anything but advantageous to us for this
mode of life to last any length of time. We seem to
do little but live for our own pleasure here. But the
very atmosphere is full of quiet peace. Old residents
tell us that when the “season” is over they can hear
each other think. We seem almost to be in the heart
of a Catholic country, and we meet frequently with
invalids on their way to Branpri, ten miles from Quebec, where is established a shrine to “la Bonne St.
Anne,” and where many miracles are said to have
been performed. The Protestant Churches are growing; the Presbyterian Church within the past few
years has made rapid strides. The present incumbent

preliminary to such expression and request, enter into
a fonual treaty

*•
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,

its

of this

own,

in

is

a “Circle,” enclosing a little jmrk of

the centre of which

is the

covered stand

and Canada that played so important a part in old camp-meeting
—-which is rich in historic and heroic associations, days. The huge bell that was one of its adornments
and is said to have been settled by French refugees, has been taken away ; mischievous youths, wont to
principallyNapoleon’s old soldiers,Count Real hav- awake the sleeping cottagers at midnight with its
ing mapped out the village. The old stone mansion echoes, made its removal necessary. %
ing place for the more pretentious resorts

To the right of the “Circle” are Park, South Side
“ It was drink that ruined him; but,” becoming release from St. Helena was confidently looked for. and Montgomery avenues; while on the very bank of
excited, “these men allowed liquor to become their It is owned now by the descendants of the Peugnits. the river that forms the eastern boundary of the
masters.”
There are said to be no finer fishing grounds than “Park,” is Riverside avenue, fronting on Riverside
“ True, and so will drink become your master, un- right here. We have seen enormous specimens of Park, a broad expanse of green.
less you stop while there is yet time.”
The remainder of the 250 or 300 cottages are
that king of fresh-water fish, the muscalonge; they
“ Impossible!”somewhat irritably.
run from thirty to sixty pounds. The atmosphere scattered at random over the spacious grounds. No

grace?”

still

stands

which was

built for

Napoleon, when his

“Come, come, don’t get offended. Answer two here is light and dry, and there is less fog than at fences even in the individual cottages; the whole
more questions, and I am done. You say that you many of the inland resorts. There are hotels and ground furnishes one vast yard and playground for
know hundreds of men who drink whenever they feel boarding houses galore, but we always rest beneath each cottage. There are no roads in the Park, and
like it, without injury to themselves or others; now the roof of the quaint old Rathbun House, which has but two or tliree walks; the turf and pine bush have
candidly, K it not from this very class of drinkers received guests a quarter of a century, and one por- everywhere full sway. The pines, that form an un.

that

all

the confirmed drunkards come? And

is it

not

tion of

which

is said to be a

hundred years old.

Its

broken

net-

work from the railroad to the river, cover
brush and fill the air with

your own personal knowledge, that well-kept lawns slope down almost to the river’s bank,
many of your acquaintances, in paying for their and from an upper balcony the view holds one spell- their fragrance,the health-givingproperties of which
drinks, use money which should go to provide for bound with delight. Carleton Island, nearly oppo- have made Sacaudaga Park famous as a resort for

a

the earth with their soft

fact, within

their wives and children?”

site, holding thr rains of an old fort; gives a roman- invalidtrTo the north of the camp ground separated from it
Enough, enough; you have presented the evils of tic coloring to the scene. The most beautiful hour
moderate drinking in an entirely new light to me, herels really the solitary one of early morning. The by a romantic little ravine threaded by paths are the
and from this time forth I shall never swallow' another rising sun, bathing everything below in silvery splen- picnic grounds.. Here are tables, seats, a kitchen, a
“

drop

of intoxicating liquor.”

dor; the crystal waters, the quietness that can be felt,

To say that the gentleman who made this conver- the dewy freshness which comes only with the early
sion was happy when he heard the fervent “Thank morning hour, are all electrifying! One morning we
God,” which the wife of this business man uttered took this all in from our window. David’s Psalm,
w hen she heard the good news, is almost superfluous. which makes “ the trees to clap their hands, and the
Some very interesting correspondence between the vineyards to rejoice, and all nature to unite with man

bowling
and

all

alley, a

“merry-go-round,” shooting galleries,

the other institutions necessary to the com-

picnic. Here also is a large and
handsome pavilion, in which many pleasant dancing
parties are held in the summer evenings. On the
opposite side of the camp ground is a large field, laid
plete success of a

?W-

'y-i.
'•SL-:
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oat in tennis courts and baseball diamonds. . TJie
tin-type photographer,of which Bacandaga Park
has its full contingent, have here also erected their
little buildings, from which each throws out photographs “unequalled in workmanship and execution.”
On the western side of the railroad track, a little
ways up the mountain, stands the new hotel, the
Adirondack House. Heretofore the hotel accommodations have been rather poor, but the erection of a
new hotel this spring gave a valuable addition to the
44 Park.” The “Andirondack ” is a magnificent structure of

modern architecture.

It is equipped with all

hotel. The inside is trimmed throughout with solid oak, and
elegantly furnished; broad verandas encircle the first
three floors; and the high tower, capped with a flagstaff, forms a prominent landmark for miles around.
the conveniences of a

first-class city

Once or twice a week the

hotel is the scene of a

know.”
Carrie.

such I her sister, were usually distinctly audible, Carrie
how to play all the games found her a dozen times more disagreeablethan the

or eight years younger than herself.
a
1

trouble to teach new
“ I

hope

girls

44

It will be

neither the same ones nor

we’ll get

fault-finding governess.

differ-

“ It’s like

drinking out of the old

said Rosalie at breakfast the

ent ones,” said

oaken bucket,”

first morning,

as she

wind now?” asked Mr. Hum- lifted a substantial teacup, and peered at it with her
ber, looking keenly at his elder daughter, who, little, gray eyes. “How will you ever get it to your
though only sixteen, had been his housekeeperever mouth, Alicia, in your present weak state?”
since her mother’s death, two years previously. 44 What would Delmonico’s chef say of this poyJ”
“Well,” replied Carrie, who had inherited her remarked she at dinner, whereupon Ellen, who was
father’s disposition to speak straight to the point, “ I | in attendance, and who had manufactured the
had another plan for this summer. Mrs. Sheldon criticlsedpie, flounced off to her room 44 to pack up
told me yesterday, when I went to her house to bor- her duds,” as she said, and Carrie was obliged to
row a pattern, that if 1 had a mind to, I might earn promise her an increase of wages to induce her to
some money while Tom and his wife were away at remain.
her mother’s, by taking in three lady boarders
But the next day Carrie overheard a remark of
aren’t satisfied with the hotel down in the village be- Miss Rosalie’s that gave her a worse shock than this,
cause it is so near the railway station. They have
1 wonder,” said that young lady to her sister, “if
come down from the city to be perfectly quiet for a I could get a decent pair of gloves at that place in
few weeks, as one of them has been quite sick, and the village that the natives call the store — the place,
“

Why, what's in

the

who

44

gay dance, at which all the youth and beauty of the
“Park” are drawn together to enjoy the giddy whirl.
There are innumerable a\ enues of pleasure at the doctor says she had better not go to Saratoga, you know, with that horrible red carpeting hung out
Bacandago Park. The picnics coming and going by where they usually spend their summer, until her in front. It fairly turns my blood, but I suppose it
special trains are a continual source of amusement nerves are in a better condition. They are trying now suits the country taste.”
44 Horrible red carpeting!” the crimson Brussels
with their dances, athletic games, prize contests, con- to get board in some farm-house, and are willing
certs, etc. The Bacandaga furnishes an excellent pay any price for it. They are very rich, so Mrs. on which Carrie had set her heart!
44 Well, Carrie,” said Mr. Humber, a fortnight
place for rowing and swimming. The fishing in the Sheldon says; that is, the two younger ones are;
river has never been better; while the numerous small other is their governess,and has charge of them. I later, addressing a pale, worn-out looking girl who
streams near by abound in brook trout. Tennis, cro- was thinking that by taking them in for two or three was counting a roll of bills that had just been handed
quet and bowling tournaments are continually in weeks we could affoM to buy a new carpet for the her by a lady who had forgotten to say good-by,
progress; and together with straw rides, mountain parlor, and I have quite set my heart on that I “ have you enough there to buy your carpet?”
44 Yes,” returned Carrie wearily, 44 but if I’d known
climbs, card parties, candy pulls, picnics, hops, hunt- crimson Brussells down at Smith &
“As you please,” said Mr. Humber; but he didn’t what I’d have to go through to get it, I should have
ing, fishing, drives and bathing, leave few empty
look pleased as he left the room, and Kate began to | taken the fresh-airchildren.”
inches in the merry days.
All the walks, sights and lK»autiesof Bacandaga whimper softly. She was a lonely little girl, having
Suggestive,
Park may not be dwelt upon; but let us just men no sister or brother of her own age, and she had a

to

the

Baker’s.”

High Hock,” that magnificent boulder on the
mountain side that stands deep-rooted in the soil,
and seems to invite us to climb upon it and gaze upon
the beautiful view which is so old a story to it; and
“Lover’s Lun<\"tliat romantic, woody path by the
side <>f the river, down which loving couples delight
to stroll; and the little red school-house,with its
quaint little “inarm;” and the hermit’s hut, with its
wild inhabitant, “Crazy John;” and “Stony Dane,”
Johnny Cake Hollow, “ Hogs Hack Ridge,” and all
tion

44

those other ever-to-be-remembered places that help to

make our

visit to

Bacandaga Park so

full

and pleasure.

the

pleasant recollection of last year’s romps with
fresh- air children. Carrie took the dimensions

happy

how much
at
in

so

many

yards of Brussels

would come to,

Dflnie.
Be

It Shall

Light.

doubt and

talent

A

’

** *******

the Journey, rough the way,

hotel, and asked to see Miss Pinkerton, the

governess ^m8e^

and

liiankind-—

*

and diamonds, after morn‘ng. Franklin.
hearing what Carrie had to say, remarked that the • • • *The lot .which Qod Prides, the trouble which

This lady,

a

faded female in

silk

visita’

be,

•

It

shall be light.”

_

’Tis faith that sees and brings

evening

and

be jabers! oive four missusses

of their

Rusk

arrival. “ I’m no sooner down than

in.

up again. It’s more wants they have in a minute ____ The time has come when all believers in Christhan herself” (herself always meant Carrie) “has in tianity ought to stand together, as far as it is possible,
for their common Christianity against their common
a week, and she’s no aisy one to get along wid.”
foes. Therefore, they should leave untouched, as far
44 What a lot of trunks!” said Katie, when the expressman arrived with his load. “0, Carrie, do make as possible, those points on which they disagree.
I’m

—

near.

It

Faith

This love so full, so free, so dear.

him be careful! He has thrown down one on your Archbishop Ryan.

Oh! walk by

bed of

faith,

and not by sight,

At evening-timeIt shall be light;

“^^ELL,

____

Divine grace, even

in

the heart of weak and sinful

1

Carrie’s Carpet.

AKA

mignonette.”

This wasn’t the worst damage done by the huge uian, is invincible. Drown it in the waters of advertrunks. In taking them up the narrow stairway, the 8ityr itHses iaore beautiful, as not being drowned, inexpressman and his assistant knocked the plastering I deed, but only washed; throw it into the furnace of
from the wall, and the paint from the bannisters. fiery trials, it comes out purer, and loses nothing but

Jordan'sstream to ford.
Then comes sweet rest with Christ,thy Lord.
*Tls onlv

CL

^

now,” I ©ous are possible for those who believe in their poesiexcl&imed Ellen, the stout Irish help, as she came I bility* and who determine that, for their part, they
waddling down the stairs for the fourth time on the I wbl make every day’s work contribute to them.

Look np, sad soul, for lo! the light,
God's love surrounds thee day and night;

BY

character

in charge of the young invalid lady, Miss Alicia • 1 .look upon death to be as necessary to our conHiggs. and of Miss Rosalie Higgs, her younger sister. 8^tutions as sleep. We shall rise refreshed in the

44

Tollworn and weary, faint, footsore,
far earth seems from Heaven’s shore;
But walk by faith and n»>t by sight,
At eveulng-tlmeit shall be light.”

Y.

in #>litude, a

possession.

shall be light.”

It

How

Cahlteton, N.

•

rooms Carrie had to show, and much haggling as to not ^ trustworthy unless there be first uprightness
terms, Miss Pinkerton agreed to the price demanded, *n this realm of the soul.— Words of Reconciliation.
and by the next evening she and her charges wrere in • • • P^X you, w ith all earnestness, to prove and know,
full
within your hearts, that all things lovely and right-

fear like clouds arise,

That leads to Heaven'seternal day,
Oh! walk by faith and not by sight.

**

*

I

so much a yard, and then, after arraying herself on^ *n **ie woM.—OGethe.
her best bib and tucker, went down to the village ' He who persecutes a good man makes war against

.

Ami overcast thy spirt t-aklea.
Then walk by faith and not by aijfht,

At evenlng-tline

—Robert Browning.

^a^8 Edward Atkinson : There are two things
possibly they might come to terms.
needed in the8e days-First, for rich men to find out
1 wish you joy of your boarders,” was Mrs. Tom’s I bow poor men live, and second, for poor men t<> knowparting speech the next day —(Tom was Carrie's half how rich men work.
brother, who, with his wife and two babies, lived in ____ There is no religion of the life in which there is a
greater call for transparent honesty than in that of
his father’s house)— but this wish was not fulfilled.
After many disparaging remarks in regard to the religious faith and conduct. The outward life will

^

Though long

wute

of interest price she asked was simply scandalous, but that she he Pitie8> the 80ul that he love8 and
would come the following day to see the place, and beneath our patience and reverence. Martineau.

BY HKLKN A. RICHARDS.

“ At evenln z-Urae

to

The strength he deigns to impart,

44

At Evening-time
SHOULD

"Be .are God ne’er dooms

the parlor floor with a tape measurer, calculated

of

that, if things were as Carrie represented them to

Hit

|
|

And then, after they were piled in the

MARSHALL.

(for there

up-stairs hall, ^ie

was not space for more than two out of

the

dross. Archbishop Leighton.
Perhaps the great fact

----

as to

the best value of

seven in the small rooms,) Mr. Humber stumbled any period of existence is not clear to us until we have
know that we are ready for their fresh air over them in the dark, and bruised his wrist
That is very often at once our sorrow' and our
children?” asked Mr. Humber. ‘‘Torn and his fam- badly. While Carrie w’as fomenting it with hot consolation. We shall not know what this strange
ily will go on Wednesday, and as they won’t be gone water, Ellen came down-stairs with a new demand I dear old earth has done for us until wTe stand on the
more than three weeks at the most, we can’t get the from the boarders; 44 It’s linen shates they’re after j-fer-off hill tops and walk by the river of the water of
Carrie, shall we write

and

let the folks

rather

children here too soon for their two weeks’ stay.

wanting now,” said she; 44 and whdre they’re to
Phillips Brooks.
thrown away last from it’s meself that don’t know, unless we go to I • • •
no^ unbelief that makes any man strong,
summer, for I saw Mr. Thornwell when I was in wor-rk and wave ’em, as there’s nothing but cotton I ^ot by the shutting out of anything, not by the shutX
last week, and he says he sent for that boy 1 shates in the
ting out of a lie, does power come. It cannot come
spoke to him about, and finds him real helpful around
The next monring there was a demand for cream. ^7 any negative. It must be positive. Deny the
the iarm. What a little runt he was when he flivt
“ Paying the exorbitant prices that we do,” said I falsehood with all your power and voice. That iscame down here last summer 1”
Miss Pinkerton, 4 we should not be expected to drink your duty. But that does not make you strong. It
I only makes you ready to be strong. Having turned
44 Yes,” replied Carrie rather crossly, 44 and what a
If they drink crame at that rate, they’ll ate no the lie out of doors, you throw these same doors open
time we had in bringing him to life again after he
fell into the creek. And what a trouble those two butter,” observed Ellen, as she refilled the large to the truth. Then strength will come pouring in. It
girls w'ere, always tearing their clothes off oi their pitcher. “ When folks go to swilling like that, their has always been through men of belief, not unbelief,
that power from God has poured into man. It is not
backs among the blackberry bushes, and bringing name should be pigs, and not Higgs.”
Miss Rosalie Higgs prided herself on being what the discriminating critic, but he whose beating, throbweeds into the house and calling them flowers.”
1 hope we’ll get the same ones this summer,” ob- children call, “a game-make,” and as her comments bing life offers itself a channel for the divine force,—
served Kate Humber, Carrie’s only sister, and seven on the Humber menage1 though made in whispers to Phillips Brooks,
can’t complain that our trouble was

house.”

-

-.

—

1

come

We

milk.”
4

44

_

:

_

•

^
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AUNT MARJORIE’S CORNER.
The Young

Girl as a Wage-Earner.

rnHE
J-

young

girl, in

findeth to do, do

it

with thy might.”

Third. Our wage-earning

girl

to find

repose.

should cultivate self-

NOBODY’S CAT.

respect, holding herself far above all silly flirtation or

har several relations to the

home

19, 1891

when you ought it sees beyond the line of maturity the unknown into
to do it with both hands. “Whatsoever thy hand which it must pass, and where it is its high privilege
ens said, do anything with one hand,

L

BT MRS. M. E. SANGSTKR.

_

August

familiaritywith the other

sex,

when

encountering

A

DISTINCT

addition to the inevitable discomforts

as daughter, sister, ornament, charm, attraction,

men in business relations. Employers and fellowof town life in summer is nobody’s cat. Very
babyhood to her clerks, men with whom she has business engagements, different is this poor vagrant from the sleek, velvetwedding day. If she does not marry, but instead, stand toward her precisely as other women do, in footed familiar which sits purring beside the hearth,
leaving girlhood behind her, chooses the life of a single similar situations. Glances of admiration, or the re- eats chicken and laps cream, and lies on a soft cushion
woman, she remains still useful, beautiful, &nd, in verse, should be ignored. On her way to and from near a caressing mistress, who cares for puss as tenmany eyes, enviable, in her independent estate of the business, and during the hours of business, the derly as for a petted child. Nobody’s cat is a veritaspinster.
wage-earning girl should be intent on one thing ble Esau, every hand is against her, and necessity
The girl who does not marry must, in many cases, only, her duty. No foolish sentimentality should teaching her self-defence. She becomes a predatory
earn her own support, or help those who are depend- be encouraged in her thought. She has not time creature, snarling defiance at the world.
ent upon her. She then becomes a wage-earner. If for it, and it is inexpedient, as is the light
In the dead of night her long-drawn wails awaken
one accept wages, she pledges herself to render an repartee and the gay bandiage which are appropriate the invalid and drive sleep from the pillows of the
equivalent in service. If she cannot return the equiv- in society. “I am very much annoyed,” said the well. Only the laboring man and the little child can
alent she has no right to the wages, and, receiving employer of a number of young women, “ by two really sleep through the howling and fighting of the
them, becomes either a mendicant or a beneficiary. propensities of your sex. They gabble, gabble, cats congregated in city streets and on roofs and balNo self-respectingAmerican wage-earning girl has the gabble, when they ought to be at work, and if they conies during the heated term, and their forlorn condesire to be considered an object of charity. She
are reproved, they cry. I hate to see women cry, and dition moves to pity as well as anger, for it needs but
wants and claims only what her fairly rendered efforts
I wish they knew how unbusiness like crying is.” a glance at their lean, gaunt forms to see that many
have entitled her to ask. If she is ill-paid for honest Keep your temper, dear wage-earning girl, and keep of them are starving.
work, it is her duty to seek #a place where her work
your self-respect. A girl who respects herself truly,
People go away for weeks at a time, (some people,)
will be more highly valued; but in the long run, the will always be respected.
leaving the household cat to the mercy of chance kindbest work is generally sure of winning the best wages.
ness for subsistence, or, still more cruel, they “lose”
For either sex there is always room at the top.
TEACHING FROM THE AUGUST PAGE OF NATURE’S a cat of which they have grown tired, dropping it a
What are the requisites which a girl needs in order
BOOK.
mile or two from home, and quieting conscience by
that she may be successful?
“FT is an August afternoon, so bright that the shade the thought that somehow the cat will be provided
First, Ability.
J- seems pleasant; so cool that the sunlight beyond for.
Second, Thoroughness.
the maple under which we are sitting is attractive;
A more humane method would put the poor thing
Third, Sklf-rrspbct.
and what can be more perfect than a point of view out of prolonged misery by killing it at once by
Fourth, Projiptnbss in fulfilling engage- where sunlight and shadow seem to have no quarrel
chloroform or strychnine.The latter poison is so
ments.
with each other? While Nature opens her book to deadly and so dangerous that one hesitates to have it
Fifth, Genuine love of work, for the work’s us at the August page, another book is upon the lap,
on hand, and few druggists would sell it, unless a
SAKE.
and we read from one who saw with an artist’s dis- physician’s order backed that of the buyer. To
Returning to our premises. The wage-earning girl cernment the beauties of all created things— saw
chloroform pussy is not easy either, and involves a
needs ability in her chosen line. Every girl should them as related to use, saw them also with that recoggood deal of nerve on the part of the executioner.
chief delight, is interesting from

.

be educated so that if the need arises she can

become nition of the deepest needs

of the soul that proved

a bread-winner. The rich man’s daughter, equally his right to speak with authority with regard to truth
with the poor man's, ought to be mistress of some one and beauty: “I think there is no desire more intense
trade, profession, or art, by means of which she can or more exalted than that which exists in all rightly
earn her own support. So rapid are the fluctuations disciplined minds for the evidences of repose in exof fortune that nobody can be sure of retaining it, ternal signs.” Turning from the words the glance is
and it is the part of wisdom, therefore, to be armed led by the magical influence of the hour and scene
against the incursions of want by a knowledge of from the central limbs outward to the tips of the
something which the world requires and is willing to branchlets,to discover the rhythm of motion that
pay for. Every girl should have a specialty. And works through ail, even to the point of the smallest

whatever
it

specialty is, she should be so proficient in

that she can

command

the highest prices for her

skill. This implies patient, laborious training, the
serving of a faithful apprenticeship,the diligent study

which insures the deft hand, the facility and freedom
from blundering which come only after faithful practice. We all know how the best dressmaker is sought
and waited for, and how royally she dictates her
terms and makes her appointments, but she is only
one of a great number who might dictate terms if they
possessed tried ability.

To

the wage-earning girl

I

would say : Select your trade, your art, your profession, and determine to learn it thoroughly. Employers assert that men are more thorough than women.
Which brings me to my second point. The weakness
of our sex is in contrast with our quickness to grasp
a situation, so marked as to be rated a vice. We lack
thoroughness.We often forget to finish off our work
the wrong side looks rough and seamy; it has loose
ends; there is a weak spot in the middle; it won’t
stand wear and tear. I overheard two gentlemen in
;

conversation, not long ago, in

Said one

to

the other,

young women
costs more,

in

it is

a street car in

“We have

New York.

stopped employing

our office as stenographers. A

true, but the girls

man

make so many mis-

takes, and are so often absent, that they are expensive

economy to hire a man and
pay him twice as much.” Now, our standing grievance, as we all know, is, that the rate of payment for
men is higher than the corresponding rate ibr women
in employments in which both engage, and which a
man is net by nature fitted to do better than a woman.
Suppose we stop complaining and look around for
reasons why there is cause for complaint. Must we
in the end,

and

it’s

better

am promptly and

punctiliously served by

victim

less agreeable,

and

as the

must be allured into a box, or imprisoned

under a barrel before the fatal sponge

is

introduced,

and nobody’s cat is very suspicious, and very shrewd,
and very determined into the bargain, the first catching her

is

not a light problem to solve.

Poor nobody’s cat
dreads you almost

! And

as he

poor suffering citizen,

who

dreads the nightmare.

“QUENCH NOT THE SPIRIT.’’
kind of obedience to
the central law— so perfect that it seems to hold law rpHE Spirit is in this verse figuratively represented
-1- as a flame burning. We can only quench a
in its own right— the true evidence of that repose of
wnich Ruskin speaks? We turn again to his page flame by throwing upon it a substance not fuel. • So
and read further: “It is the most unfailing test of we can quench the Spirit by pressing in His way
beauty, whether of matter or of motion ; nothing can thoughts and actions not agreeable to Him. The
be ignoble that possesses it, nothing right that has it Spirit can be subjected to adverse opinions. He can
be quenched by selfishness,contempt, suspicion, connot.”
With the book closed upon the lap. and the breath tradiction,impurity of doctrine and life. We can
coming and going with each sigh of the leaves, the quench the Spirit by starving Him with neglect. It
mind busies itself with the play of thought until the is not easy to do it, for “ many waters cannot quench
postman’s voice breaks the reverie. He leans upon love,” but it can be done. The Spirit of God in us
the lawn paling as his eye wanders over the scene; should be nourished by thanksgiving exercises and
leaf.

We whisper, is not

this

minute after delivering the letter; is he
trying to gather sometlung that he needs for his
spirit? The letter comes from a middle aged woman
who lives among the most charming scenery that New
England can offer. She asks: “Will you send me
some reading matter? The winter is coming on, and
I dread it so.” As the letter is allowed to fall upon
the grass, the voices within the maple and out in the
sweet air beyond seem to cry out against the spirit of
the message. “The winter is coming on,” we repeat
slowly. Why, what can the woman mean? It is
only August, the summer has not gone. Alas! she
must be living in a future shadowed by her foreboding ! She is surely missing the expression that Nature

daily prayer.

What can be a more

faces of our beloved dead, or grass-green graves.

he

lingers a

“ More of Tby Spirit, Lord,

we

crave.

More of Tby love divine!
0 sblne within our wayward hearts,
And make them wholly Thine.”

SOPHIE
Newark,

L.

8CHKNCK.

N. J.

“SHALL BE COMFORTED.”
u T3 LESSED

-D

are they that

of the Saviour.

mourn,” are the words

He does

not

tell

just

what

the nature of the grief must be, in order that the
mourner “ shall be comforted.” It is only “ Blessed
are they that mourn.” Perhaps it may be the grief
for past sins, or it possibly is, when we are sad beis wearing— the look of trust in expectation ; a faith cause we cannot work more acceptably for God, or it
in the great law by which its changes are governed. may be the popular idea of mourning over cold, white
pitiable experience than the

and the benign teaching of the
present to reach forward to a day that may bring
wintry chill and loneliness! The sweet words of a
poet come to lay a strong and tender arm of faith
not confess that a girl sometimes fails in thoroughness,
under our heart, and we whisper In rhythm with the
or that she excuses herself on the plea of her sex, from
harmony about us:
doing her work as well as she can, and as she ought.
* Because in a day of my days to come
When it is with difficulty,for instance, that I find
There waiteth a grief to be,
myself waited on in a New York drygoods’ shop where
Shan my heart grow faint, and my lipa grow dumb
In this day that is bright for me?”
women clerks are employed, because the salewomen
A voice from among the green leaves seems echoing
are occupied in gossip of their own, and when, in
another, I

Certainly no task could be

missing of the beauty

the answer that this

Perhaps all mourning
words, and,

if so,

is

included

in

the Master’s

the promised blessing shall be given

to all. “Shall be comforted” means

a great deal

when spoken by a loving Saviour, for His comfort is
the most supreme joy, and after seasons of tears, regret and longing, it is doubly precious. Perhaps the
time of mourning is only given to prepare the soul to

more fully appreciate the deep peace that follows.
The agony of mourning that binds the human spirit
in the shadows is only for a moment, as compared to
the ages of rest and comfort in the bright eternity of
sweet singer has breathed to her
God.

men, I am fain to conclude that were I an employer, own question
Then be glad, oh mourner, that you may wear the
“ Nay, phantom ill with the warring hand:
my wages should go to those who would serve me best.
garb of sadness for a little season, for you shall be
Nay, gbosta of the weary past.
Yet, who should handle ribbons and laces so well, or
Serene aa in armor of faith I stand;
comforted not only in this life, but in the great forwait on a woman so perfectly as a sister- woman? I
Ye may not hold me fast,”
ever you shall be glad through all the eternal years.
beg our girls to be thorough. Never, as Charles DickThis must be the answer of every soul to itself as
MRS. M. a. HOLT.
:

August
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CHILDREN’S PORTFOLIO.
The

mind? Poor Dell thought, and thought, and at last During the latter part of the Middle Ages, the most
said, slowly, “I’ll take it to the hotei to-morrow eonspieuous object on the table was the saltcellar,
morning, and see if it does belong to that little girl. This was generally of silver in the form of a ship. It
Perhaps it doesn’t, and then I can keep
was placed in the centre of the long table, at which
So the next morning after the breakfast dishes were the household gathered, my lord and lady, their famwashed Dell took the doll in her arms and trudged ily and guests being at one end, and their retainers
her

Daisy.

it.”

BT THE REV. NEWMAN HALL.
AI8Y

Is “ the eye of day
Turning to the sun alway.
Feasting on his warmth and light.

along the dusty road to the

This the daisy’sdear delight.

When
On

he rises In the east.

When be climbs the noontideskies,
They rejoice with upward eyes.
When
When

to be blest;

be slnketh out of sight,

Closing eyelids say “ Good-night.”
Like the daisy, may I be
Always turning, Lord, to Thee;
When from sleep I dally rise,
Seeking Thee with opening eyes.
In the noontide of

my

trials rife.

Let

me open

all

my

life,

heart.

Let Thy radiance ne’er depart.

Beauty, fragrance, life divine.
Dwell wherever Thou dost shine;
Make me thus Thy daisy-flower.
Bright and beauteousevery hour.

—

44

When my
Glowing

day of life Is done,

on thee!
Beam, 0 Saviour, beam on me!

—S. S. Times.

44

DKLL'S DOLL.

nV/TRS. HILLS was

E.

“

in the kitchen cleaning up,

waj£

I

her

back

still,

stairs, until Dell

came

a

hotel, coming back in a few minutes with the doll

you.”

down the take her; mamma said
the kitclien doorway. comi„g ^ ^

f*

and

Dell waif a rather pretty child, with dark hair

tangled.

That

Ilight,

eyes; but just now her eyes were very red, and her 8aid to
hair all

ing about
44

44

Hills,

44

TTTHEN

so,

and to-morrow we are aged-looking man and a discouraged-looking cart,
The cart was standing before an orchard. The

after Dell was sound asleep, Mr. Hills was trying to pull

hig wife| “

it

up

hill to his

man

own house. The

Martha, what has happened to Dell? boys did not wait to be invited, but ran to help with

never fcnew her to be so cheerful and happy before.” a good will. 44 Push! push!” was the cry.
what are you cry- g0 Mrg Hi||g toid the whole story, and finished thus: The man brightened up; the cart trundled as fast

And

“

I

declare, if I

1 don’t want to
| dou wouid make,
But you mu** tell; do you hear me?” said Mrs.

Hills.

“ I was so lonesome, and, —

A SERMON ON PUSH.

I

tell.”

Now, Dell,” began Mrs.

“

44

Why, Miss Bally, just hear her! 1 have five. Just
And away ran Gracie into

the little feet

stood in

pretty?”

V

1

slowly,

regard

Cousin Will was at home for vacation,
V
the boys always expected to have plenty of
jn one hand and a box in the other. “You are to
have the doll for your very own,” she exclaimed, fun. The last frolic before he went back to his studies
*iand jiere are all her dresses and things; and oh! I I was a long tramp after hazelnuts. As they were hurforgot (o ^jj ypUt her name i8 Eleanor. Yes, you must rying along in high glee, they came upon a discour-

_1YJ_ when the sound of smothered sobs reached
ears. “That child s crying again, she exclaimed,
“ I declare, I don’t know what
11 do with her if she
don’t stop. Dell! Dell! come here!” “ Yes’m, I’m
coming,” slowly answered a little voice, brokenly ;

and more

in

Gracie.

In the setting sun,

SUll, in hope. I’ll gaze

BY M.

and servants at the other. So one’s position

it.”

be stoopetb to the west,

With delights and

village.

The hotel was filled with summer guests whose cos- to the salt was a test of rank — the gentlefolks sitting
tumes almost frightened little Dell But, although “above the salt,” and the yeomanry below it. In the
she hesitated one moment, she took courage in the houses of the great nobles dinner was served with
next, and coming to a couple of beautiful young ladies much ceremony. At the hour a stately procession
said, timidly: “I— I found this doll in the woods, entered the hall. First came several musicians,foland thought it must belong to some one here, so I lowed by the steward bearing his rod of office, and
brought
then came a long line of servants carrying different
“ Why, it’s little Gracie’s doll. There she is. dishes. Borne idea of the variety and profusion may
Gracie, see here, here is your doll you lost yesterday.”be gained from the provision made by King Henry
“Oh! 1 am so glad; I thought she was lost for III. for his household at Christmas, 1254. This ingood,” cried Gracie, running up, 44 where did you find eluded thirty-one oxen, one hundred pigs, three hun— why, Miss Sally, it’s that little girl we saw yester- dred and fifty-six fowls, twenty-nine hares, fifty-nine
day, and who stared at my doll so. Don’t you re- rabbits, nine pheasants, fifty-six partridges, sixty-eight
member you thought she was so
woodcock, thirty -nine plovers and three thousand
“ Why yes, of course,” replied Miss Sally. 44 It was eggs,
very honest in you to bring it, and you must be a very Many of our favorite dishes have descended to us
good little”
from the Middle Ages. Macaroons have served as
1 ain’t good, ’’broke in Dell;
1 was going to keep dessert since the days of Chaucer. Our favorite winit. I hope you won’t mind, I kissed it once,” con tin- ter breakfast, griddle cakes, has come down to us
ued Dell, turning to
from the far away Britons of Wales, while the boys
“ Isn’t your doll as pretty as mine?” asked Gracie. have lunched on gingerbread and girls on pickles and
1 haven’t any. Never had one,” sorrowfully replied jellies since the time of Edward II., more than five
hundred years ago. — 8. 8. Classmate.
Dell.

his smiles (he daisies feast;

They bend lowly

9

I

had known what

should have bought her one

a

long

as

rheumatism would

let it,

and

in five

minutes they

panting at the top of the hill
Obliged to ye,” said the man. 44 You

all stood
44

HOW OUR ANCESTORS

and I tried to make a

a difference

wait a

just

minute,” and he hurried into the house, while two or

ATE.

peeped out of the door.
doll out of some rags, like that lovely little girl had I
THOUSAND years ago, when the dinner was 1 “jfow, boys,” said Cousin Will, 44 this is a small
who was here yesterday with those young ladies
‘ ready to be ^rved, the first thing brought
but i wi8h we couid an take a motto out of it,
some water, and,— I could'nt make it look like any- 1 the great hall was the table. Movable trestles were ftnd ^eep jQr
4 Pugh l’ It is just the word for
thing at all,
brought, on which were placed boards, and aU were I gmndt c,ear morning>
“Now, see here, Dell Mason, that’s all nonsense, carried away again at the close of the meal.
“if anybody is in trouble, and you see it, don’t
Dolls and such things do all very well for such fine this was laid the tablecloth, which in some of the old stand back-push.
three pink-aproned children

A

for

and”-

-

•

-

’

into

^

Upon

-

-

.

•

.

*.•

•
, ,
j r
i wncmci ic io visui own or not, whether it is at home
taken from the poorhouse, and you have broidered border. There is an old Latin riddle of the or in town> at ^urch or at school, just help with all
something else to think,— Bless me! There she goes eighth century in which the table says: “ I feed peo- 1 y0ur nnght— push.”— TAe Christian Commonwealth.
flying up the road. Dell ! It’s no use, she is far away pi© with many kinds of food. First, I am a quadruped
THAT’S HOW.”
by this
and adorned with handsome clothing; then I am
A FTER a great snow-storm a little fellow began
Mrs. Hills was not hardhearted. Far from it. She robbed of my apparel and lose my legs also. ”
to shovel a path through a large snow bank bewas only a plain country woman, and had taken Dell The food of the Anglo Saxon was largely bread.
Mason from the poorhouse, three years before, because This is hinted in the fact that a domestic was called fore his grandmother’s door. He had nothing but a
small shovel to work with.
she had known the child’s parents, and thought it a “ loaf-eater,”and the lady of the house was called a
“ How do you expect to get through that drift?”
loaf -giver.” The bread was baked in round, flat
would be a pity to leave her in the poorhouse, where

--

--

little girl,

|

.

i

time.”

**

asked a

had
way, to

she had been placed after her father and mother

cakes, which the superstition of the cook

both died. She had always been kind,

a cross to preserve

in

her

the child, but could never understand why she was

them from the

marked with

perils of the

fire,

man

passing along.
“By keeping at it, sir,” said the boy, cheerfully;
44 that’s how!”

and cheese were also eaten. The prinalways wanting a doll. She had never had one, never cipal meat was bacon, as the acorns of the oak forwanted one. Why should
ests, which than covered a large part of England,
I

Milk, hotter

LITTLE HEADS TOGETHER.
No. L
GEOGRAPHICAL ACROSTIC. . «
Dell had run up the road to a small grove, and then supported numerous droves of swine,
1. A city of New York. 2. A State of our Union. 8. A
throwing herself upon the grass, had her cry out. Our Anglo-Saxon forefathers were not only hearty canal. 4. The “ Flour City.” 5. A division of the NorthPresently, looking up, she noticed that there evidently eaters, but, unfortunately,deep drinkers. The drink- west. 6. A county in New York. 7. Mountains In New
.
bad been a picnic there, as there were crumbs and ing-horns were at first literally horns, and so must
Primals.— An important part of the world.
papers scattered about. Suddenly she started and be immediately emptied when filled,
No. 2.
rushed toward something on the grass. Something all Later, when the primitive horn had been replaced

Dell?

York.

white
“

A

and

fluffy,

doll 1”

curls.

with long golden

she exclaimed.

"Where could it have

come from? Oh, I know. It

by a glass cup,

it

retained a tradition of

decessor in its shape, for it

had a

that tapering toward the base, so that
hotel in emptied at a draught.

is the very doll

had yesterday, and they stay at the
the village. But that is too far off for me to go
little girl

Anyway, I don’t believe she wants

it

very

now.

much; be-

mine.”

its

rude

too,

had

Each guest was furnished with a spoon, while his

knife he always carried in his belt; as for forks,

found

it,

so of course

it’s

it.

>oornr4 ]Mt Sunday,

keep coming up

_

all the

time in

|

_

_

NO.

who

_

F.

Y. A.

8.

SQUARE WORD.
1. A part of the very ground.
2. In our country is surely found.
8. May be had in the market-place.
4. Refers often to some of our race.

Answers to Ptuulet

.
•’

No. 1.—
No. 2.—

Mieah.

____________

_

________

of July *9th.

________________________________

D-undee. O-berlin. V-enice. E-rin. R-om.

Dover.

No. 8.-

•

.

.

G

HAP
GALES
PEN
8

Correct answers from Jamie D. Hoffman, Lucia M. Hoff-

man, George F. Meeker, L.
Constance Hilton.

gathered at the manor-gate.

1

Pi.

Rfo tner, a veyoll Idnegliw—
Zsie, ixs chsien yb etn;
Eon, 1 lefe esru, Idwuo itus
C.
Rm. dna Ksin. Nr we.

to be

dreamed of them when nature had given man ten
Dell sat looking at the doll for a long rime before fingers? But you -vill see why a servant with a basin
she dared to even touch it; until the sun was almost of water and a towel always presented himself to each
down. Then she remembered that she would be missed guest before dinner was served and after it was ended,
at home. So she picked up the doU gently, and car- Roasted meat was served on the spit or rod on which
ried it to her little room over the kitchen and hid it it was cooked, and the' guest cut or tore off a piece to
under the bed, for she did not want Mis. Hills to see suit himself. Boiled meat was laid on the takes of
it lest she might make her return
bread, or later, on thick slices of bread called
Dell went to bed early that night, and with her, "trenohers,” from a Norman word meaning “to cut,"
you may be sure, went the doll ; but, strange to say, in as these were to carve the meat on, thus preserving
spite of her happiness, she could not sleep. That doll the tablecloth from the knife. At first the trencher
bothered her so. What if that little girl had missed was eaten or thrown upon the stone floor for the dogs
her ooll and felt badly because she could not find It? who crouched at their master’s feet. At a later date
And why did that eighth commandment, which she it was put in a basket and given to the poor who

sides, I

.....

pre-

flaring top while
it,

. .

.

I. B.,

Minnie Jongeneel, Julie

_

.
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Jerome

the threshold of a log shanty of the

“We

Thousand

stood

Thus the

many

now embodied

in

the

village

church.

is needless to add,

they receive a “prophet’s reward.”

The

beloved brethren, —

visit of these

all of

whose works

follow them, — their hearty participation in our services,
their careful review of the past and hopeful

encouragement

for the future, have already been productive of

Monday noon.

But the limits of this article do not permit me to do justice to the early history of the church. As we listened to
. .Our Foreign Missions.— The receipts for the first
the modest recital by the Revs. Du Bois and Rockwell of
quarterof thecurrent fiscal year, ending July 81st, were $19,what the Lord had wrought, we felt that naught but the
383.88. As compared with those of last year for the same perimissionary spirit of Jesus could have led these brethren to
od, they were $7,636,04 greater. Of this $8,530 was from
a field containing so many obstacles, not least of which was
legacies, $250 from the Bible Society for Bible work in the
the indifference liegotten by a widespread blight of UniArcot Mission, and the rest from usual sources of income.
versalism. When the church was organized none of its
This shows a gratifyingincrease. To meet the expenses of
members had previously belonged to the Reformed Church.
the quarter, largely increased by the sending out of new
A wise Providence only placed the work in the hands of a
missionaries, it has been necessary to borrow $12,000. To

good

for

Church of the Thousand Islands, which has yet to contend with the spiritual obstaclesinseparablefrom fashionthe

.

body proverbiallyresolute

provide for

expenses of the second quarter, to

all

1st, will require about

$27,000. As the

for the three months were but

good advance

made

is not

November

must

still

in the offerings of

individuals. These are the “driest”

be done,

if

a

churches and

months in

the year,

always. Circumstancesprevent many churches and societies from giving much, or even anything. So much the
more reason, then, why those who can should do their best
to swell the tide. The current year opened with unusual
promise. It would be a pity to see the old conditions repeated, even if there were need of it. There is none, if
those who have the means and opportunity will come to

in

defending

“ the faith

summer

able

resorts.

our prayer that they may be spared to gather again
at our fiftieth anniversary.Be this as God shall determine;
we shall all at least look forward with yet more welcome
anticipation to the day when
It is

” The pastore and the people there
Shall Thee in glory see;
Shall keep the long Sabbatic year.

The

once de-

livered to the saints.”

receipts last year

little over $10,000, it is evi-

dent that considerable borrowing

l-v

it

Islands,

indirect fruits of this island enterprise

have far exceeded those

To insure prompt insertion items of Church News must

W

their hospitality, an invitation which,

Sabbath-schools were sustained by the mission in destitute
places.

.
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A. Davenport, under the direction of our

the primitive teachers of Christianity.” In those days

©jrartlj.

the office by

v)

*f;

••*-',•

was accepted without hesitation. That sumptuous repast
talking to people within and without, some of whom in was enjoyed and appreciated with that singleness of devotheir unique costume are indolently reclining in boats, tion that cnaracterizesministerial banquets. Other hotel
which are carelessly drawn upon the lieach, like as I have proprietors come and go, but Mr. and Mrs. Crossmon resometimes thought the scattered and neglected inhabitants main among the few living links binding the past to the
of the wilderness and the desert wild that gathered round present. For this graceful and modest act of courtesy may

The ^of0j;mod 6Uui;ch iu $.mcnica.

reach

-C

scribing one of his preaching stations, he says:

PAYABLE TO pRDER OF CHRISTIAN
INTELLIGENCERASSOCIATION.
ETC.,

©nr

*.-•'

tion. Dr. Bethune, during his fishing tours in this region,
Board was a frequent guest at “ The Crossmon,” the pioneer hotel
of this vicinity and a favorite retreat of many other of our
of Domestic Missioas, labored for several years over a large
area of country, amoifg the islands and also on both the ministers in former days. A palatial building of five stories
American and Canadian shores. He made many personal now occupies the identical site of the unpretendingthough
applications to individualsand churches of our denomina- comfortable and homelike inn; but the same genial host and
tion for funds to erect a permanent place of worship. A hostess, now grown old in ministeringto the enjoyment and
written appeal, of which he made frequent use, still exists comfort of their guests, are still to be seen. It was their
and abounds in graphic and often thrilling incidents con- desire that their old friends, the former pastors of the
nected with his missionary tours among the islands. De- church, with their families should once again partake of
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Previous to the arrival of Dr. Du Bois in 1850, the late

Rev.

PUBLISHED AT

IS

.

V5£v.;,

The Rev. Geo. Rockwell, the successor of Dr. Du

TH

Bois,

feast of

Jubilee."

CL ASS IS

0.

OP MICHIGAN

/TET in special session in Grand Rapids, August 4th.
The joint application of the Consistory of the First
formidable obstacles. At one time the church was almost
Reformed Church of Grand Rapids and the Rev. Peter
without a regular Consistory.The financial troubles growlabored here for twenty-three years, contending with

ing out of the Civil
“

Father” Rockwell,

even urged by

War

crippled the

work not

a

many

little.

as he is affectionately designated, was

a friend shortly after his arrival to

the place lest he should starve

to death. As we
however, to his vigorously delivered address, we

abandon
listened,
felt that

unless starvationshould make more serious inroads upon

A

Moerdyke, D.D., for the dissolution of the pastoral relation,
was acted upon and granted, and the latter was dismissed
to the Classis of Illinois.The call of the Church of Constantine upon the Rev. F. P. Baker was read and approved,
and provisionalarrangements were made for his installation. In order to accommodate the wishes of the Church

Macon and others, the time and place of the fall meeting
were
fixed at Centreville, September 8th. Fifty years ago
the past, we might reasonably expect to see him at our
the timely relief of this treasury of the Lord. COR. 8KC.
“jubilee” celebration, with his years, “by reason of in September this church was incorporated under the statstrength,” prolonged to fourscore. Indeed, the commend- utes of the State of Michigan. This event will be suitably
Fortieth Anniversary of the Church of the able fortitude with which all the visiting clergy endured noticed in connection with the meeting of Classis. Of the
Thousand Islands.
the constant succession of dinners and suppers to which several ministers who have served this church as missionTT'EW churches are jiermitted to celebrate a fortieth anni- they were invited was conclusive evidence that they had aries or installed pastors the present incumbent is the only
-L versary with all their former pastors either present in been accustomed to “ keep on good terms with their diges- one living.
The Classis directed the following action to be sent to
person or represented by letter, as was the case with the tions,” to use one of their own expressions.
Church of the Thousand Islands on Sunday, August 2d.
At the evening service the Rev. Henry De Vries, pastor Brother Moerdyke and printed in The Christian IntelliEverything united to make the day one long to be remem- from 1877-1882, gave an interesting account of his success- gences:
Whereas, The Classis of Michigan is called to sumder its
bered with gratitudeand pleasure. Nature wore her bright- ful struggles to make the church self-supporting. At times
relations
with the Rev. Peter Moerdyke, D.D., it seems fitest smile. The deep-flowing waters of the St. l^awrence, the pastors have been almost destitute of sympathetic male
ting that we put upon record the following:
often turbulent, subsided into a calm in keeping with the helpers, but Mr. De Vries was blessed with the co-operaBrother Moerdyke was ordained to the Gospel ministry
day, thereby rendering it easy and pleasurable for many tion of that royal exponent of Christian manhood, the late by this Classis and has spe t the intervening twenty-two
summer residents among the islands, to whose open-hearted Dr. J. G. Holland, to whose influence and benevolence the years laboring within its bounds.
In the Master’s sendee his labors have been varied and
liberality the present prosperity of the church is so largely present renovated condition of the church is so largely due.
abundant, and his devoted zeal has been untiring. His
due, to attend the services. The capacity of the church, He believed that the “beauty of holiness ” had a secondary work has been prospered and manifestly crowned with the
though enlarged ten years ago, was taxed to the utmost application to the outward adornments and comforts of the Divine blessing.
The First Cuurcb of Grand Rapids is the monument of
Thankofferings of flowers of many varieties adorned the church edifice in “ beautifying the place of God’s sanctuary
his faithfulness, in which by the ready assistance of a willedifice. The marble memorial tablets of the Rev. Ueo. VV. ahd making the place of his feet glorious.” To quote the
ing and consecrated people tliey together have accomplished
Bethune, D.D., the founder of the church, and Dr. J. G. language of Mr. De Vries, he told the Consistory that it great things for the kingdom.
Holland, its Wautifier, were tastefully wreathed with green should be “ a pleasant, cheerful,spiritual home, a house of
In every interest of our several churches and in all the
deliberations
of Classis we shall miss his counsels and his
maple leaves. Valuable musical assistancewas rendered worship that would leave pleasant impressions,to which
helpful
presence.
by summer visitors and the members of the choir. The people would gladly come, the memory of which they
In parting we would acknowledgeour conscious loss and
organ was one presented some years ago by Mrs. Holland. should carry home with them, and, he said, ‘ above all express our earnest prayer that in his new field of labor he
the good brother'sconstitution in the future than

it has in

Letters of regret containing messages of congratulations things to educate your own people and the rising generawere read from the Revs. E. C. Lawrence and C. P. Evans, tion here that they may know by and-by how to do things
former stated supplies. The presence in the pulpit of the appropriately.’” With untiring energy he pushed the

Du Bois, D.D., George Rockwell and Henry work forward to success, frequently superintending it in
De Vries recalled the past more vividly than the narration person. Of Dr. Holland The Christian Intelligencer,
of the church’s history. They came seeking “after many after his death, soon after the re-dedicationof the church
days” the bread of life which they had so prayerfullycast in 1881, said, “His fidelity, perseverance and generosityin
Revs. Anson

upon these waters iu the pioneer days of the enterprise. behalf of the little Church of the Thousand Islands have
The addresses of the Revs. Bu Bois and Rockwell included given him a w arm place in the heart of our denomination.
picturesqueand felicitouslyexpressed accounts of the early That church will be henceforth as much a monument to
days of their pastorates and the condition of the surround- him as its preserverand enlarger,as it is to Dr. Bethune as
ing country, not then beautified by the hand of man. It its founder.” Realizing as never before the power of manwas

strictly a

mission

Du Bois chose it as
Mission work,

field, and it is not

surprisingthat Dr.

an adequate equivalent to the Foreign

hood consecrated to God’s service, the present pastor
a brief closing

appeal for

a

more pronounced

attitude

of

may be abundantly blessed. It is also our prayer that the
church be is leaving may have courage under trial and by
the Divine blessing great increase, and that in coming days
sower and reaper may rejoice together.
Hamuel
H. H.
R.

De

Strkng,

V Air

Koning.

Churches of Macon, South Macon and De Spelder.
A. Paige Peeke,

.

.

.

Com.

8. C.

.New York City.— The marble Collegiate Reformed

toward been and

which he had previously looked forward. Christ and His Church on the part of many men of characThe Church of the Thousand Islands was an outgrowth ter and influence“ not far from the kingdom of God and
of the vacation preaching of Dr. Bethune, who, like his gathering inspiration from the past with its attendant
Master, could not send the hungry multitudes away even “cloud of witnesses,” and looking toward the future, the
during his season of rest. This was in 1846. Those who services were concluded with the hearty singing of
possess his “Life and Letters,” by the Rev. A. R. Van
” Awake, ray soul, stretch every nerve.
Nest, D.D., will find on p. 213 a more lengthy account of
And press with vigor on.”
the origin of the church, from which I extract the follow-^
At the prayer-meeting of the following week, the Rev.
ing from a letter written by Dr. Du Bois:
Oren Root with heartfelt cordiality extended the congratu-

)

Arrangements were also made for the approbation of a
call and the installation of the Rev. J. I. Gulick over the

made Church, of which the Rev. Dr. Burrell is now

to

)

deb Stoop,

still is

pastor, has

undergoing extensive alterations. The

decorations will be completed next month and the

first ser-

October. Although the church is still filled
with scaffolding, enough progress has been made to indicate
the general style of the work and to show that it will be
vice will be in

one

of

Those

the most richly decorated churches on Fifth avenue.

who have been on

Fifth avenue in the evenings lately

have been attracted by the beauty of the spire of this
church when the search-lightof the Madison Square Garden has been allowed

to rest its rays

on

its

white marble or

Dr. Bethune “ was one day trolling for black bass among lations of Dr. Bethune’s church at Utica, and earnest words on its gilded weather-vane. On dark nights the effect is
these beautiful Islands, when he said to his' oarsman, of encouragementwere spoken by the Revs. Du Bois, Rock- striking.
‘Tommy, where do you go to church?’ ‘Nowheye,’ said well and De Vries. The force of the well-worn expression,
.Easton, N. Y*. — The church at Easton, (Cassis of
he; no church to go to.’ ” Five years later, as the result “the very gates of heaven,” was realized by many present Saratoga, has been without services for two or three years.
of this conversation and further investigation, the church as never before. '
Some thought services would not be resumed again. The
was organized and the Lord’s Supper observed for the first
Classis
engaged the Rev. N. F. Nickerson to hold services
The reunion was not without its social features. The
‘

time in this neighborhood. “Tommy” is

still one of

the

ladies held a reception in honor of their former pastors, at

during the summer, and the results have been surprisingly

few remaining landmarks,and a communicant of

the

which old

good. The congregations have reached nearly a hundred
at times. Three have united with the church, Mr. Nick-

church.

friendships

were renewed and pleasant

reminis-

cences revived. Another pleasing incident deserves men-

;u-W<

Auodst

WJ

w.
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compelled to discontinue his services soon on ac- gathered themselves.” There are cheering signs that the tainable to girls; and in connectionwith an excellent porcount of the Western work to which he goes. He thinks same enlightened policy is beginning to prevail elsewhere, | trait of the Rev. Dr. Peter Stryker, its founder and presithere is a future for the church at Easton If a pastor can be and the recent extension of our Church In Grand Rapids, j dent, gives a sketch of his life and abundant labors. It is
secured for the small salary which can be raised for him, Muskegon, and Chicago, may prove a valuable example to pleasant to note this appreciationof the pastor of our Thir-

ersoD

is

Easton

is

one of the places where there is plenty of people

other centres of Reformed people

Spring Lake, Mir.h.:

.....

|

ty-fourth Street Church.

and plenty of means for a good strong country church. If The Rev. A. Zwemer, of Middleburg, Iowa, has accepted
some one could be found who would do for the church the the call of this church. . .Fourth Grand HapUU: The inyear round what Mr. Nickerson has done this summer, the stallation of the Rev. P. S. A. Bouma as pastor will take

Chautauqua Assembly, Monona Lake,

.

coming.

people would be gathered, and the means would be
....

Keyport,

N.

and accepted the

J.

call

— The Rev.

J. T.

place (D.V.)

to the regret

of

sideration, the Rev. J.

has declined the

14th explains the contradictor}' statements as

Uope,

to the matter,

which have appeared in the papers: “We have it direct
from the Rev. J. T Schock that he has recently received a
call from the Reformed Church of Keyport, N. J., and on
Monday of this week accepted it. He felt himself placed
in an awkward situation wheq a few weeks ago the papers
stated that he had accepted the call, when in fact no such
call had yet been made out. Hence it was that when he
was waited upon at that time by our reporter he replied
that he had not yet received, much less accepted, the call
then announced in the papers.”
.

.

.

.Gbkekpout Centre, Columbia

duty, as well

as a pleasure, to

Rev. M. Kolyn will preside,

Wisconsin,

Co., N.

inform you

Y.—

I feel

of the Chris-

work that is being done in this quarter of our little
town, and how it originated. Last November Mr. C. L.
Palmer, a young man studying for the ministry and acting
as an assistant to the Rev. J. H. Wyckoff, of the Reformed
Church of Claverack, N, Y., asked and obtained permission
to hold Sunday evening services at Jones’ Hall, a small but
convenient building,the use of which, through the genertian

call

Van

to this church,

Baas, of Palmyra, N. Y.,
in

Houte, of South

has an

v

following action of the Assembly will interest

J- many

readers of

The Christian Intelligencer:

At the close of this “ Woman’s Council,” which has been
Holland. 111., U) us b1I inflplrationof min(1 and Upiift of ^l, making, at

The Rev. W. G.

Dc

interesting article in

which “Setting by standard

HE

rp

and the Rev. E. Winter, D.D., will preach the sermon.
Classis of Holland. — Overisef, Mich.: After long conreceived

the people of his present charge at Bound Brook, N. J.
The following from the Bound Brook Chronicle of August

it a

20. The

August

F. c. s.

Schock has

of this church, much

forth-

time,” is applied to

same

the

time, our hearts wonderfully tender,

we

put on record more than a formal expression of
fulness to God,

and our

obligation to those

desire to

our thank-

by whom He

the spiritual standard of the unconverted. The articles of

has sent His gracious message. We feel that in Mrs.
Terhune and Mrs. Sangster there has been revealed to us
ing printed in De Hope.
the noblest type of Christian motherhood. They have disClassis of Illinois.—
Church, Chicago: Sab- closed a safe and wholesome home-culture and self-culture.
bath, August 2d, the Rev. P. Moerdyke, D.D., began his rpjiev commanded our highest respect, and have won
work here. At present the meetings are held in Nether- | oar ^miration and our love.

the Rev. A.

II.

Huizinga, Ph.D., on “Inspiration,” are be-

wood’s Hall, but before winter
be bui

a suitable

chapel will (D.V.)

They have enriched our memory with revelations of the
grand womanhood, and have made us feel
what before we believed,— that the widest intellectual
acquirement and the deepest Christian attainment are
familiar friends. Therefore, be it unanimously

t.

capabilities of

Classis of Wisconsin. — Gibbsville,Wis.: Sabbath even-

August 2d, witnessed the ordination, as Classical Misof Mr. H. Hanneling, of the Seminar}'. The
solemnity of the services was heightened by the fact that
ing,

sionary,

he was a son of the church, and the largest gathering
assembled there witnessed the occasion.

The Rev.

Resolved, By a standing vote of this Assembly, that we
ever 8Ugge8t a gratitudewhich we dare not try to express, but

Mr.

we

their

own

feeling hearts will better interpret; that

may

Uriethulzen, of Oostburg Presbyterian Church, opened the
our happy providence to hold the same
services. Prayer was offered by the Rev. VV. Lubach,the Rev. relation to one another when summer shall come again;
D. J. De Bey preached the ordinationsermon from 2 Kings and that, meanwhile, we commend them to the heavenly

_

Tim. 11:7. After the ordination, the Rev. Father and to the word of His grace, w hich alone shall be
Stapelkamp,of Cedar Grove, addressed practical counsels able to keep them from falling,and make them as much to
osity of the owner, was given free for all religious purposes. to the brother. After an address to the people by the Rev.
other lives as they have become to our own.
He then extended invitationsto all residing in the neigh- Lubach, the audience was dismissed by the now Rev. H.
Henry Elliott Mott, Dubuque, Iowa, )
borhood, to meet the following Sunday evening. A large Harmeling. He enters upon his field of labor with much
Hetta Sue Hastings, Green Bay, Wis., v Committee
H. P. Miner, Madison,
)
number attended and were well pleased with the services; courage, and his efforts are warmly appreciated by the peoJuly 27tb, 1W1.
the meetings were continued throughout the winter ple of Sheboygan and other destitute fields.
It: 14, and 2

Wis.,

with an increasinginterest, manifested by the large attend-

Classis of Iowa. —

HuU,

The parsonage here was
The People’s Baths.
women, clamoring
village of Claverack and the city of Hudson. This spring for a cup of tea. Soon, however, in the name of all the rPHE *ew York Association for Improving the Condition
Mr. Palmer was called to take charge of a church at Bath- women. Mrs. De Roos read a poem, and presented it to
of the Poor inaugurated on Monday one of its most
on-the-Hudson,but before leaving us he made arrange- pastor, the Rev. B. W. hammers, and wife, with a marble- '*nefi<*ntagencies. They have built at No. 9 Centre Marments with Mr. Chas. E. Head, Secretary of the Y. M. C. cased clock and an elegant hanging lamp. After singing ket Place, near Broome street, bath houses for the use of
Associationof the city of Hudson, to continue the meetings; Ps. 95: 1 and Ps. 116: 7, the happy company adjourned. the poor. Tley are neat and commodious and there is
nothing about them outwardly or inwardly to make the
therefore, the good work started by Mr. Palmer still con. .Le Mars, Iowa, speaks of*the losses by floods; but a
tinues, and we are able to instance several conversions,and good harvest still remains. They gratefully recognize the users of the baths feel that they are receivingcharity in
much good that has already come from these meetings. In Classical supplies so freely given. The Rev. A. Zwemer any way. On paying the required fee, five cents, the bather
addition to the Sunday evening services, we have largely has, however, declined their call, and they are still shep- receives a crash towel and a cake of good soap. The latter
attended prayer meetings each Thursday evening at the herdless ____ Orange City, Iowa: The last of the series of he may take home with him after use.
He then enters one of the handsome bathrooms, where
various houses in the neighborhood. We thank God for farewell meetings to the “Children of Hope” en route to the
these meetings, and pray that they may continue and that “Land of the Rising Sun,” was held here, August 1st and absolute privacy has been secured. Each room is fitted
much good may result
R. v. N.
2d, and was a shining success, of which the Rev. Van with two seats, and a curtain of white rubber is suspended
Al'OCST 11th. 1H01.
Der Ploeg speaks in glowing terms in De Hope. In the on a rod along the wall, under which the clothes are hung
____ Claverack, N. Y.—A large and appreciative audiSabbath afternoon meeting the three missionary women, to prevent their getting wet. In these rooms there is no
ence met in the Reformed Church on Sabbath evening, AugMrs. Pieters, Miss Zwemer, and Miss Cappon, spoke inter- plunge bath. The more desirable shower and douche are
ust 9th, and listened to an excellent report of the Minneapprovided. There are other rooms which contain tubs for
estingly to a large audience, mainly of young people. In
olis Convention from Mr. Clarence Schenck, son of the late
the evening the union meeting, though in English, was at- those who wish to use them. In the -women’s compartment
Rev. John W. Schenck.
tended by all who could get into the spacious First
are provided for washing clothes. Downstairs is
ance, not only of the immediate neighborhood, but from the

lotca:

forcibly entered July 29th, by a party of

the

.

.

therefrom.

Church.

Monday, though an

WESTERN ITEMS.

the farther corners of the colony to

/CLASSIS OF GRAND RIVER.— AttfA Grand

Hafndr.

The people in this neighborhood, although not yet
organized into a church, are alive to their need. The con-

brought many from
behold the saddening-

ideal harvest day,

a

drying-room, where the wet garments may be placed on

racks,

'

which slide

into a hot air

chamber. Nothing has

gladdening sight of four devoted workers of Holland blood, j apparently l>een forgotten which would contribute to the
to hear their inspiring words, and join in affectionate fare-

or convenience of the bathers.

For those who cannot afford to pay five cents bathrooms
wells. The final prayer was offered by Father Zwemer. A
tract has just been let for a neat little chapel, 80x45, to cost
reception at the home of Brother J. F. Zwemer followed. identical with the others, except that they are downstairs,
$600, of which (800 has already been subscribed.Their
Tuesday afternoon the last farewells were spoken. The have been provided. A washing machine has been put
spiritual wants are ministered to meanwhile by student
whole Church, West and East, will accept this sentiment; downstairs, Everything is bright and handsome, and there
Zwemer, of New Brunswick Seminary. ... TAird Kalais no reason why the baths should not be well patronized.
“ Four of our youth en route to heathendom. That is of
mazoo: This Church, the latest offshoot of the First Church
They were opened on Monday, when up to noon 125 peothe Lord, That should make us thankful. That we are
here, is steadily growing. Established three years ago in
not worthy of, to be so honored. That should call to re- ple had used them:- A reception was held in the afternoon,
a neglected neighborhood, it now has over eighty members,
newed prayer for missions— to redoubled sacrifices.The and many charitably disposed citizens were present, and
with a Sablmth- school of 145, and very nearly (1,000 given
Lord is willing to use us. Blessed the servant or hand- were shown about the building. Mr. William G. Hamilton,
last year for the support and spread of the Gospel. Under
Chairman of the Committee, made a little speech in which
maid who is willing to be used of the
s. s.
the efficient service of Father Duiker, thirty-four were
he said: “ It is with much satisfaction,Mr. President, that
added to the church within a year; nineteen being on conon behalf of the building committee l announce to you the
Personals.
fession. The W. E. C. has done good Work here by giving
completion of thA People’s Baths. Few incidents in my
(800 towards the purchase of a parsonage, so that now,
The Rev. Dr. J. F. Mesick, so long pastor of the Second I life have given me more pleasure than having been instru-

Lord.”

with church and chapel, and

a wide

field

of

celery -raisers

before it, there is every hope of continued success. Just

here we point a moral

to adorn a tale. Six years

ago the

strength of the Reformed

Chnrch in Kalamazoo was, one

church with 193

369 members;

families,

its

one Sabbath-

school having 364 enrolled. To-day, through a wise plan
of colonization, there are three churches (the Second being

Church of Somerville,supplied the pulpit of that church mental in promoting this work. All connected with this
on Sunday morning a week ago, much to the satisfaction of enterprise has been imbued with a special interest in makhis old people. The subject of his sermon was “ The Sac- ing it a success, and we are under obligations to many for
rifice of

Isaac.”

The Rev. Dr. J. H. Suydara preached on Sunday, August
9th, in the Reformed Church of Nyack, whose pastor, the
Rev. J. C. Van Deventer, is absent on his vacation. The

their gifts and their promised co-operation.

As we meet on

good with ‘Cleanliness is next
to Godliness,’ as our motto, I know we will have the hearty
co-operation of all New Yorkers. Through the kind assur-

the broad platform of doing

American), with 331 families and 664 communicants, while

Rockland County Journal of Saturday devotes a column to ances of active support from the Rev. John H. Seiker and
The gifts for a report of the strong and suggestive morning sermon, Father Kearney, of St. Patrick’s Cathedral,we know it will
church support have risen from (2,018.13 in 1885, to which was from the text, “ Beloved, now are we the sons | be a success, and we trust that those for whose benefit it is
(5,076 in 1891. Great fear was expressed that the dear of God.”
built will use it to its fullest extent, and show by their apfour Sabbath schools report 815 enroUed.

mother church would decline in

strength, but the cheering

she has twelve more families, forty-one more
communicants now than in 1885. “There is that scattereth
and yet increaseth.” Had this broader policy been in
fact is, that

The Rev. John E. Lang, for sixteen years pastor of the
Reformed Church of Melrose, N. Y., died on Saturday,

August 15th. Since an accident which befell him about
three years ago, in which he had several ribs broken, he

augurated ten years sooner, the results would doubtless has not been well, though he has continued to preach and

have been

preciation of it that this is really and truly a People’s

Bath.”

*

The members

committee are William G.
Hamilton, Chairman; Dr. Gouvemeur M. Smith, Roland
Redmond, John E. Alexandre, George Blagden. The
of the building

Reformed Zion. The six thousand do pastoral work. Lying on a lounge in his home on Sat- Officers of the Association are: President, John Patton,
Hollanders here might well-nigh all have been in the fold urday evening, he was about to read over the sermon which Vice-presidents,Adam W. Spies, the Rev. William R.
of the Reformed Church. As it is, there is now a strong he had prepared for Sunday morning, when he was taken Huntington, R. Fulton Cutting, Dr. Henry E. Crampton,
Christian Reformed, also an EvangelicalFree Reformed, suddenly ill and died in a few
James A. Scrymser; Treasurer, Logan C. Murray; Recordbetter for our

minutes.

remnant of Holland Presbyterians,and, to
crown the whole, an Adullam’s cave of Nether-DutchReformed, to which every one “that was in distress, and every
one that was in debt, and every one that was discontented,
besides a feeble

/

.

.

,

it-,

One of the leading papers of Minneapolis comes to our ing Secretary, George Calder; Chairman Finance Committee,
desk with several columns devoted to Stryker Seminary, James A. Scrymser; Chairman Committee of Ways and

equipment, Means, R. Fulton Cutting; Counsel to the Board, John
education at- Cadwalader;General Agent, Francis S. Longworth.

deservedly praising its admirable location and
and

its

worthy purposeof furnishing the

A

best

L.

THE CHRISTIAN INTELLIGENCER,
Religion,”Vol.

volume of the publisher’s " Good Company Series.” It
is just the volume for summer reading, as each story is
bright and crisp, jmd none too long for a single sitting. It
is doubtful if any better New England tale can be found
than the one which closes the collection,“The Man Who

Sr.

August 19 1891
I. The Concise Dictionary is nearly com-

this

®|t ^tailing $00tn.
Our Book-Shelves.

Stole a Meeting

«*The Divine Order of Human
Prof. Robert

Ellis

Thompson,

Thompson has issued the

S.T.

D.

8o<

Under

iktt. By

this title Prof.

lec-

able proof that in Russia and

tory; The Family; Its Relationships,Its Social Problems;

The Nation:

and Its Development; The Nation and

Its Idea

Its Problems;

The School and

Its Problems;

The Church;

ate business

Unity and

Problems. These

Its

topics in themselves

is

born of revulsion from the extortion-

methods which, taking advantage

of the heed-

and ignorance of the peasantry, has put them at
mercy of the Jewish money-lender. There is doubtless
truth in this view, but probably not all the truth. In some
respects the most noiable article in the issue is Anthony
Comstock’s vigorous handling of what he properly terms
“Vampire Literature.” Hon. Charles A. Dana, editor of
The Sun, and in 1863-4 Assistant Secretary of War, furnishes “ Some Unpublished History of the War,” recounting the services of a certain spy who discovered,in time to
thwart them, the Confederate schemes to create a diversion
by assaults emanating from Canadian soil. Prof. Robert H.

lessness
pard.)

the

.

.

.“

.

the French writers is found in all Mr. Janvier’s stories,
combined with a play of humor which delights the reader
amaxlngly. The illustrations add another charm. For the
lovers of “society Bketche8,, we place this volume in the
first rank. It is just the kind of book one wants to take
into the woods with him, or to read aloud in the swaying
boat with pretty listeners to comment on its satirical and
humorous touches, as the “angel” sways her uncle and

Worship; The Church: Its Social
show the broad and
eomprebensive scope of the course. In no volume of our
acquaintance is the whole social problem so fully and so sat- lovers by her powerful will. (Harper & Brothers.)
isfactorilypresented. While a thelstic evolutionist, and
____ “A Man’s Conscience.” By Avery Macal pine. An
treating of sociology as a divinely directed development, he Englishman in the far West of our country falling in love
has no sympathy with and gives no comfort to the preva- with a rough farmer’s daughter, and then returning to the
lent school of agnostic sociologists who found their theories conventionalities
and engagements of English life; such is
on the doubtful postulatesof a purely materialistic evolu- the hero. His conscience needs a woman s voice to keep it
tion. In the light of a divinely controlled progress, he ban
clear, and that voice comes from a brave English girl. The
dies vigorouslyand suggestivelymany of the practical prob
story is uncommonly well written; its descriptions of scenes
Its Idea, Its

Germany the anti-Semitic

faithful studies of character,

The Uncle of an Angel, and Other Stories. ” By
moet timely Thomas A. Janvier. The lightness of touch which marks

Christian Sociology; The Family: Its Nature and Its His-

^

movement does not spring from religious intolerance, or

life. All these stories are

and healthful in their influence on the reader. (Lee & She-

tures are worthy successors of the very able courses that

have preceded, and the subjects discussed are
and important. The titles of the successive lectures are:

several

unusual interest and timeliness. Prof.
Gold win Smith opens the number with “ New Light on the
Jewish Question.” The new light is the denial and measure-

race antipathy, but

humor and pathos, are

full of

.

.

articles of rather

admirably told, and the char-

It is

New England

features of rural

series of eight lectures delivered

Princeton Theological Seminary. The

" in

.

acter drawing seta in relief some of the most pronounced

In February and March of this year on the “ L. P. Stone
Foundation

House.”

month with “Wesley.”
.The North American Review for August has

pleted, ending this

Thurston, of Cornell, writes on
Belief,” and Gen.

“

The ScientificBasis of

Raum attempts the impossible in defend-

ing the present demoralizing Pension System under the

and Patriotism.” There is much other

title, “ Pensions

entertainingand seasonable reading.
.

.

.

.

LUtclTe Living Age comes week by week, in

summer

as in winter, with its choice and judicious callings from the

wealth of foreign periodical literature. As a sample of
lems of the day. such as the questions which concern woman in both England and America show the touch of a strong what it gives, we may mention that the numbers for Augand the family, property and taxation, capital and labor. hand, and its ending is just what we believe it should be. ust 1st and 8th contain Prince Napoleon, Westminster; InSabbath observance,the public school system, Christian We can heartily commend the book to all lovers of good fluenza, by Sir Morrell Mackenzie, M.D., and Bulgars and
Serbs, Fortnightly
Locust Plague in Algeria, and Italy
union, pauperism and crime, and each is treated broadly fiction. (Harper & Brothers.)
and France, Contemporary;The Gurkhas: A Fighting Kace,
and earnestly in the light of Scripture, history and experi... .“A Group of Noble Dames.” By Thomas Hardy.
enbe. • The author’s views may not always receive the as- This latest work of the author, interestingand carefully New Review; Richard de la Pole, “ White Rose,” A Night
wnt of the reader, but they are presented with a force of wrought out as all his novels, has been issued in the attrac- in a Hay-Stack, and Ways and Whims of Fresh-Water
Fishes, Blackwood; John Bright’s School, Gentleman's;
conviction and expression which commands for them re
tive form which characterizes the extra numbers of the pubspect and attention. It is a calm and judicious presents lisher's paper series. The notice given of the work when Monckton Milnes, Temple Bar; The King’s Luck, ComhiU;
tlon of the Christian position on these great practical sub

first published in cloth,

makes unnecessary for us

to

A Publisher and His Friends, lAsure Hour; L. E. L. Bel-

do

gravia; Essays in the Obvious, Murray's; with instalments

the book should have a wide circulation. The more than call attention to this cheaper but not less attrac
Yolume is handsomely issued by the publisher,the type, live form of publication.This edition has all the illustra- of “A Philanthropist,” “The Woman in the Morgue,” and
“A Little Love Affair,” and poetry.
paper and binding leaving nothing to be desired. The tions of the more expensive one. (Harper & Brothers.)
... .The Lutheran Church Review for July conUins only
price, one dollar, is moderate, but a cheap edition in paper
....“The Book of Heaven.” By the Rev. George
for popular circulation would add to its usefulness. (John Morton. This is not a profound or original book, but its three articles,but they are good. The best and most imrhythmical dissertations flow calmly on, extolling the Bible portant is by Prof. Spaeth, who gives us Studies in the Gos-

jects, and

D. Wattles.)

'«The Doctrine of a Future Life.” From a
Scriptural, Philosophical and Scientific Point of View, lu

as the complete and perfect guide

____

for this life

and the

pel of John,

life

beyond. In these days of theologicalthunderstormsit is

of ImmorUlity,the Inter soothing to the spirit to find, as in a book like this, that
mediate State, the Resurrection and Final Retribution. By somewhere at this same time there are quiet valleys where
James Strong, S.T.D., LL.D. The author deserves great the sun is still shining and the clamor of doubt and conflic*
credit for bringing his discussion of these important themes is heard only from afar. (John B. Alden.)
“The Master’s Praise.” A Collectionof Songs
into the compass of a small duodecimo volume. His argument is clear and simple, devoid of technical terms, and for the Sunday-School. By the Revs. E. S. Lorenz and
suited to the capacity of any thoughtfulreader. As in the Isaiah Baltzell. The compilers of this book evidently atmain he agrees with the consensus of Protestant Churches, tempted and succeeded in presenting a large number of new
there is little call for criticism. In speaking of " spiritual and beautiful pieces. We would recommend it for the
choir of a church for the first use, as it has so many new
life” (p- 85)
“ tk® spiritual body” (p. 81) he makes
no reference to what we suppose to be the true meaning of and pretty things in it that are adapted for a choir us well
eluding Especially

fro

a Discussion

in

one case a

life

caused by the Holy Spirit, in the

other a body suited to the Holy Spirit. Of the verse Eccles.

3- 21

he says (p. 51) that the revisers have rendered it
vMhtr it goeth, etc., " for the pointing of the pre-

wrongly

fix is clearly that of the article,

and not

destroyer of the

of the interroga-

tive.” It 8e*ma to us tluit tlie 00000(5110,1alooe deter
mine such a matter, the pointing being the same in both
enaes. The volume closes with a useful Bibliography with
brief criticisms. . (Hunt

Yolume

-(National

R. Heber

The

relation between it and the

The ques-

authorship. These points are handled with acuteness and candor, and so as to compress a great deal of information into a moderate compass. There are few reader*
who would not derive profit from such a skilful present a

tion of

lion of a difficult theme.

home.

Temperance

It

should have a wide circulation.

Society.)

....“One Hundred Poems.” By Jane

A.M.

Oelssinger, under the title of

_

A.

Van

Allen.

These poems possess deep and true religious feeling,

but they lack artistic finish. Too many of them are cast in

& Eaton.)

...“Church and Creed.” By

treats (1)

The next paper, by the Rev. Mr.
The Second Petition, discusses
the kingdom of God— what it is, how it comes and how we
can help it. He writes well but hardly seems to see that
this kingdom, as set forth in Scripture, must comprehend
something more than the visible Church. The last article,
by the Rev. E. T. Horn, learnedly sets forth “ Luther on
the Principles and Order of Christian Worship,” a matter
as the Sunday-school.
....“The Home or the Saloon: Which?” By the which, of course, to Lutherans must be of great interest
Rev. C. L. Jackson, pastor of the Christian Church of the and importance.
Evangel, Brooklyn. A thrilling appeal against this deadly
BOOKS RECEIVED.

&u^

the term,

and

Synoptists, (2) Its peculiar characteristics,and (8)

Newton. This

consists of three sermons designed to set forth the

same mold, and the measure becomes monotonous.

the
S.

OgUvie.).

views of the author which have been impugned. It is
written in good temper and is very outspoken. It is as
broad an expression of Broad Church views as has ever been

Our

(J.

-

D. Appleton A Co.: Justice: Being Part IV. of the Principle* of
Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. 12mo, pp. 292. $1.28; also.
Home Life on an Ostrich Farm. By Annie Martin. Vtmo. pp. 288;
also.

A Puritan Pagan. A Novel. By Julien Gordon. 12mo, pp. 367. $1.
Macmillan A Co.: The Story of the rill busters. By James Jeffrey
Roche. To which Is added the Life of Col. David Crockett. Illustrated.
Svo, pp. 373. $1.60.

John D. Wattles: The Divine Order

of

Human

Society. The L. P.

Stone Lectures for 1891, delivered in PrincetonTheological Seminary by

Library Table.

Prof. Robert Ellis Thompson, 8.T.D., University of Pennsylvania.12mo.

Periodicals, Serials, and Notes.

pp. 270. $1.

Leach. Sheuefl A Sanborn: Six Place LogarithmicTables, together
country. Mr. Newton denies that the XXXIX
with a Table of Natural Line*, Cosine*, Tangents and Cotangents. PreArticles are a creed, and insists that that name belongs only of Amilie Rives’ to authorship by publishing the openpared by Webster Wells, 8.B., AssociateProfessor in the Massachusetts
ing chapters of her new novel, “According to St. John.”
to the famous symbol of Nicma. And this he claims to he a
Instituteof Technology.Svo, pp. 79.
The John Church Co.: The Story of a Musical Life. An Autobiografranchise of freedom and a charter of comprehension, mak- Her portrait ia the frontiapiece, and the Illustrations are
ing it comprehend doubters and unbelievers.We have no good. Among other featuree of this number may be noted phy. By George F. Root. With Portrait.Svo, pp. 256.
American Tract Society: HistoricalEvidencesof the Old Testament.
patience to follow his curious reasonings and explanations. Adam Badeau’s article on “Gambling in High Life,” and
12mo, pp. 319. $1; also,
They seem to us utterly worthless. According to him any Free. Gilman’s account of “ The Johns Hopkins University.’
Historical Evidences of the New Testament.12mo. pp. 323. $1.
. .The jVetr England Magmint, In its issue for August,
creed, in the sense which that term usually bears, is a straitFleming H. RcveU Co.: BL Martin’s Summer, or, The Romance of
• ckK The whole history of the Church testifies against continues its series on the New England States, its opening the Cliff. By Rose Porter. 12mo, pp. 963. $1.25.
Gospd Publication Co.: Primitivepaths In Prophecy. Addresses
this preposterous assertion, it would seem clear that Mr. article being “The State of Vermont,” by Colonel Albert
Given at the Brooklyn Conferenceof the Baptist Society for Bible Study.
Sewton accepts neither the miraculous conception nor the Clarke. It is well described and characteriied, with good Edited by Geo. C. Needham. ISmo, pp. 148.
other notable features, apart from
resurrectionof our Lord. He remains in a Church whoee illustrations.Among the iotn«
Thomas Y. Crowell A Co.: Making the Most of Life. By J. B. Milthe
stories,
are
“
Hannibal
Hamlin’s Birthplace,”Paris, Me.; ler, D.D., author of ” Silent Times,” T‘ Week-Day Religion,” etc. 16mo,
doctrines he repudiates. (0. P. Putnam’s Sons.)

made

...

in this

.

....“Dolly.” By Maria Louise Pool. An extremely
clever story about a girl taken from the mountain regions
of North Carolina, and brought up

in a

country family in

Massachusetts.There is just enough of the "Curliny”
dialect to give

a

flavor to the

book. The characters are

very well drawn and indicate close observation
There

is a fine effect

in the

author.

of contrast in the development of Dolly

under the mellowing influence of love and good sense, as

it

is given side by side with the stolidity of her brother Bar-

ker who
the’

is not

much more than

a mere

animal. Borne of

subordinate personages of the story are so effectively

must have been drawn from life. The
book is very amusing, and vet not without its moral, al
though that is never protruded. (Harper & Brothers.)
....“Coupon Bonds, and Other Stories.” By J. T.
delineated that they

fo*;;,

Trowbridge.

nlkUT

A

teles,

number

of the shorter stories of the

veteran

Mr. Trowbridge, have been gethswd into

.The ComopolUan for August signals the return

.

Commencement Essays,” abler and stronger than
average college Commencement oration ; and “ The Rise

“ Harvard
the

W. D. McCracken, very

of the Swiss Confederation,” by

timely in connection with the near approach of the four
hundredth anniversary of

its

formation. The number

is

an

pp.

275.

$1.

UNBOUND BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS.
Hector Malot Translatedby Mary J.
Serrano. (FTOXllIl
jr. IW./
w rcuis, aw,
DescriptiveList of the Publications of Harper A Brothers. With
Trade List Prices. 8vo,pp,2Ri. Harper * Brothers.

Remain Kalbris. A Novel. By

ry.

oquore

excellent one.
____

The Magazine of

opens with

Christian Literature for August

a strong original article on “

the Higher Criticism,” by Prof.

The Ministry and

Frank H.

Foster, Ph.D.,

/Vv
j
Co.

That Uncomfortable Shoe. By Avard J. Moore. 12mo, pp. 188. 26
cents.
Cents. M. T. Richardson.
tvicuaruBuu.
One Man’s Way. A Novel. By Edmund Pendleton. (Appleton*!
Town and Country Library, No. 78.) 12mo, pp. 845. 60 cents.

Oberlin Theological Seminary. The republicationscover a

wide

field and furnish

Pope’s Encyclical
in full.

“

On

much worthy

of preservation.

the Condition of Labor ”

From the Independent

is

is presented the

David J. Burrell’s vigorous and pithy article

printed

Rev.

on

“

PERIODICALS.

The
Dr.

August.— The Pansy, The Expository Times, Publishers’ Weekly,
Herald of Health, The King’s Jester.
September.— The MissionaryReview of the World.

Some

illustrated Hand-book free

Heresies with Respect to Heresy." Prof. Warfield, of
Princeton,furnishes
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talked with the people that

Dr. Narayan Sheshadri.

came

to

his house. Before go-

[The recent death of Dr. Sheshadrion July 2l8t, makes the following ing to bed, there were the prayers again, and though it
account of his life and labors,taken from the ChrWian Patriot of used to be late, the “black Scotchman” was as long over

the

& household word

in

Bombay before his transference to the Deccan, and
couplet, “ Narayan Sheshadri, Bombaika

rhymed

Badri,” was often on the

lips

of

even

in

using a

well-

supported telescope, that the muscles

of the neck are not as firm as

the non-ChristianNatives,

young and old. He was the first educated Brahmin that
embraced Christianity in Bombay, and his energy in the
propagation of his new faith by open preaching in the
street and on the seashore, brought him prominently before all classes of people. Formerly he was always associated with the Rev. George Bowen, and I do not believe any
missionaries have suffered so much persecutionas these two
gentlemen in that city. He was the life and spirit of the
Free Church Institution,in both its departments. He
taught full five hours every day, while superintending the
school department, and latterlytook a prominent part in
the instruction in the upper department. What was remarkable about him was that there was a sweetness about
his way which charmed all. A happy, contented look
always marked him, and he seemed to be pleased with
every body. The students, chiefly of the College Division,
regarded him more as a friend than a teacher, and spoke
freely with him about their spiritualnecessities. With
him there was nothing gloomy; even conversationson the
gravest subject were lit up with his happy, joyful spirit,
and nothing but a happy sunshine was felt with him. He
had a quiet humor which he freely used in his dealings
with all. I remember, when a junior student, I went with
a number of my school-fellows to a Sunday service he held
for Hindu beggars, and after the service he came out and
talked with us all in a most friendly and familiar manner.
There was one amongst us who had often troubled him at
the street-preaching,
pelted stones and mud at him and following him with roars of abuse and insult ; and this lad

The

19, 1891

is

desirable.

from the Lick Observatory is that one of the
them as white Scotchmen usually are. We would be talk- four satellites is probably double. A binocular has not
ing over the portion read, and, like the late Mr. Moles- power enough to make such a fact evident, but telescopes
worth, Dr. Sheshadri did not care much to consult com- of moderate power may do so. But a great deal cap be*
mentaries.
seen by the help of a good marine bipocular. A Bardou
At Jalna he has acted as pastor ( missionary,professor, telescope with a three inch objective, mounted on a cheap
and bishop, but I shall not say anything about his labdrs wooden tripod, is not costly, and gives a great deal of enthere; for I have no personal acquaintance with them.
joyment by its
j, m. f.

Madras, India, of July 2d, peculiarly Interesting.-* Eds. C. I.]

"VTARAYAN SHESHADRI was

August

report

revelations

I would only mention one more

man. Though,

characteristic of the

Monday, August

17Ui.

remarked in England, like the Apostle Paul, he was a Brahmin of tLe Brahmins, he is the
The General Outlook.
most un-Brahminical Brahmin gentleman 1 have ever seen
. .The corner-stoneof the new Reformed Church at
in my life. The transforming,renovating power of Chris- Shippensburgwas laid last Sunday, August 9th, with aptianity has never been so signally manifested, so far as my propriate exercises. The sermon was preached by the Rev.
personal knowledge is concerned, as in the case of Dr. Conrad Clever, D.D , of Baltimore, Md. The Rev. C. N.
Sheshadri. And this marvellousillustration of the reno- Heilman, the Rev. A. H. Kremer, of Carlisle, and the Rev
vating and elevating power of Christianity upon the D. W. Ebbert, of Milton, all former pastors of the Church,
human heart and character was publicly testifiedto by the were present, and made addresses.
Bishop of London at Exeter Hall when Dr. Sheshadri made
. .Last year the Reformed Churches of Maryland, Virhis first speech at the meeting of the Bible Society. He. said ginia, West Virginia and Pennsylvania inaugurated a sumthat he had been reading before coming to the meeting a mer reunion. The second gathering was held last week at
bulky volume by a man of great intellectual power written Pen Mar. There were thirteen special train- loads of
in a sceptical spirit which had very much agitated his attendants— about 13,000 persons. The Rev. H. H. Bahner
mind, but all the agitation had passed away and perfect re- deliveredthe address of welcome, and was followed by the
pose of faith had been restored to him by the moral efficacy Rev. J. C. Bowman in an address on “Our Rich Inheritance,
of Christianity which attested its Divine origin that he had the Heidelberg Catechism.” W. Rush Gillan discussed
witnessed in the face and discourse of the Indian speaker the future of the Reformed Church, and the Bev. H. F.
that had preceded him. Dr. Sheshadri was at home in the Dittmar spoke of “ Woman’s Influence in the Church.”
company of Europeans, mixed equally with educated and
.. . .A correspondent of a London journal, writing from

1

as he

.

.

.

*

.

Belfast, says: “ Dr. Hall, of New York, has paid us his
of position or education when sipping tea usual Irish visit. Though he has not preached in any of
with what are called low-castes, scavengers and others, — or the pulpits, he has distributed the prizes at a ladies’ school
smoking (just for the occasion)the hu&a. He was, with in Bangor, and called on his old friends. The doctor, as a
Christian instinctiveness, all things to all men. Such a man rule, insists on making his stay in Ireland a holiday, and,
ought to be where he was some twenty years ago, in Bom- with one or two exceptions, declines the most urgent
observed to us privately that he every moment feared that
bay; but God has appointed him other work— to raise the appeals to supply pulpits. Most ministerswill sympathize
Dr. Sheshadri would refer to his rudeness or show by his
degraded outcasts, and it is the glory of Christianity that it with him in this. He has come for rest, and he will have
manner that he knew him, but he had done nothing of the
has influenced a Brahmin to do this work. Enemies of it.”
kind. The young lad never troubled the Missionary education, in times past, phophesied that high English ed. .Union Seminary has elected the Rev. John Hopkins
again.
ucation given to natives would prejudice them against Worcester, D.D., pastor of the Sixth Presbyterian Church,
Besides the hard work at the Institution, Mr. Narayan
rural work, but wheu educated foreigners show a real love Chicago, to the vacant Chair of Theology in the Institution.
had private classes for office-going people at his house, and
for rural work and illiterate rustics and degraded outcasts, Dr. Worcester is a minister of high standing in the Church
crowds of visitors in the evenings. Some of those visitors
educated natives will not fail to imitate them. The late in Chicago, and has lately declined a professorship offered
did not leave him till 11 or 12 at night. I remember my
Dr. Wilson was a mighty power for good,— a great leveller to him in the Theological Seminary at Hartford, Conn. He
father being disturbed one night at one or two o’clock in
of classes and casts, and Dr. Sheshadri is a noble monument was the most conspicuousand influential member of the
the morning by the father of a yonng teacher from our
of his spirit and work.
minority of the late General Assembly in the case of Proschool. He came asking if my brother knew where his
It is customary, and, also, natural, (and shall I not say fessor Briggs, and his speech attractedgreat attentionand
son was. His son was then at the house of Narayan SheScriptural) to give honor to those who honor the Lord, and interest. He disclaimed, distinctly,personal sympathy with
shadri, Bombaika Padri, discoursing with two or three
I rejoice that he has been honored with the highest theo- the critical theories and theological views of Dr. Briggs,
other gentlemen, on the subject of religion! I have not
logical degree, indicating both his abilities and the great but held that the application of the Assembly’s veto to his
forgotten the remark my father then made: “ I shall, also,
esteem in which he is held by the Christian public. Wil- election as Professor in Union Theological Seminary was
have some day to go in this way, looking for my sons,” and
liam Taylor has been honored with the office of Bishop by impolitic and unjust. He suggested a a substitutefor the
so one night he had to knock at the door of the house of a
the Church to which he belongs, and Narayan Sheshadri majority’s action, a declarationthat the Assembly regards
missionary and ask if his son was with him. Not only
has been made a Doctor of Divinity by his Church. Such the utterances of Dr. Briggs as ill-advised, and as having
young gentlemen, but also iheir ladies came to converse
seriously disturbed the peace of the Church, and the apa great educationist, scholar and cultured gentleman dewith the missionary and his wife, and, not seldom, to drink
serves the honor. May he live long to enjoy it and use it pointment of a committee of conference. He is undoubtedly
tea with them.
for advancing the great cause which he has for nearly half wisely chosen to fill the vacant place in Union Seminary,
Narayan Sheshadri’shouse was an asylum for the poorer
and his acceptancewill continue the general harmony
a century so energeticallyserved and signally honored by
Native Christians, and a home for the educated. Converts
his pure and exalted life. “The Lord saith, Them that which now reigns in the faculty and directorate of the

non-educated Christians and heathens, and never betrayed

his high birth

.

.

<

of all Missions met at his house,

and his

hospitality

was

generous. His income was limited, ’but his kindness had
no limit. His style of living was simple, and he stinted
himself much. But he did not complain. I remember Dr.
Wilson openly remarking in the Mission Church from the
pulpit, after his visit to him at Indapur, that he never
came across a more contented man than Narayan. While
educated converts, as a rule, are great grumblers and ambitious to equal the Europeans in the amount of their
salaries this good man, though as highly educated as any
man and as refined, submitted to w'hat came to him in the

God. When he

honor me

a habitation for a

gentleman and

will honor, and they that despise me shall be

Sam. 2: 30. Dr. Sheshadri is now in
charge of the Bethel Mission. Bethel is a Christian village
built on land given to the Free Church by the Nizam’s gov-

verts

and Bethel and the surrounding

villages contain from

Maharwada,

where he gathered the ragged, or rather naked children of
the aboriginesand catechised

them under a tree

in a

most

lively manner for half

an hour, dismissing them with a
handful of parched grain to each child. Thence we proceeded to a thatched hut, in which more decent children sat
on the floor, writing on wooden slates the Marathi alphabet.
They were examined and taught by the Missionary, the religious instruction having been imparted in a humorous
and attractive way, drawing adults from the neighborhood.

Thence we walked back to the Missionary’s lodgings,
where

there was another school of little children, attended

by his children also, which had to be personallyexamined
and taught.
was free

to

And

by 10 or 10.30 o’clock, the Missionary

attend to more private business. By

11 or

12

the breakfast was taken, after which we had
prayers. Then at 1 or 2 o’clock the Brahmin boys from the

o'clock,

town came
taught

till

for their English lessons
4 or 5 o’clock

and these

lads

were

most eare/ully. The books used

were those of the C. V. Society. In the evening Dr. Narwyan’f catechist usually went out to preach, but

he himself

fire

for

of critical artillery. It

has not only withstood, but continued to grow* in the face

pletion of the twenty-sixth year

of the Army’s continuous

They were attended by 62,693 persons, includ-

ing delegatesfrom

England and every continental country,
as well as representatives from Canada and the United
States. General Booth, as usual, presided. The present

The Sun and Jupiter.

A

LARGE

disturbedarea of spots

sight on the

There

got up early in the morning and went to the

Army organization has withstood

twenty-sixyears the ceaseless

existence.

1,000 to 1,200 Christians.

is to-day

Sun

will

last

week. The

and facuhe was

in

activity was great.

be revolved pretty much out of view.

on the eastern limb only one small

spot,

The energy of Dr. Sheshadri was most wonderful. I attended and followed by faculae of less than medium dispaid him a visit at Indapur, soon after his transference tinctness. A maximum period of spots is plainly in
progress. The development thus far has been much more
there, and I was astonishedat the amount of work he did.
He

.The Salvation

J

much educa- By to-morrow it

tion and refinement.

..

ernment. Dr. Sheshadri has a church and school at Bethel. of these attacks. This fact was evidenced at the recent
The Mission is principally to the Nangs or low caste culti- anniversary meetings. These took place in London early
vators. He and his catechists have made numerous con- in uly, at the Crystal Palace. They celebrated the com-

first

a lady of so

Seminary.

lightly esteemed.'’ 1
|

went to Indapur, he
boarded with an assistant of his whose mode of living was
most humble, and afterwards,too, after his family joined
him, he lived in a mud house, more fit for a cow-shed than
Providence of

I

status of the

Army we gather from the

report of his s]>eecb.

now has 1,705
forward by 5,800
officers.In the British Isles there are 1,388 corjw and 152
outposts, commanded by 4,649 officers. Tho whole Army
thus comprises 4,289 religious societies,of which 1,200 are

Out of the British.Islesthe organization
corps, and 1,049 societies. These are led

“outposts.”The roll of officers numbers all told 10.449.
rapid than in 1861. The outburst of last week was attended, During the past year 256 corps and 1,281 officers had been
as such eruptions are almost invariably, with high winds added to the organization.The Army had during the year
and severe storms in the regions where, for some reason, circulated 312,522 copies of the weekly adult War Cry, and
129,350 copies of the juvenile publication of the same
storms are most frequent.
name. The monthly publications were sold to the number
The brightest star in the Eastern sky during the evening
of 94,000, “Abroad,” said the General, “ they had twentyis Jupiter.. The great planet is nearer the Sun, and of
seven War Oryt in thirty-fivedifferent countries, published
higher declination, and much brighter than it was last
in fifteen different languages.” The spiritual work of the
year. It will increase in brilliancy for some time, and obArmy was portrayed by the General, substantiallyas folservations, now fairly satisfactory, will become more and
lows: “ The operation called in th£ir Army taking pris*
more so. Anyone so disposed can test a binocular on this
oners/ or, to use another term, the arousing of anxious
greatest of the planets and its satellites. If it is somewhat
inquirers,’ resulted in the conversion abroad of 131,000
difficult to hold one’s head and hands steady at first, that
persons, and at home of 100,000. No less striking was
difficulty will be overcome by practice. The muscles of
their progress in India and Ceylon, where they now have
the neck and arms will grow stronger by exercise. It is
116 corps, as against 81 last year; and the total number of
worth while to attain this strength and steadiness now, for
officers increased from 318 to 504, of whom 360 were nathe sky is becoming more and more interesting. The tives. In the colonies and the United States the number
cluster in Perseus is fairly in view at a convenient hour, of corps had risen from 1,052 to 1,160; and of outposts
from 698 to 788; and the officers from 3,041 to 8,673. On
and the nebula in Andromeda will be almost before the obthe
continent of Europe they now have 430 corps, as
server is ready for it, to be followed soon by the charming
against 828 last year; and 158 outposts to 131 of last year;
region in which Orion and its nebula are conspicuous. and these corps and outposts were commanded by 1,535
Veteran observers, after a vacation of a month or two, find, officers, as compared witn the 1,000 of last year.
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unusually attractive number.

of the

Wbdmbsday, Aco.
extremely hot

HARPER’S MAGAZINE
FOR

SEPTEMBER.
ARTICLES.

all

12.—

Week.

King

The weather was

over the country; there were

.The “ Mineola” and “Oweene” ran aground during the
run of the New York Yacht Club from Vineyard Haven to New Bedford.... It has been
proposed to turn Trinity Church, Boston into
a cat hedral .... The annual meeting of the Saratoga Monument Association was held at Saratoga .... The National Croquet Tournament was
destructive storms in the West.

.

.

opened at Norwich, Conn.... Bertram 0. Webster, who killed C. E. Goodwin, was taken to
Richard WiiBAftEY. With 9 Illustration*.
the Tombs — The new Blms-EdisontorpedoNnch Ado about Nothing. With 9 Illustrations boat was tested and found satisfactory .... Many
by Edwin a. abbey.
deaths and prostrations were caused by the
Letters of Charles Dickens to WUkle Col- heat.... The largest charges of powder ever
Hns. First Instalment.
fired In this country were exploded at the ordFamQiar Utten never before putAtohed, nance testing station at Sandy Hook .... A gang
written during the time of the vreataA intt- of Italians assaulted their foreman in Brooklyn,
macy between the two famous noi'f lists. Ed- and he had a narrow escape from serious injury.
ited, with notes and comments, by Laurence
... .New York defeated Chicago at baseball by
Hutton.
a score of 2 to 0 ...Sir Hector Lange vin reUnder the Minaret*. Written and Illustratedby signed his office as Minister of Public^Vorksin
F. Hopkinson Smith.
Canada, after denying before the committee the
charges against Kim. . .The Grand Duke Alexis
Germany, France, and General European
arrived in Paris and was received with popular
Politics. By Mr. Dk Blowitz.

The New York Chamber of Commerce. By
‘

.

A remarkable paper, in which the writer
forecasts the future polUics of Europe, and
predicts a cataclysmwhich will change its
geography according to the issue of the combats which will then

/je

fought out.

of Greece at luncheon....

The

its final session ... .It is

wheat crop will show a great

With 10 Illustrations.

fullness, and beauty-

ern Europe.

Monday.

17.—

By

recommends the

dismissal

of many em-

ployees of the Custom House and the Marshal’s
office.

.

.

calaureatesermon at Chautauqua. ..Charles
Watrous died at Saratoga Springs.. ..There
were destructivestorms in Dlinols and Iowa.
.
A tramp was mortally shot by an unknown
.

Boyle.

.

.

.

Edward W.

Partridge, the Chi-

cago grain speculator, failed to meet his obligations....Fourteen persons were crushed to

The history of some of the most impwtant
death, and nearly fifty injured, by the falling
• secret Societies in China, to whose influence the
of the hurricane-deckof the barge 44 Repubrecent outrages upon Christian missUmaries
lic,” in a gale in Oyster Bay.,.. A Coroner’s
in that

cwntry

are attributed.

jury found that Burton C. Webster killed
Charles E. Goodwin, Jr.... Nitrites were found
Harriet Pinckney Hcbk.
in small quantities in Croton water.. . .The hot
Plantagenet London. II. Prince and Mer- weather came to an end, but there w’ere a numchant. By Walter Bebant. Fully Illustrated. ber of deaths and prostrations from the heat.
....Hugo Eitel is dying from hydrophobia,alFICTION.
though the dog which bit him is said to be alive
An Imperative Duty. Part III. By W. D. and well.... J. Sloat Fassett took the oath of
Howell*.- Peter Ibbetson. Part IV. Writ- office as the Collector of the Port of New York.
ten and Illustratedby George du Maurikr. A
....The New York baseball team defeated the
Wheat-Field Idyl. A Story. By Elizarkth Chicago team, but the game was protested.
.
Stoddard.
The jockey Monahan fell at Jerome Park, and

Untold Story of the Florida

An.

War.

By

.

Tbe EditorialrkjKtritncnt conducted,as usual, by
George William Curtis, William Dean Howells, and Charle* Dudley Warner.
Literary Notes. By Laurence Hutton.

Subscription Price, S4.00 a Year.

died last night from his injuries.^.. The

Committee decided

cratic State

.

Demo-

to hold their

convention at Saratoga on September 15.

The Southern Republics are taking much
terest in the

Civil Service

Chicago

New York

City.

Laudes Domini
for the

By the nutkor 0/

The great

4*

won

success — already

in use in
more than a thousand schools. Its music
is

bright, crisp, and yet dignified.

In

full cloth, strongly bound, printed on the best
paper from new type; half as large again as most suniUr books and costmg no
A sragle sample copy,

more

postpaid,for 3< cents, and money refunded if book is
returned. Take no nrw kook without examining this.
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CO.,
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THE MESSENGER AND THE CHRIS-

Church who would

like to have the Afemnger, the organ of the

Reformed Church in the United

States,

published in Philadelphia, in addition

to

the

For $3.80 we will furnish
scription to

a

yearly

sub

both the Messenger and the

In-

telligencer, providing same is ordered before October 1st, 1891. Address,

Wo want a lew good ageuts to
canvass lor new subscribers to
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Queen a
of J ames

President Harrison received from the
dispatch of condolence on the death

Russell Lowell. .The “Gloriana”won the special

“Sayonary” only

Newport, beating the

28 seconds. .Destructivestorms

occurred in the East and West....

Two more

Chinese lepers were discovered; they were sent
to Blackwell’s Island, but were returned on the

demonstrationunless the Chinese Government
makes speedy reparation for the recent attacks
on foreign residents in China.... A new Haytlan Cabinet has been formed ____ The International Labor Congress was opened in Brussels.

MARRIAGES.
BROWN— STEPHENS.— At Spring Valley, June

18, by Rev. T. 8. Dusinberre,Hallonm
Elizabeth 8. Stephens.

H. Brown

to

DE

Cbandonia, by Rev. N. D. Williamson.

Rev. N. D. Williamson.

MCDONALD— BALL.— At

the bride's home, July
Guy McDonald and
Mich.

1891, by Rev. Samuel Srreug,
Minnie G. Ball, both of Kalamazoo,

14,

NEDDO— LACEY.— At South Bend,

Ind.,

Aug

QUICK-YEAPLE.-At High Falls, N. Y., by tbe
Rev. H. Hagem&n, Aug. 8, 1891, Abram Quick and
Ida Yeaple, both of High Falls, N. Y.

WHITAKER-DU BOI8.-At High Falls, N. Y., by
the Rev. H. Hageman, July 13, 1891, John W.
Whitaker, of Kingston, N
N. Y.,' and Mrs. Theodore F.‘
Du Bois of High Falls. N. Y.

Backer,

hanged for the

native

a

part

siege in Bolivia has been raised.

Saturday, 15.— The widow of President
James K. Polk died at her home near Nashville.... The funeral of James Russell Lowell
held in Appleton Chapel, Harvard Univer-

December wheat touched the dollar
mark In the Chicago Board of Trade.... The
President appointed Charles C. Erdman, of
Louisville, Consul to Colon; also, Henry C.
Mills, Judge for the Northern and Southern
Districts of Mississippi.
A boy was found to
bo suffering from trichinae.... The “whaleback” steamer, “Charles W.Wetmore,” arrived.
sity ....

....

.

.

Prices of rye were advanced because of the

Russian ukase. .New York baseball team defeats
the Cincinnati nine, and the Bridegrooms Chicago.... The investigations of three committees into tbe

Canadian scandals were cnntinuAd

6,

Mr. Anthony Neddo and Miss Elzora Lacey, by Rev.
N. D. Williamson.

demands of their countrymen ..... Abraham
who failed recently for 14,000,000,was
arrested on a charge of grand larceny.... The
New York baseball team was defeated by the
Cincinnati nine, and Brooklyn by Chicago....
The Grand Duke Alexis was enthusiastically
cheered by the crowds of people who lined the
streets of Paris through which his carriage

Office.

WatHInotnn.D. C.

I

I

DEATHS.

.

HOWES-WYNN.-At South Bend, Ind., Aug. 11,
Mr. Frank Howes, and Mis* Catherine Wynn, by

fires are

.

Opposite Patent

France and Russsia
The foreign Ministers
China are said to have threatened a naval

Friday, 14.— The President ordered that the
Cherokee Strip be closed to whites.... Leslie
W. Russell was nominated for Supreme Court
Judge in the Fourth District of this State....

.

C.A.SNOW&CO.

&

in

FRASER— COOPER. —At New Hempsted, Rockland Co. N. Y., Aug. 12, William D. Fraser and
Melissa Cooper, by the Rev. T. 8. Dusinberre.

.

.

Christian Intelligencer,
No. 4 Warren Street.

New

raging in the

Intelligencer. We therefore make the was
following special offer to our subscribers:

’..The

Boston nine ...Fourteen persons were killed
and twenty-four seriously injured by a railroad
collision in Switzerland .... An 44 inspired denial” has been pubUshed of the report that a
secret treaty has been concluded between
.

RUT. AND PRAY.

Careate,and Trade-Mark* obtained, and all Pat*
ent buRinese conducted for Moderate Feet.
Our Office it Opposite U.S. Patent Office,
and we can secure patent In less time than tnoee
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing or photo., with deecrip*
tion. We advise, if patentable or not, free ol
charge. Onr fee not due till patent is secured.
A Pamphlet.“How to Obtain Patcnte,”with
names of actual clients in your State, county, oc
town sent free. Address,

whitewashed” by the

Washington. .Great
forests near Toulon.

.

.

in the

.

treat.

PATENTS

confined in

FRANCE— CHANDONIA.— At South Bend, Ind.,
Aug 5, Mr. Robert De France and Mm Mary E.

.

they took in
Arrangements have been made by which
the recent massacre of British officials. . .The
ministers and members of our branch of the
King of Denmark gave a luncheon to the ChiReformed Church may become subscribers cago Fair Commissioners;Denmark will be
to both papers at reduced rates. Doubtless largely represented at the fair.... The state of

number

“

IN.

William

Stop 6. 10, 15 or SOmlnutee, or tbe hour, aa

Paris.... The People’s Baths
were successfullyopened at No. 9 Centre Market Place, by the New York Association for Im-

York baseball team was

Ml

00

.

Amsterdam
M. Patenotre, now French Minister to Morocco, will succeed Minister Roustan

general were

there are a

Fulton Street, and 68 Ann Street,

an asylum near

proving the Condition of the Poor.

& Co.

Fuuoa STRUT DAILY NOOk PRATIR-MUTIXQ

Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt
an inquiry as to the
is

*

.

BIDDLE -HARDING.— At South Bend, Ind.. by
Rev. N. D. Williamson,July 23, Mr. FranX E. Biddle
and Miss Ora Harding.

passed. ..The Senaputty of Manipur and

TIAN INTELLIGENCER.

«l.

Just east of Broadway, near

sanity of his brother Elliott, who

.

the bye-electionat Walsall,

race for the 40-footersoff

33 E. 17th St., New York.
/ocket kook of Lessons and Golden Texts

C. Ayer
Lowell, Mass.

Dr.

Fair.

Member of Parliament ...
The twelfth InternationalConvention of the
Young Men’s Christian Associations opened in

at

Songs for the Sanctuary. ”

hair

of

in-

.

Stafford County, for

.

Sunday School.

new growth

applied to the courts for

. .The
Russian ukase prohibitingthe export of rye
caused a sensation in Berlin, and the price of
rye and other grains advanced. . .The Gladsto-

nian candidate

A BROTHERS, PUBLISHERS,

It

.

.

HARPF.lt

cleanses the
scalp, cures humor*,
and stimulates a

.

thief, who escaped.. ..Matsada Sorakichl, the
Japanese wrestler, died.... The Plattdeutche
Volksvest Verein began Its annual celebration
at Union Hill, N. J ...The Governor of Pisagua, reinstated by Balmaceda’s troops, put to
death many of the Chilian Dictator’s opponents
in that city.... The International Socialist
Workmen’s Congress was opened in Brussels.
....The Czarewitch has reached Moscow....

dally

It

Ayer's Hair Vigor

.Chancellor Vincent preached the bac-

....

land Springs.

Frederick

dress
with

Civil Service Commissioner

Roosevelt’s report on the Baltimore Investigation

retain

youthful oolor,

its

Fair Foreign Committee, left Vienna for East-

.

Chinese Secret Societies.

may

shortage....

Messrs. Butterworth and Handy, of the World’s

Mr. Balfour made an explanaTuesday, 18.— The President will leave Cape
tion of his Irish bill at Plymouth; opposition to
May this morning to participate in the dedicait was expressed by Conservativepapers....
tion of tbe Bennington monument... .Wrheat
More alarming reports were circulated con- again fluctuated widely on the Chicago Board
cerning Emperor William’s health.
of Trade, ending in a sharp decline
. .The acThursday, 13.— James Russell Lowell died countant employed to examine the books of
at his home in Cambridge .... George Jones, proex-TreasurerWoodruff of Arkansas, was arprietor of “ The New York Times,” died at Porested, charged with embezzling State scrip.
.
enthusiasm

That Your Hair

believed that the French

.

•llmpses of Western Architecture.Chicago. 2d Paper. By Montgomery Bchcyleb

Interna-

tional Geographical Congress, at Berne, held

Original. No.

53.

DECKER.— Entered into rest, June

18,

1891, Agnes

Decker, daughter of William D. Decker.
The early years ef Miss Decker's life were passed
in the family homestead at Walden, Orange Co., N.Y.
Under the influence of a devoted Christian mother
she early prof eased herself a discipleof tbe Redeemer,
to whom her heart and life were ever afterward devoted with unswerving fidelity.
About eight years ago she decided to give her
whole time to Christ’swork, and for this purpose she
became a visitor and Christian worker for the Fourteenth Street Presbyterian Church of which she was
J.

a

1

i

member.

Four years she was a faithful servant in that field,
visitingthe sick and needy poor, ministeringto all

flourishing Sunday-school. This work she e’njoyed
intensely,and was very anxious to enter the foreign
field, but was persuaded not to do so by her own people, who were too deeply attached to her.
In August, 1888, she was sent by our Home Board
down to Santa Fe, New Mexico, where she remained
a year and a half; but finding the altitude toe high for
her health, she was compelled to give up her work
there and return north again. She then entered the
Moody Instituteat Chicago, and worked there for one
year with very satisfactory results.While she was
there the “ ConnecticutIndian Association ” applied
to that school for an efficient and callableworker to

1^

superintend the work and constructionof a new
school away out at Ross Fork, Idaho. Miss Decker
was selected to go, and In October last sbe left Chicago
for her new field. Sbe Immediatelyentered Into the
work with the earnest purpose of winning the confidence of tbe Indians first, and thus bringing them to

know Christ.
Humble and unassuming, sbe simply did what sbe
could, and she did just that which came next. She
never expet ted nor wished to be pron iaent, but was
ready to do that which others neglected. Sbe was
the willing servant of the needy, of the Church aud
and of her Master. But the work of the servant was
soon ended, as her health gradually failed, and In
March ahe became so seriously ill sbe was compelled
to lay aside the weapons of warfare and give up the

4

battle.

Luncheon

She regretted the unfinished work, but was cheer-

Muffins.

by Maria Parloa.
For one dozen muffins use one pint of
flour, a generous half pint of milk, two

teaspoonfulsof Cleveland's Baking
Powder, half a teaspoonful of salt, two
tablespoonfuls of iugar, three tablespoonfuls of butter and two eggs. Mix
the dry ingredients together and rub
through a sieve. Welt the butter. Beat
the eggs till light and add the milk to
them. Add this mixture to the dry ingredients; then stir in the melted
butter. Beat the batter vigorously for
a few seconds and then put in bntiered
muffin pans and bake for about twenty
minutes in a quick oven.— {Copyright,
1891, by Cleveland Baking Powder Co.)

fully resigned to God's will, as the following thoughts
and lines, written by her own feeble band, so feeble
that they were scarcely legible, will testify:
“ I did not think, dear sister, when your predou
welcome letter came, that it would be days before
could write. I was so very interested in my class 0
Indians when I was so suddenlytaken ill. Why la it?
God knows why. that ought to be enough. I am com-

forted with the thought that His ways are not ours.
Oh, do pray that J may come forth one of His ehueen
ones! Our lives are a school adapted for us. Each
one has not the same lesson: each has what is needed;
no room for disoouragemeutsor any depressedfeelings. Oh, if we can keep this thought uppermost
here, it will help us to be satisfied with our lot.
Though I long to be at work again, yet I wait sweetly
to abide God’s time; He has been so good to care for
me. His grace is sufficient for ail our needs.
“

Saviour I am trusting,
not, but He knows whr.
He for me this cup bath mingled,
Tts enough to feel Him nigh.
I

know

Calmly waiting
Simply trusting,

Cleveland s Superior Baking Pow-

I

am

His to live or die.

“ More than all In Jesus resting.
Well I know He loves me still,
Though appointed thus to sailer,
Goa Is— it is His will.
Trusting, hoping,
Loving, waiting,
Till His purpose He fulfil.”

s perfectly
wholesome. It
i

leavens

^

my

“ In

Use only Cleveland'staking powder,
the proportions an made for that.

der

Calmly lying here and waiting
Till the Master bids me move.
If He give me strength, then rising
To resume the work I love.
Calmly waiting, waiting, Should He summon me above.

most and

leavens best.

Try a can.
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The feast was the feast of Tabernacles, and it con- and know the peace and joy and riches of the disciple
tinued for seven days (Lev. 23 : 34; Hum. 29 : 35; of Christ.
Urge earnestly your scholars to join this third and
Neh. 7: 18). The eighth day closed the festival, and
happy class, and so experience the rapture of pardon
it was a day of the holy convocationof the people.
On this day, as on the seven days preceding, the and eternal life.
Lesson IX. August mh.— Christ at the Feast.
priests brought water in a golden vessel from the
-John 7: 31-44.
Pool of Siloam, and poured the water at the altar,
Christian Endeavor Column.
|| But of the multitudemany belleyed on him; and they said. When with consecrated wine. As the priests went up the
the Christ shall come, will he do more signs than those which this
steps of the temple the Hallel was sung, accompanied
BY THE REV. A. DC WITT MASON.
38 man hath done? The Phariseesheard the multitude murmuring with cymbals and trumpets (Isa. 12: 3). This impresthese things concerninghim; and the chief priestsand the Pharisees
Tople for Week Baginning August 83d.
sive ceremony commemorated the miracle at the rock
83 sent officers to take him. Jesus therefore said, Yet a littlewhile am
in Horeb, when Moses struck the rock, and the
“ Seeking the Best Things.” John
87; 1 Kings
11-18.

InternationalSunday-School Lesson.
THIRD QUARTER.
BY THE RKV. ABBOTT B. KITTRKDGB, D.D.

and I go unto him that sent me. Ye shall seek me, and
shall not find me: and where I am, ye cannot come. The Je*s
therefore said among themselres, Whither will this man go that we
shall not Ond him? will he go unto the Dispersion among the Greeks,

84

I with you,

X
X
17

and teach the Greeks? What is this word that he said. Ye shall
seek me, and shall not find me: and where I am, ye cannot come?
Now on the last day. the great day of the feast, Jesus stood and
cried, saying, if any man thirst, let him come unto me, and drink.

(8

He that believeth on me. as the scripture hath said, out of his belly

SO

shall flow rivers of living water. But this spake he of the Spirit,

which they that believed on him were to receive: for the Spirit was
not yet given; because Jesus was not yet glorified. Some of the
multitudetherefore, when they heard these words, said, This is of a
41 truth the prophet. Others said. This is the Christ. But some said,
48 What, doth the Christ come out of Galilee? Hath not the scripture
said that the Christ cometh of the seed of David, and from Beth48 lehem, the village where David was? Bo there arose a division in

40

44

him. And some of them would have taken
bands on him.— Rcnteed Venrfon.

the multitudebecause of
him; but no

man

laid

0:

waters gushed' forth to assuage the thirst of the people. It was also typical of the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit ____ Jesus stood and cried, saying, if any

man

thirst, let

:

DAILY READINGS.
M. Christ at the feast ......... John 7: 31-44.
GOLDEN TEXT.
T. The Jews perplexed ....... John 7: 10-17.
If any man thirst, let W. Enemies confounded ...... John 7: 45-53.
him come unto me, and T. Peter’sconfession ......... John 6:

mere

- Daily Readings.
1st Day. -Christ the

2d
3d

him come unto me and drink: The

water in the wilderness, though it came by a miracle,
did not permanentlyquench thirst, and all the provisions of the world cannot satisfy the immortal soul
of man, but now Jesus presents Himself as the object
of saving faith, and as the only One who can satisfy
the hungry and thirsty soul. When He spoke similar
words to the woman of Samaria, she was thirsty for
the living waters, and in the great multitude before
the Saviour there were many thirsty ones, and He
turns away from His enemies to speak to them. The
water from the rock in Horeb was for all, and Jesus
offers Himself to all who are thirsty, but drinking of
the living waters must be a personal act. “ If any
man thirst, let him come unto Me and drink (Isa. 55
1; John 6: 35; Rev. 2: 17). These words of Christ are
among the strongest proofs of His divinity, for no

man could have given such an

invitation.

8:

4th
5th
0th
A

LL men

Bread of Life. John

Christ the Bread of Life. John

6: 80-34.
0:

80-40.

Life by Faith. John 0: 41-01.
Eternal Life. John 0: 52-58.
The Living Way. Eph. 2: 11-18.
From Above. John 8: 80-80.

are by natnre

and by practice seekers.

Whether impelled by the lowest or the highest
class of motives,

they are engaged

in striving to

reach

some previously determined goal, and the only difference between them is a difference of impulse and aim.
Moreover, as a rule, men seek to obtain that which
they at least think is the best thing for them to have.
Low motives and unworthy ambitions are not always
the result of wilful evil in character or life; they
may, and often do, come from ignorance or ifiisjudgment For instance, one who does not comprehend
the superior blessings of a spiritual life will bend all
his energies to acquiring those temporal blessings
which he does comprehend and appreciate; or he who
has never had a real Christianity presented to Him
may be fully content with a false or perverted faith.
Such persons may honestly think that they are seeking or obtaining the best things, because they knew
of no better, and their error is not simply to be rebuked, but also corrected, aod that which is really
best is to be presented to and urged upon them.

Verse 38. He that believeth on me: that is, looks
to me in saving faith. .. .as the Scripture hath said,
drink.— John 7: 37.
out of his belly, or from withiu him, shall flow rivers
qf living waters: The truth is, that he who believes
31. And many qf the peop e believed on in Jesus Christ becomes a vessel tilled with the Holy
him: That is, the common people, not the Phar- Spirit, and the living waters become a flowing founisees. They were probably from the vicinity of Gali- tain in his soul A Christian, then, is not only a
lee, where Jesus performed most of His miracles. But saved person, but he is one who is filled with the
how are we to understand the words “ believed on Spirit, filled with Divine graces, and these flow forth
Did they have faith in Him as a prophet through his words and acts, and through his sanctimerely, or as the Messiah?
must suppose that fied life, so that every one can see that he is a new
they believed in Him as the long-expected Messiah, creature, and all who know him are blessed by his
from the words When the Christ cometh: implying life. How many of us can say that we are such
It is, then, for this very purpose— the correction of
that He had already come; and that which convinced Christians, and that rivers of living waters are ever
them of this was His miracles, not only their number flowing forth from us to bless others? (Prov. 18:4; error and the manifestation of truth— that the Word
of God, with all its blessed power, has been given to
and variety, but their stupendous character; for this Isa. 12: 3; 44: 3; John 4: 14; Joel 3: 18.)
is the true meaning of the words, more miracles. The
Verse 39. These are the words of John : But this us. Its great purpose is “to enlighten the eyes of
question in this verse is really an affirmation, but yet spake he qf the Spirit, which they that believe on him
our understanding,” for if our eves be only opened,
this confessionof faith was a timid confession, and should receive: that is, He spoke of the permanent inthen the sight of that which we will behold will conthis is to be explained by the fact that the common peo- dwelling of the Spirit, filling the soul of the believer
vince our judgment and captivate our affections.
ple were closely watched by the enemies of Christ scat. for the Holy Ghost was not yet given: We read
tered among the multitude.
that the minds of the prophets and the writers of the And so the prayer of the Psalmist is really also the
Verse 32. T he Pharisees heard that the people mur- Old Testament were moved by the Divine Spirit.
utterance of the ‘ ‘ greatest need of the world ”
mured such things concerning him: Although ques- John the Baptist was filled with the Spirit, the Holy
‘open Thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous
tions like that in the preceding verse were asked only Ghost was upon Simeon, (Luke 2: 25,) but the Spirit
in whispers, yet the spies in the crowd heard them and had not been poured out in His regenerating, sancti- things out of Thy law.** For if we see these “ wonF. Faith and confession ...... Horn. 10: 1-10.
8. “Come unto me” ........ Matt. 11: 25-30.
S. “ Come and drink ” ....... Rev. 22: 12-17.
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V

himr

We

.

.

—

reported to the Pharisees, who at once became fying and abundant power, and this power Jesus ders,” we will desire and seek to obtain them for our
alarmed because of the marvellous power of the Naza- promised to His disciples and the Church (John
own.
rene teacher over His listeners(John 7: 46). There 16 : 7-11) as the blessing to follow His ascension (Acts
What, then, are these best things whose seeking is
is but one way to stop this influence, and that is, by
1: 4; 8) ____ because that Jesus was not yet glorified:
seizing Jesus and slaying Him, and so we read, the The revelation of God through the Spirit was the so urgently recommended to us? Briefly stated, they
Pharisees and the chitf priests sent officers to take consequence of the death and resurrection of Christ; are these:
him: The chief priests learn of the dangerous influ- it was the third and final act in the redemptive plan.
(1.) The knowledge qf ourselves. The famous old
ence that is being exerted from the Pharisees, for only First, the Father gave the Son ; second, the Son came
through the officers of the Sanhedrim could an arrest to suffer and die for sinners ; and then, as the Con- motto of the Grecian sages, “ Know thyself,**was
be made. You will notice that no mention is made queror of Death and the Almighty Intercessor, He based upon the fact that the better one knows himself
here of the Sadducees, who formed a part of the San- sends the Divine Spirit to quicken dead souls and to
the more apt he will be to try to improve npon his
hedrim, and this is explained by the fact that the per- comfort and sanctify believers.
existing condition. And the ancient Arabic proverb
secution of Jesus came mainly from the Pharisees.
Verses 40-42. We see in these verses the profound
Verse 33. Then said Jesus unto them: He knew, impression which the words of Jesus made upon the taught the same truth when it designated the classes
perfectly, all that was being done to destroy His life,
majority of His hearers. They all felt that He not into which men are divided by their possession of a
and yet He knew also that no human hate could over- only was a remarkable person, but that He had come
lack of self-knowledge— as follows
throw the purpose of His Father. . . Yet a little while
from God. There was, however, a differenceof
I am with you: Read His message to Herod in opinion as to who He was, and this difference was so
“ Men ore four.
He who knows not and knows not be knows not.
Luke 13 ; 32, 33, in which is a similar statement. He wide and involved such vital truths, that one party
He Is a fool; shun him.
was to be with them but a little while, for only six was antagonistic to the other, as we know from verse
He who knows not and knows be knows not.
months intervened before His trial and crucifixion, 43, where the word translated “division** signifies
He Is simple; teach him.
but until that time He was under Almighty protec- literally “ to rend asunder ** as a rock is rent. There
He who knows and knows not be knows.
tion, and no power of man could harm Him ____ and
were some who said, “ Of a truth this is the Prophet,”
Be Is asleep; waken him.
then I go unto him that sent me: He could not go till
spoken of in Deut. 18: 15-18, which was a prophecy
He who knows and knows he knows,
His work was done, and then what seemed a violent
of a Divine teacher, who should speak the words of
He Is wise; follow him.”
death would be only the Father’s appointed way of
God, (John 1:21; 6:14) Others believed that He
His going Home. Death for every child of G<xl is was the long-expectedMessiah, “ This is the Christ,”
Thus, to understand the failings, foibles, follies
only going home, and it matters little how we go, for
(John 4: 42; 6: 69.) while still others, while ready to which possess us, and to be willing to be corrected
the passage is short, and it is only a step from the
acknowledge Him as the promised prophet, argued and improved by those who are able to thus benefit
Cross or the sick bed into glory (John 13: 33; 16: 16).
that His Galilean origin made it impossible that he us, is a mark of wisdom which many lack but which
Verse 34. Ye shall seek me, and shall not find me:
could be the Messiah. They knew of Him as a NazaHe spoke these words to His enemies, and the truth rene, but were ignorant of the fact that He was Jborn all might covet.
taught was His final and complete separation from
in Bethlehem, as the Scriptureshad declared, and also
(2.) The knowledge qf truth. Without this, selfthose who were seeking for His life. The reference is not
that He was of the royal seed of David. Ps. 8A : 3, 4 ; knowledge is more than useless, for we will only be
to spiritual seeking, for such an interpretation would
132: 11; Jer. 23: 5; Micah 5: 2; Matt. 2: 5; Luke 2: 4.
not be in harmony with the context, and those who
But there were some who were totally unimpressed, conscious of the disease while remaining ignorant of
have sinned away their day of grace, do not seek salfor their hatred of Him blinded their eyes to His its remedy. But truth being known, we have a standvation ____ and where I am, thither ye cannot come:
glory.
ard by which to be corrected and developed. Truth,
Compare witn these words, the Saviour’s very differVerse 44. And some qf them would have taken him; then, is emphatically a “best thing,** because it inent assurance to Simon Peter in John 13: 36. “ Whither
but no man laid hands on him: This hesitation to
1 go ye cannot follow me now; but thou shalt follow
cludes or directs us to all that is worth having. It is,
arrest him and drag him before the Sanhedrim may
me afterward ;” and in this connection read Peter’s
therefore, of necessity the highest wisdom for us to
be explained in three ways:
own words in 2 Pet. 1 14.
1. Tney were awed, against their wills, by His pres- venture everything,and to do everything that we can
Verse 35. These words of the Saviour were an
ence and words.
do, in order to obtain possession of the truth, to whatenigma to His enemies and they returued a mocking
2.
They
were
afraid
of
the
tumult
that
might
be
answer which, though spoken among themselves, was
ever sphere of life it appertains. And Solomon’s adraised
by
those
who
believed
in
Him
as
a holy person
-plainly understood by the omniscient Christ ______
vice Is sound when he says : ‘ Wisdom— the knowledge
Whither will he go, that we shall not find himt will if they laid violent hands on him.
3. They were restrained by the power of God, for of the truth— Is the principal thing, therefore get
he go unto the dispersed among the Gentiles, and teach
wisdom, and with all thy getting get understanding.’*
the Gentiles: As if they had said, *' Does He imagine the hour had not come for Him to die.
:

:

4

*

that He can withdraw Himself where we cannot find
Him?** The words “the dispersed among the Gentiles,*’ refer to the Jews, who were scattered in Gentile
countries, and they believed that He thought that He
could thus be beyond the reach of those who sought
for His life. The 36th verse conveys the same idea,
only more strongly expressing what .to them was the
absurdity of His words.
Verse 37. In the last day, that great day qf the feast:

&

M

So there is to-day a wide differenceof view regarding Jesus Christ. Some reject Him and are wilfully
blind to His gloriouS claims as the Messiah and Saviour
of the world. Some believe in Him intellectually,
and are to be found in the sanctuary listeningwith
interest to what the preacher says about His salvation.
But they do not believe with the heart, and so are
not saved by His grace. Others accept and trust in
Him, come to Him and drink of the living waters,

Bat the best thing of all that we can have is
the knowledge qf God. “ This is life eternal, that they
might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ
whom thou hast sent.*’ To know God and Jesus
Christ, to comprehend their character, their nature,
their relation to and effect upon us,— at least to such
a degree that we may know what it is to abide in the
(3.)
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and have Him abide in us, Bridge, Brighton Heights, Hamilton Grange;
—is the very best thing, the most perfect Total 0.
Cl. of Oranp^. —Bloomingburg, Cuddeand blessed thing, that we can experience
here or hereafter. For this life in God isy backville, Port Jervis, Ellen ville, Montthat for which we are designed, whose gomery, Ne'w Hurley, New Prospect, Sha
Spirit of Chriat

absence is the source of all our sin and

enter into

it

The name of

anything that defileth, neither

whatsoeverworketh abomination or maketh
a lie.” Here a daily warfare rages in our
members; the flesh and the spirit at enmity
maintain a continuous conflict. There all
wangunk, Walden, Walkill, Walpack, hat is of the flesh gives place to the spirit(Lower); Total 11.
ual, and the fruits of the Spirit of God
Cl. of Poughkeepsie.— PougKkoeprie(2d), spring fosth. There we shall know no back-

this

remarkableChicagoan

Jerome Raymond. He is now the private secretary of Bishop Thoburn, and is
making a trip around the world. At the
same time he is studying for his degree in

is

the University,being permittedto substitute

French and Sanskrit for some other studies
that he would have taken if he were here.
entrance
He was my stenographer, on and off, for
sliding, no falling into temptation,no grievFishkill, Glenham, Cold Spring; Total 4.
our lives and hearts.
.
j
ij i two years; and I think most highly of him.
Cl. of Westchester.— Mount Vernon, ng of tUe Spirit, no lukewarmness and coldto me
not do £ g^at«r Mr.
Says the Rev. F. B. Meyer, of the Regent
Peekskill,
Tarrytown
(2d),
Yonkers;
Total
4.
ness
in
our
love
of
God
and
pursuit
of
holl|
vice
than
to
tell
you
his
simple story. He
Park Chapel, London, whose words have
7(
.
ness; but robed in the white linen garments is a knight of the chivalry, a champion of
Total in P. 8. N. Y., 04.
helped so many at the late Northfield Conthe White Cross, a believer in woman’s
of righteousness shall stand before our God:
ference: “ There is a Christian life which,
ballot, a Prohibitionistin politics, and an

whose restorationwill be the
of light and joy and peace into

misery, and

in

. .

comparison with that experienced by the

majority of Christians, is
winter, or as the

golden autumn

mature

to the

as summer

/ \NE has

fruitfulness of a

And

the blessedness

that we
trust the Lord to do in us and for us what
we could not do; and we find that He does
not belie His word, but that according to
our faith so is it done to us. This Blessed
Life should be the normal life of every
Christian;in work and rest; in the building
up of the inner life, and in the working-out

of this Blessed Life lies in this:

all

? Have

you or have you
not the best things ? Are you or are you not
seeking them ? Strive after them with all
your energies, and remember in all your
effort that the endeavor needed, is not to
induce God to grant, but to persuade yourself to receive the free and gracious bestow
ment of His “unspeakable gift” — life in
and with the Risen Christ.

N«wn.
.

.

.

.The following item from the Ootden
is eminently worthy

Rule explains itself, and
of our attention:

We
at

give herewith the resolution adopted

Minneapolis, bearing upon the evangeliChristian Endeavor Society.

cal basis of the

The following explicit words were submitted
by the committee on resolutions, and were
enthusiastically ratifiedby the thousands in

the audience.

We

do not see

how there can

be any question as to their meaning.

Revolved, That as from the beginning,

we

upon an evangelicalbasis (meaning by

stand

to all of us

is,

Victor palms In every hand.
Through their dear Redeemer’s might
More than conquerorathey stand.”

Canaan

who

Homforift’it

Do we

land.

want

go there? Then we must

to

nifleantthat Jesus spoke rarejy and briefly of

ten years old,— a

heaven. He dwelt on

ly-haired young fellow, richly endowed

the importance of en-

A teaspoonful added to a glass of hot or
cold water, and sweetened to the taste* will
be found refreshing and invigorating.

tering into the kingdom;

mind and

will

struction;

of

God

He

for

He made known

revealed the

In

and having a true, loyal
his mother. They were very poor,

heart and mind,

our personal in-

love for

the eternal pur-

and the boy

felt

that he ought to work

in-

day of judgment, the final out- stead of going to the public school; but his
come; but of heaven itself, “the Fathei’s mother was a very intelligent woman, and
house,” the particularoccupation of its in- could not bear to have him do this. He
mates, their state, appearance, or surround- thought a great deal upon the subject, and
ings, He does not speak. Some years later,
finally begged a penny from his sister, who
however, to the beloved disciple the commis was a few years older than himself. With
sion was given to reveal the eternal and in- this money he bought 01 e copy of the daily
visible world, as unveiled before him. paper at wholesale, and sold it for two cents.
Write the things which thou hast seen, He was then careful to pay back the penny
and the things which are, and the things he borrowed (make a note of that, boys), and
which shall be hereafter.” To the A)>oca he now had one cent of his own. With it
lypse we turn, and gaze into the mystery. he bought another paper, and sold it for two
Here again are many significant silences, cents, bought another, sold it for two cents,
yet some things we know. There will be:
and so on. He took up his position in front
I. Joy there. “ The redeemed of the Lon
of the Sherman House, opposite the City
poses, the

shall come with singing unto Zion, and everlasting joy shall be

upon

their head; they

Hall. This wan a favorite place with
newsboys, and they fought the

human person and atoning work

away

” (Is. 51: 11).

The greater joy because of the

greater sur

won

salvation),and

dens

to carry,

No

no separation from loved ones

to take

a course of ?tudy in

stenography and

type-writing.He began in a class with two
hundred others; when he graduated from
the course, only six remained with him.
There is something in this for you to think

sin, no grief, no pain.

.

Total

Y.

—

Cl. of .Arart.—

Madanapalle;

1.

Cl. of J/mfjion.— Clavernack (2d), Ger-

mantown, Hudson, Linlithgow (Senior and
Junior), Livingston, Upper Red Hook, Burden’s; Total 8.

Cl. of

— Bloomingdale, High
Falls (Senior and Junior), Alligerville, Hurley, Kingston (Fair St.), Marbletown, New
Kingston.

shall we enjoy fully this our greatest earthly the entire four years’ course of preparation
privilege, to labor for God, to carry His mes- in two years, at the same time supporting
sages,

and then

shall no weariness overtake

himself and his mother by his stenographic

us.

professors. He kept up his
Spurgeon says, “Oh, how sweet it must health by regular outdoor exercise and ridbe to sing His praises and never feel that ing the bicycle. He never tasted tea, coffee,
the throat is dry! Oh, what sweet enjoy- tobacco, or alcoholic drinks. His food was
ment

work

to

run upon His errands and never once

for the

simple,— mostly

fish,

lay the head on the pillow, never once feel

He had a good

the throbbings of fatigue, never once the

meanness about him.

vegetables,and

fruit.

conscience; there was no

When he was twenty
pangs that admonish us that we need to years of age, he became the private secretary
cease. Oh, that must be enjoymentl”
of one of the greatest capitalists in AmerOyster Bay, Astoria, Flushing, Greenpoint,
IV. Love, for “ we shall be like him,” ica. Of course he had a large salary. He
South Bushwick, Locust Valley, College
who was the expressionof perfect love. All was £lear-cut in everything he did; there
Point, Long Island City (1st), Hicksville;
misunderstandings cleared up, all grudges was no slacknessin his work. The gentleTotal 10.
forgotten,all wrongs righted, pure, un- man who employed him used tobacco and
Cl. of South Long /sJand.— First Brooklyn,
feigned charity ruling over all. Hypocrisy drank wine; but his young private secreFlatbush Chapel, Gravesend, Flatlands,
Remy, Rosendale; Total 10.
Cl. of North Long /stond, —Jamaica,

Paltx, St.

New

Lots, Blast

New York, South Brooklyn,

Twelfth Street, North Brooklyn, Bethany

and deceit being cast out,

and

all loved, free

in the

Chapel; Total
Cl. of

New

all will be

lovable

tary, with quiet dignity, declined both cigars

from suspicionor doubt,

and

land
”

Wbere^eautynever

Cry

Plicbtf’s C^UtOrU* 1

Sick

when

there shall In no wise

-Headache?Bugham’b PILLS will

by

his em-

manner.

relieve.

his secretary told

him he never used

tobacco or liquor, he answered, “I honor you
|

*or

it,

young man.”

digestion,
it

while

a trial.

Hood's Sarsaparillais sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. L Hood A Co., Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar

Packs«e makes 6 gallons.
Delicious,sparkling,and
atgMtisfaif. Sold by all
dealers. a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
aeot to any one addressing
C. E. HIRES k OO..
Philadelphia.

INVESTORS
Should gst information about our

GUARANTEED

Mortgages
GUARANTEED

6%

Bonds

17^

SUGAR CO.

Stocks

10%

WE HAVE HAD

20 Years'
Experience
INVESTMENTS.
IN

NEVER LOST A DOLLAR
faeverjinaUaoe

and Principal has been paid
at maturity.

Interest

WB HAVE RETURNED

TO INVESTORS

$13,800,000
realising 5 per oent. to 11 per cent, interest

We never handle any security that wt do not abcolutaly
control. The investments we now bare are aa secure as
more latf rest than
We can refer
bunks in New Tusk, and to our 4.i«o natunder the supervisiooof the Banking Department of New Tort State.

J. B.

WATKINS

L.M. CO.

a Wall St., Cor. Broedwey, New
HENRY DICKINSON. Manager.

York.

LAMB,

J. a. W.

50 Carmine St.9 New York.
Stained Glass,
Color Decoration,

Pulpit Furniture

It is

to the credit of the great capitalist that,

dies.

Where love becomes Immortal.”

V. Holiness. “And

claret, though offered him

ployer in his most gracious

11.

ForA.— DeWitt Chapel, Port

Richmond, Thirty fourth Street, High
IdrdQ

an appetite,and tones the
It eradicates disease. Give

papers.

perhaps needless to say that the
Safe In mj happy home!
United Society has no control over the
My fears all fled, my doubts all slain.
lists of State and local unions; but we
My hour of triumph come.”
earnestly wish and confidently hope that
H. Rest. The rest that remaineth. The about. A great many start in the race, but
the influence of such a vote as this at
eternal Sabbath day. Farewell then
few hold on to the end. They are like boys
Minneapolis will secure uniformly the
wearied bodies, to strains of “toiling on.” chasing a butterfly; pretty flowers along the
action recommended.
As the tired workman going home at night
way attract them, and they hear a bird sing
____ We print herewith, arranged accordwe look for calm repose in the bosom
somewhere in the woods or they stop to
ing to the rolls of the several Classes, the
God.
Meanwhile in the heat of the day, we skip pebbles in the river. It is only the few
names of all our Churches in which Chriswipe the fevered brow and take fresh cour that goon— right straight on— who catch the
tain Endeavor Societies are known to exist.
butterfly we call “success.”
We do this in order to present as complete age from the heavenly vista.
III. Service. “And his servants shal
Well, this boy became the best stenoga roll as possible, and would be very much
serve him.” Here we are hampered by hu- rapher in Chicago. When he was only'|
obliged to receive any needed corrections or
man frailty and shortcomings; there we shal eighteen, he was president of their society.
additions, in order that this register may be
be enabled to render faultless service. Then He then went to a leading college, and took
made perfect.
It is

**

S. N.

blood you cannot enjoy good health.
At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize,an J enrich
the blood, and Hood's SarsaparillaIs worthy
your confidence. It Is peculiar iu that it
strengthens and builds up the system, creates

we

loc&l unions.

P

purifyingthe blood can-

stand-

prises; the realization of the unutterable
He became one of the most successful
things.
Sorrow,
gone
forever;
no
more
newsboys
in the city, and at the age of
recommend that as in the United Society
fourteen had laid up money enough, besides
only societies connected with evangelical heart aches^ no disappointments,no regrets
churches be enrolled on the list of State and no tears there, no pain, no affliction, no bur- helping his mother, so that he could afford

of

of

little fellow

ing-room for himself, and went on selling

shall flee

The Importance

not be overestimated,for without pure

the

fiercely;but he stood his ground,

sufficientsource

Phosphate

handsome, dark-eyed, cur-

and mourning

and Saviour Jesus Christ as the only and

i«l

How

“evangelical” personal faith in the divine
our I^ord

A

It

shall obtain gladness and joy, and sorrow

of

.

Make# Delicious Lemonade.

get ready. Some preparationsare necessary.
may be that some heavenly pilgrim, who
We must learn the language of heaven, bewith his holy thoughts and desires is concome
acquainted with the laws of the city,
tinually travelling thitherward,arrives somethe manners of its inhabitants, if we would
times near the borders of the promised land
dwell there. Heaven begins here. Are our
and the suburbs of the new Jerusalem and
footprints to be found on the road to Zion?
gets upon the top of Pisgah, and there has
the perfect prospect of a fair country which — The Northern Presbyterian.
lies a far way off; but he cannot tell how to
One Boy Faced the World,
describe it.” So Paul might have told us of
paradise, but for fourteen years he never
A BOUT twelve years ago a soldier’s
spoke of his vision, and at last described it
widow, with one boy and one girl,
only as an unutterableexperience. It is sig- lived in Chicago. The boy was loss than

This experience, then, dear friend, may
Is it

of that

known country and an undiscovered

equally with the strongest and oldest.”

yours.

map

,

earnest Christian in faith and practice.
Frances E. Willard, in the Union Signal.

live here on the hither side of death, an un-

His children. The
youngest and weakest may lay claim to it,

be

a

lies above. It

which

of the life-plan. It is God’s thought not for

a few, but for

make

r

Clad In raiment pure and white,

said, “ It is not for any mortal

creature to

j

—

before the throne of God,

Sealed with Hit almighty name.

to

struggling promise of

a cold and late spring.

Now

Heaven.

,t

Communion Tables
Bpecfl* designs sent on

f

equetf.

HAND-BOOK JWL
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cheap travelling

but about these birds, who had built their
prices are uniform and firm : A bowl of nests all through the grain. And Clifboiled rice and water, one-half cent ; a ford had felt so sorry for the baby birds
slice of fried sweet potato, one-tenth that would be so cruelly killed by the
cent; two or three small roasted big machine. All at once he thought,
shrimps, one-tenth cent ; a bowl of hard “I will go a little way in and find some
boiled rice, eight-tenths cent; a hen's nests, and I will put them in my hat
egg, one-half cent; a large-sized duck’s and carry them out in the orchard ; how
menus

Cheapness in China.
commend peo-

home to this marvellously
economical race. When the Chinese
pie at

concluded to start two small steamboat

own— one to Kiet Yang,
thirty-six miles inland, and one to
Chow Yang, ten miles inland — it was
lines of their

or bills of fare are provided,

egg, one cent; an ounce of pork, eight-

glad the poor

mamma

bird will be

when

thought they could not possibly make
tenths cent; sundry vegetables, three- I save the little birdies’ lives.”
it pay without a charge so high that
Now Clifford’s mamma had often told
tenths to six-tenths cent; roast duck,
their pinched and saving countrymen
or goose, or chicken, according to size him never to go away from the house
would not patronize it.
of the piece and special agreement, two alone, but he had forgotten all else
Well, the lines were both started.
to three and four cents. Gratuities are now, in his wish to save the lives of the
The long line boats make one trip a
not given to waiters, but to the land- young birds that were in such peril. So
day each way, and the short line nine
lord, who is himself “ lord of the pro- into the forest of yellow glory he made
trips each way, and they are crowded
visions” and “superintendentof the his way. On and on he went, hunting
with passengers. In fact, they are paycauldron,” and who is entitled to some- for the nests. Finally, the poor little
ing such dividends as no line on the
man was so tired, of making his way
thing for these majestic designations.
whole coast of China can come up to.
Simple enough and cheap enough are and of searching in vain for the birds

And

yet, what do you think the charges

substantial dishes. that, after an hour’s tramp, he decided
Only it usually requires a sturdy and “to go home to his mamma.” So he
six miles one way for twenty-five cents
substantialChinese stomach to relish turned around, and started back ; but
cabin, and fifteen cents deck passage.
and digest them with the amount of which way was back? He was so small
That is about two-thirds of a cent a
that, in coming through he had slipped
coarse fat they include.
mile for the highest, and less than half
For any one who wants the address, between them, and so had not left a
a cent a mile for the lower. The Chow
here it is with just a little bit of honor- trace behind.
Yang line carries ten miles for six cents
He turned back, expecting,of course,
ific designation we venture to throw in
cabin, and four cents deck passage.
to distinguish it from second-rate es- to come right out in sight of mamma's
Even that is beaten by the ferryboats
kitchen door, and he wondered if dinner
tablishments along the same road
in some places. Here we are just now
The Celestial Grand Hotel and Restau- would be ready, and if mamma would
at the landing opposite Chow \ ang, in
be glad to see him now. So he made
rant, Kept by Wing Sing,
the Hai-mung Bay. It is three miles Bua-Ko Terry, near Chao Yang City, his way a little farther, and then he
across the bay. The boats are crowded,
Empire of China, Continent of Asia.
thought he would sit down and rest just
and charges are made to suit the most
Fortunately for ourselves we carry
are? The Kiet Y’ang line carries thirty-

these sturdy

and
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wheat and disappeared. Mr. Holt
lowed, the

moon making

it

fol-

almost as

light as day.

After going a little way he stopped

and

called to Rover, thinking

what

nonsense to be wasting the time in

way. No doubt

tins •

Rover thought he was

after birds, and, besides, he was break-

down, and he had
told Clifford never to go into the grain
for that very reason. But Rover would
not come back, but ran on as if he understood just what he was about. Bo
he followed as rapidly as he could. All
at once Rover came to a stand still,
wagging his tail gleefully over a blue
sailor hat, in which was a nest of little
birds, with their mother. Mr. Holt
was sure now that Rover knew best,
and urged him on. And in a few minutes they came to a little curly-headed
boy lying fast asleep, and his face all
swollen with crying.
The next instant he was awake and
telling papa he was so hungry, and he
had found one nest of birds, and when
he tried to find the way home he could
ing

the wheat

all

not. As his father held him in
arms

and

started for

back, two big tears

his

the long tramp

fell

on the

curly

:

what would have
happened if it had not been for Rover.
All summer long, way out in the
prairie was a large square of wheat that
a little while, and perhaps he would the machine never reaped, and in the
pinched and poverty-strickenpurses. along a stock of our own kind of pro- hear the dinner-horn blow; then he midst was the happiest family of little
People of the town, right at hand, are visions. We replenish in the local marred birds whose home was in a blue
would run on home.
let off with four cash, which is four- kets as we pass along and have occaWhen Mrs. Holt finished the biscuit, sailor XloA.— ChristianIndex.
tenths of a cent, while travellersfrom a sion ; but we find it very much better to
it was tune to prepare the dinner. Once
distance have to lay
six-tenths of

a

cent

down

in

you can.

be recorded in the history of the enter-

One of the

ly

restaurant friend

calls the

barbarian

and Presbyter.

Connected with the steamboat prices
is an amusing bit of fact which, inasmuch as it failed of adoption, will not
prise.

have them cooked after what our kind- or twice the thought

as he

thought

of

The Profits of Industry.
came to her, and she thought
Amer- method.— VVtWwm Ashmore, in Herald he must have gone upstairs after all, "TjlOR careful, accurate compilationsof

— a mile for two-

tenths of one cent. Beat that
ica if

cash or

head

directors said, in

a

\

ed face

had been such a long time
since she had seen anything of him.
When noon came a shrill blast of the
long tin horn brought Mr. Holt and his
two men home to their dinner. To Mr.
Holt’s inquiry, “Where is Clifford?”
Mrs. Holt replied, “Asleep up stairs.”
His dinner was carefully put away for
him, and the men returned to their
because

ost in the Wheat.

BY FRANCES M. CONCKLfX.

"TT was a day in July; the thermomJ- eter ran high in the nineties, and

of Clifford’stiush-

it

-T

and discriminating,just
deductions from them, no bureau of
statistics at home, and few, if any,
abroad, surpass the Massachusetts
Bureau of Statistics.We have noted
statistics

during past years the valuable reports

of this bureau, but never has one
come to us which seemed so timely
the air was so oppressive that even the
and valuable as the one just issued
barefooted people, one for those who birds and insects seemed to have enon the Net Profits of Manufacturing
wore shoes and stockings, and one for tirely disappeared.
work.
Industries. At a time when enormous
Late in the afternoon Mrs. Holt
those who took tea and refreshments.
It had been an unusually busy mornfortunes are being accumulated by a
This may seem absurd, but it is very ing for Mrs. Holt; she had been up awoke with a start from the long nap
few men, when the air is filled with
much the basis of common ferries to since three o’clock, for to-morrow the she had taken on the dining-room sofa,
charges that the few are prospering at
expect a wee fraction more from people harvesting would begin and there were where she had thrown herself for a litthe expense of the many, when econwho wear shoes. They are supposed great preparations going on, as in this tle rest before going up-stairs.' Her first
omists differ as to the relative status of
to be gentlemen and able to pay more. prairie home it was the gala time of all thought was of Clifford, and up-stairs
the employer and employe — some statHowever, they dropped that, and the year, when the nearest neighbors she flew, into the little room where his
ing that the golden age of the laborer
adopted the “cabin” and “deck” rates came to help gather the beautiful grain cot stood. He had not been there at
was centuries ago, others that he was
instead.
that waved in the sunlight and covered all, nor in her room. Thoroughly alarm
never as well off as to-day — it is like
Now that 1 am talking of cheap a thousand acres or more of the sur- ed, she went up into the garret, where
“ the shadow of a rock in a weary
travelling, I may as well add a little on rounding country. Nothing but a sea he sometimes played ; but all was silent
land” to have the facts of this report.
and empty. The next instant the hoin
hotel and restaurant charges, and I of yellow in every direction.
For in it we have the statistics of sixtytake them from this very spot where I
Little six-year-oldCUfford thought sent its call, echoing over the prairie in
four industries, 10,013 establishments
now am, for there is a genial Boniface there never had been such a day since blast after blast, recalling Mr. Holt in
representing over sixty nine per cent,
upon the shore who furnishes “ enter- he could remember. Mamma was so great haste. All was confusion nowl
of the total value of the products mantainment for man and beast ” after the busy she did not want him in the kit- What had become of Clifford?
The first thought was of the small ufactured annually in Massachusetts.
Chinese style. We are travelling in our chen, and it was so hot out of doors that
The report is a valuable contributionto
creek th$it ran half a mile beyond the
own boats; but mine host informed me he could not play at all.
the settlement of the question of profitin answer to my inquiries,that if at
At last he ran to his mother just as house, and its banks were searched in
sharing as a substitute for the wage
any time I should stand to him in the she was making her last tins of biscuit, vain for a trace. They went along. the
system.
honored relation of a guest, I should be and said: “Mamma, please put me to road for miles in each direction, but
In the first place it ought to be noted
charged one cent and a half for lodg- bed, I am so sleepy and tired. Rover nothing was to be seen except the goldthat the net profit for all industries
ing. This would insure a bed— a straw is asleep, and Kittle and I will go too.” en-headed grain on either side, nodwas only 3.90 per cent, of the selling
mat on boards with a bamboo pillow, a
“Run away, Clifford, I am too busy. ding their good night to the setting sun.
price and equ« valent to g.83 per cent,
sort of quilt covering, and a mosquito If you are so sleepy go up-stairs and At length, as the great full moon was
on the capital invested, which does not
net. If I was hungry and needed sup- lie down in your cot; but you had bet- rising, they returned home, the father,
substantiatethe Trequent assertions of
per and breakfast as well as lodging, ter play until after dinner, then take a in hopeless despair, not knowing what
excessive profits for the capitalist.
was to be done next to find his child,
then 1 should have to pay the round nap with me.”
sum of one hundred cash, imperial Clifford did not like the idea of going whether alive or dead. Mrs. Holt was Of 257,656 employes (including both
sexes and all ages) employed by private
Chinese brass coin, equivalent to ten up-stairs alone, so he ran out-doors to li /ing over the morning in a perfect
firms, each employe received an average
cents fedecal currency. In the cheap play as his mother had told him. But agony of remorse for the hasty words,
of $362.23 for annual earnings, while
lodging houses of home cities the way- the shade was only in such a little place and the thought that, perhaps, now
each of the 12,558 partners, with an
faring man has to pay ten cents for a by the house, and he would just go over there would be no Clifford ever to
average investment of $10,701, received
bed ; but here ten cents will get him a there by the wheat ; it looked cooler trouble again.
an average net profit of $517 in return
bed and two “square meals,” and send there as the grain waved in the breeze.
Borne of the nearest neighbors had
him rejoicing on his way the next morn- Bo he trotted over the road to the edge come by this time to join in the search.
ing with the good wishes of the land- of the grain, and sure enough it really Just then a thought c$me to Mr. Holt
lord, a very polite bow and a hearty was cooler; so he sat down in the shad- of ' Rover, and calling him, he said,
When Baby wa* sick, w© gnre her CaatorU.
desire to see him again, for all such are ow of the tops that stood four feet high. “Where is Clifford? Go find Clifford!”
When she was a Child, she cried for Caatoria.
good paying patrons.
As he sat there his attention was at- This he repeated several times until the When she became Miss, she clung to Castorta.
Like all such men who know how to tracted by some little red fords that dog began smelling on the ground.
Whsaih shad children, she gate them 0a«4<W
It
was
some
time
before
the
track
keep a hotel, there is a first-class way- weie Hying back and forth into the

way, that it was possible
there would be three rates — one for

really sober

’

I

r*

accom- wheat. Suddenly he remembered what across the road was found, but when it
modation of day visitors. No printed his papa had told him the night before was the dog went straight into the

side restaurant attached for the

4

%
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tracing a path of light, disappear as

form of plant-food used, and b The is marketed, business of all kinds will
view. Per- preparation of formulas best suited to
revive. There may be a scarcity of
haps we have had the good fortune to the particular needs of the soil for difmoney from moving crops in commerwitness a shower of meteors, and these ferent crops.
cial centres, but the market for woolen
apparitionshave been well calculated
The Station’s value of home mixsuddenly as

PAINLESS— EFFECTUAL.

it

flashed into

to arouse our curiosity and stimulate

DISORDERED LIVER
Taken as dlrecicd these famous Pills
will prove marvellous restoratives to all
enfeebled by the above or kindred diseases.

<

the

tures is $2.92 greater than their

cost.

price at the point of consumption.

25 Cents a Box,

In addition to the meteroic stones

but generallyrecognizedin England and,
in fact, throughout the world to be

which reach the surface ot the globe,

a full account of the
history and habits of “The Rosc-chafer,
or Rosebug,” and the results of experiments in destroying it. All interested
in the culture of roses or grapes, will
do well to send for this interesting and

large quantities of cosmic dust

a Box,”

a Guinea

WILL

for the reason that they
CURE a
teUUi range of eompiainta, and that they
have saved to many sufferers not merely
one but ms*? guineas, in doctors' bills.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

«

]
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*#####*#*###*#################**

CLUB-BATES TOR

1891.
followingspecial terms are offered to
present tnbtcribera renewing their own sub
acriptlona and lending oa new ordera:

Tu

14

One old and one new aubaerlpaon,$4.60
One old and two new subscription*. 0.50

•* four
three
*

We

8.85
10.00

Imtbluobiicib In clui a
of 5 or more mbecrlptionaatthe low rate of $2
a year to each aobecrlber.
will furnish the

A

representative la desired In each of oui
Church ea to attend to extending
the circulation of the Iitilliobrcir among
the famlllea in their church. For terma addreaa,

Reformed

THE

J

I
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Warren at, New York.

money invested and his labor.
Of the 162,310 employes (including
both sexes and all ages) employed by
for hia

corporations,each receives

an average

of $333.22, while each of the 30,967
stockholders, with an average investment

of $7,857, receives

profit of

an average net

$379 in return for

his

money

investment.

Supposing that there was an equal
division of the net profits and wages
fund combined among employes, partners and stockholders, the average an
nual earnihgs for employe would hav^
been $349.47 instead of $351.02, or a
decrease of 0.44 per cent

;

the net profits

become

in increasing the mass of the earth

Prevent the breeding, tempt them
Of course the earth, constantly bom- from the vines by planting near less
barded by

celestial projectiles,is slight-

valuable plants, and persistent and
augmenting all the whole in volume careful collecting of the beetles.
and weight. One astronomer has estimated at 146,000,000,000the number
;-Af*,lcaltnr»l Import* and Export*.
of projectiles, big and little, which
In these days of earnest care for the
annually reach the surface of the earth.

“home market” a few

Supposing that each meteoric stone
has a volume of a cubic millimetre,or
about a third of an inch in ail its dimensions, and a density seven times
as great as that of water, our globe
would thus be annually increased by
a volume of 446 cubic metres and a
weight of over 1,500,000 pounds. In
one hundred centuries the augmentation of the size of the earth would
thus be equal to 1,460,000 cubic
metres and the increase in the
weight would amount to over 255,500,000,000 pounds. If this cosmic dust
were spread uniformly over the entire
surface of the planet, it would constitute in thirty-fivethousand years a bed
of about a third of an inch in thickness.
But these figures probably fall far short

clear nights

when the limpid

atmosphere permits us to observe
to the best advantage the innumerable
splendors of the sky, we have often
seen a luminous speck suddenly appear
in the depths of space, and rapidly

from the
table of imports and exports of 1890
will be interesting and instructive. We
imported $374,191,442worth of agricutural products, of which sugar and molasses formed nearly one-third or $101,267,326; tea, coffee and cocoa, $93,454,637, and of fruits and nuts, most of
which are not natives of this country,
facts

NXW YOWL, August 15, 100! .
Butter.— Receipts for week, 45,021 packages;exports, 3,872 pkgs.
Lighter receipts with advices from the West of very

producingsectionshas boomed
on fancy goods, causing an advance of
from one to two cents per lb. on higher grades and a

hot weaUier Id the
the market

general stiffeningof prices all round. The market for
the moment is almost hereof finest qualities. Elgin
goods in transitcost high, to that we shall probably
have a farther rise in prices on
steady,

and of spices nearly $3,worth. It may be easily calcu-

A MONG

Extras.
Creameries, fresh... .20 a21
Dairies,fresh ...... 18^19
Imitations cream 'y
and factory ...... 14&16

Mediums.

Poor.

16al6£

10*al7£

14al6

13ttal3

CBKisa—

Receipts for the week, 03,706 boxes; exports, 48,848 boxes.
Shippers have been large buyers the whole week,
and home trade has shown more activitythan of late.
Stock

is

aud

well cleaned up

tations.We quote:

prices are

part

at

ssw
w
7a7tf
Fancy

State factory,full cream

do

Orm

skmd

Full skims .............
Ohio factory, flats ......

quo*

Medium. Poor

as*
5)4

Egos.- Receipts for the week, 2,313 bbls. and
29,133 cases.

Demand

slow, outlook very uncertain. The fact to

000,000

to be

our

agricultural imports, which are nearly
one-half (or 47.4 per cent), of our total
imports, are of products of other countries

656.

Farm and Garden.

little altera-

tion in receipts from this State, which are still light.
We quote:

that the immense holdings of ice-house goods ready

lated then that about two-thirdsof

We

sent

living cattle

away $31,261,131 worth of

and $30,173,371

of beef pro-

the later bulletins of the

ducts, not including hides; $909,042
New Jersey Agricultural College worth of living hogs, and $85,279,174

more in the various pork products. To
go with this meat we sent $154,925,937
worth of bread and breadstuffs, and
nearly $13,000,000worth of butter and
cheese to go on it, beside $4,011,680
worth of fruit as a dessert and over
$1,350,000 worth of vegetables.
Again, we sent away $350,968,792
worth of cotton to provide our neighbors with

garments. Our

agricultural

exceeded those of 1889
by $98,469,250, and our imports were

exports in 1890

$18,058,382larger

in 1890

than in 1889,

of which nearly one-half was

in

sugar

and molasses, and the remainder nearly
all in other products not grown here.
It will be seen that the farmer. earns

nearly three-fourthsof the money,
brought us by our exports to foreign
countries,and that there is but

little

brought out

any moment has a very depravmarket. We quote:

at

ing effect upon the

State, new laid, avg.

Western, do

Other do

off

do

.

.

.................17il71d

..... .......

........

HjUaMW

fair quality ..................
TpSlti'

J

Tht money comes ftraiotU Inch

tor

MUTTER, POULTRY, EGG8, GAME, ETC.
SXJIT TO

DAVID W. LEWIS k CO.,
177 Chambers Street, New York.

Notices and Acknowledgments,
AT a special meeting held July 13, in the First Reformed Church of Seneuectady,the Classig of Schenectady made the following arrangement* for the ordination of the licentiate, John C. Knox, and his installationover the Second Reformed Church of Rotterdam. The servicesto take place on Tueeday, Sec tetnber 8, at 2.30 p.11. The President of Claiia to
preside, propound the Constitutional questions, and
offer the ordaining prayer. The Rev. A. V. V. Raymond, D.D., to be invited to preach the sermon, with
the Rev. C. P. Ditruars as secundus. The Rev. A C
Bewail to charge the pastor, with the Rev. Alexander
Hill as secundus. The Rev. Robert Dolg to clianre
the people, with the Rev. P. A. Weasels as secundus.
a c.

_____

<

Worn an** Board of Foreign Mission*.
krosc jult Hhn to auqurt 10th.
Aux., Mlddleburgh,Sioux Co., Iowa ......... . $11 id
Mission Band, Pish kill-on- Hudson ............30 (in
Aux., Grove, New Durham, N. ..............w no
J

do Greenville, N,J,,..... ...... ........ 2880
do Bergen, Jersey City ..................... 4050
do Rockaway, White House, N.J ........... \$i&
do New Brighton, S. ..................... 15 a)
do Cniou. High Bridge, N.Y ...............25 73
.

1

legacy from Miss Sarah Ellis, Freeboid, N. J.. KJOUO
Aux., 1st Ulenville, N.Y ..................nuiii
do Neshanic, N.J ........................no no
do Newkirk, Iowa .........................
1500
do Holland,Albany, N.Y ...............
3500
do Queens, LI ............................
iai(*
Willing Workers, Raritan, N.J ................4 tr
Aux., Nassau, N.Y ............................ gn qo
do New Baltimore, N.Y ....................
17 ix>
King’s Daughters, Peapack, N.J .......... 25 00
Aux., 1st Rochester, N.Y ............... ..... gOOk
Mrs. Isabella Brush .........................in na
Aux., Greenport, Col. Co., N.Y ....... ......... 5(0
do 2d Pella, Iowa ..........................
moo.
do Wayne 8L, Jersey City .................. 34 on
do Fallsburgb, N.Y
............ .W.; 5
do Bedford. Brooklyn,LI .................15 sa
do Readington,N.J ........................ 27 47
.

™

......

grow for his home market
Work and Praying Band, Cedar Grove, Wis. . 85 UG
that he is not producing so abundantly
0632 80
that there is but little need of calling
Please remit by check. If poaslble,made payable to
upon other nations to supply us with the treasurer, or by registered letter, but not by postoffice
J
anything that will grow here. If the
Mrs. Peter Donald, Treasurer,
39 West 46tb st., New York city.
country is not prosperous, it certainly
that he can

order.

is

.

.

^

not the fault of the fanner.

.Wool

is

the earliest farm crop to

*‘Dr. J. a. Deani k Co., Catbull, N. Y.: I have
found in Dr. Deane's Dyspepsia Pills a remarkable
remedy for Dyspepsia. Speaking from an experience
of four months ^n their use, I have found them to
meet in my own case all that I dared to hope for ia
the way of relief. I most heartily recommend them,
to any sufferer from Bilious Dyspepsia.

come into the market. Its early price
is more affected by the financial condition of the mass of people than any
other, and that, as nearly everybody ---------------------- —
E. Van Slykb,
Pastor
Reformed
Church,
Cutekill,N. Y."*
now recognizes,is dependent on crop
conditions the previous year. The
If the ladies would abandon cosmetics and mom
ufactured brands of complete fertilizers, present hesitancy of buying indicates a generally keep their blood pure and vigorous by the
which means that manufacturers’ poor crop last season, and the high use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,naturally fair complexions
would be the rule instead of the exception,as at
charges for mixing may be saved with- prices of grain and most farm products present. Pure blood is the best purifler.
out increasing the cost of farm labor.
shows the same fact. But the season
“Weak and weary,” describesthe conditionof
6. Aside from financial considera- is now far enough advanced to make
many people debilitatedby the warm weather, by distions, the home mixing of fertilizers certain that crops of all kinds will be ease or overwork. Hood’s Sarsaparillais just the
presents the following advantages: a. better than a year ago. It is likely, medicine needed to build up and strengthenthe body,
A definite knowledge of the kind and therefore, that as the new crop of wool purify and quicken the sluggish blood, and restore
the lost appetite.
.

*

Monday. Demand is

and export trade good. Very

$20,746,471,

which cannot be grown here, or,
like sugar, do not yield a remunerative
return for money and labor required in
producing them.
But our exports of agriculturalproof the reattty.—Goldthtcaite's Geo- ducts were nearly three-fourths of our
graphical Magazine.
total exports (74. 2 per cent) or $627,216, -

:

/^\N

Market Report.

ly

from the wage system and from a plan elements in fertilizer supplies. 4. Home
in which the net profits and the wage mixtures: Formulas, analyses and valfund, if combined, were devided equal- uations. The conclusions reached are
ly between employes and their employ- as follows
ers, are substantially the same, the
1. While standard fertilizing chemivariation being but $1.55 per year, that cals are reasonably uniform in quality,
sum being the excess paid by the wage the safest and most satisfactory method
system over and above what would of buying them is that which makes
have been derived from the share and guaranteed composition or the unit sysshare alike plan.”
tem the basis of contract.
The report confirms the economic
2. In buying materials of a variable
theories of George Gunton and Carroll character, a careful study should be
D. Wright, rather than those of Ely, made of the relation between guarantee
Bellamy and Gronlund. It shows that and selling price.
the wage-earnerneed not hope for an
3. Variations in cost per pound of
increase of wages from the profits of plant-food depend less "upon where it is
capital but from “an increase in his bought than upon how it is bought.
real wages gained through materially ' 4. The Station's schedule of prices is
increased production, accompanied by a safe guide as to manufacturer’s avermaterially reduced prices, with conse- age retail prices of plant-food, except
quent increased consumption, the rise in the case of available phosphoric
in the standard of living implied by acid, which is 20 per cent too high.
the increased consumption being ac5. With ordinary facilities farmers
can
make even mixtures of raw matecompained and still further raised by
reduced hours of labors.” — Congrega- rials, which in mechanical condition
tionalitit.
compare favorably with the best man-

Earth Still Growing.

probably, there-

season follows a poor one.

?

per partner would have been $349.47 Experiment Station are Nos. 81 and 82.
instead of $341.20 or an increase of 2.42 The former is on “Incomplete Fertilper cent. ; and the net profits per stock- izers and Home Mixtures,” by Edward
holder would have been $349.47 instead B. Voorhees, Chemist. The analyses
of $339.71, or an increase of 2.87 per and experiments cover the following
cent.
points: 1. Trade values of fertilizing
These facts being conceded, the re- ingredients for 1891. 2 Analyses of
port logically says: “The average an- chemicals and raw* materials. 3. The
nual financial returns to the employe average cost per pound of plant-food

The

It is

Bulletin 82 is

incorporated with our planet. The
track which the earth follows through
the heaven is to some extent filled with
tills powder of worlds, which is con- valuable pamphlet. The ordinary instantly sifting down upon the surface secticides were found failures, and the
of the earth. What is the effect of remedies suggested are mainly preventhese meteoric stones and this cosmic tive.
dust

The Christian Intelligencer.

crops is finished.

imagination. It is well known that This represents the total saving only
fore, that this will be one of the years
falling stars, as they are called, are not when the Station’s value of manufacwhen the price of wool will advance,
the only foreign substances which in- tured brands is equal to their selling
as it generally does when a good crop
trude themselves into our atmosphere.
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Id.

RUTGERS COLLEGE,
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WO, *00 in loans, of #91,200 in

legal tenders, of #1,540,800 in deposits, of
$456,800 in circulation,a decrease in specie of

We

Perfection

$507,500,resulting in a reduction of #803,625 in
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Irish, and'

225. The general rate on call loans was 8 per
cent. Prime commercial paper was quoted at
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on single-named. The rate yesterday on call
loans was 8 per cent. The Bank of England
rate remains at 2K per cent. In the open marP«r cent

be obtained because
the

purest.

It will

the

have exceeded the purchases. The country is able to buy back some
mUlions of it* securities,paying in produce.
But whether the advance in price for a few
days is the beginning of a permanent rise is at

Sk-

The

street is given to
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discounting

and

fell
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wheat Europe

Raw,

STEADIEST^

largely. Bradstreet’s

amount

If prices

here are not

raised too high by speculation a steady export
confidently counted on; and

Made

IT

_
PLUME
„

yesterday will delay exports. The
visible supply was reported yesterday to be:
Wheat. 10,556,638bushels; corn, 3,855,104;
oats 2,208,227; rye, 1,187,585; barley, 66,162;

for 2 red, and this price

may be

m

Net surplus.

lowered to-day. Shippers took 80,000 bushels

much smaller amount than for a
paat. Rye was very much excited,
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1, 1H91. Confers LL.B.; also (for new graduate
courses,)LL.M. For catalogues, showing reorganised
faculty,
.
_

ber

address
_
PROF.
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Equitable Building, 120

I. F. RUHSELL.
Broadway. New York.

The Claverack College
And

HUDSON RIVER INSTITUTE

Women, will open its 3Blh
year Sept 14th. For cotalogues, addrew
Rev. A. H. FLACK, A.M., Prest., Claverack, N. Y.
For Young Men and

Pa

Plains, N.T.

TDYE SEMINARY, Rye, New York.-For
MBS. 8. J. LIFE.
Xv partlculariaddress
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MORE FARMERS
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TO USf The BEST
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Springfield,Mss*. Trains
men for the General Secretaryship and Physical Directorship of Associations.Summer School Augnfi
^29. 1891, for men already engaged in Awortatton
work. Seventh Summer School year will open Sept

Monday.
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orig^

Freet., Elmira, N.

TRAINING SCHOOL,
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6BHH1

Sdorstortss.
EJ. FERRIS, A. M.BUBTI8,

The Intelligencerof May

Chaxlb Van Nordp, D.P-.

perfect purity and
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COLLKOB SCHOOL Of MUSIC.

Blx specialistsin musical faculty. E?ei y facility
for wort of blfbest ffode. Over 160 studeota.

Vice-Presidents.

W.L BIGELOW, _

7.72-7.74; Sept., 7.78-7.79;Oct., 1.91-7.92;

Bead the Article in

LMIKA

QEYMOCR SMITH INSTITUTE, Pine

574483 71
1475464 03

70.

Nov.. 8.03-8.04.

own

Philadelphia,

Straw, long rye, 70 to 75; short rye, 45 to 50;

oat and wheat,

Observatory. Art School. Music Bulldlnc, Re. 317

tell, itself, of

IsTjanuary.l
HlBCtwl mdln

firm, new, 70 to 80; old, fancy,

choice timothy, 80; clover mixed, 65 to

All that

Ask for Dobbins’ Electric, see that our name
is on every wrapper, and if any other Is sent
you by your grocer, when you order ours,—
tend it sack to him.
L L. Cragin & Co.,

M7MM0C

___
mils (market

white, 41; ungraded

38 to 52; No. 2

work.

Coartei of *t udy those of Aret-cU* ooUete*. Beetrie light*, steam beat and elevator. AstrunomlesJ

Electrics,
the iginal one, all Magnetics,
---- ---— ,
and Electro-Magics are fraudulent imitations.
is

Banks.

imarew

81#, closing below

ELMIR* COLLEGE FOR WOMEO

There are many imitation
Electric Soaps in which electric-

Oats, No. 1 white, 46, elevator; No. 2

white, 42 to 45;

Hav

at

legion,) save

plays no part. Dobbins’

oq Rsul — iii ...................

Western. Com,

BrucMwlek, N. J. Re-openi Sept 16, 1991.
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the story it will
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~
day of January
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Sinking Fund
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soap do the

NEW TOM.
OFFIOB, WO. 119 BBOADWAY

#1.13#. Other grades

RUTGERS COLLEGE

pales into nothingness, before

CASH CAPITAL

Ph.D., LL.D., Pres-

ident.

clothes and strength, and let

good health eviae all etaroaledUnaeee.
lee.
Her. A. Albro, D.D
D.D.,. UUca,
UUea, H.
M. T.t
T., wrttee:
wrtwe: “ Oi
of th* Kr*»tA<iibo<’neto mankind In modern dan
Infinite It better than the HeU Byrtam. Half U

for

Of

-of rye, the

ahould be reckoned for the present at the rate

AUSTIN SCOTT,

just that article. Those

their

IllOlilCI COIFilT

Russian government has forbidden the export

Registrar,

Rutgers College.

Soap, first made in 1869,

who use

HOME

The

crop being far below the average.
The German government has substituted wheat
‘for rye in making bread for the army. Cash
quoUtions yesterday were: Wheat, No. 2 red,

is

Health HiVriiiw UcTCl?i» BlOAHWaY,«.

657 of corn, 104,786 of oats, 285,783 of rye,

ro^

IRVINGS. UPSON, A.M.,

them from your dealer,write me.

THE NEW METHOD

being an increase of 1,602,604 bushels of wheat,

fortnight

dress,

have merit. Dobbins’ Elec-

COSTS MUCH LESS

The
4 ATWOOD MFG. CO.,
NEW YORK. MOMTON. CHICAGO.^

as that of

a decrease of 65,162 bushels of barley.

ornament

tric

seems equally certain. But such wild work

#U3

For catalogues or any information, ad-

and more each year, must

In graceful atylea, bat rather

for aae than

an unusual one of

a large export of corn, with

of about

k

lived 22 years of competition

AND EASE OF MANAGEMENT.

of

bushels, of which 144,000,000will be expected

from the United States.

apparatus in each de-

full

and imitation, and sells more

make good the deficit in the crop of this
year and makes the total abeut 288,000,000

afloat, #1.12#; in store,

3d Vioe-Pres

,A.ny Article that has^ out-

WHITEST.
LARGEST.

will require from other countries

may be

in Agriculture.
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to

of wheat

Six Weeks’ Winter Lecture Course
the Premiums t«

New and

rapidly to #1.14. Agents

publishes a careful estimate of the
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AND A
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for

of foreign houses sold

.

partment.

little reliance is to

high as #1.18 and

and

kitchen

“Marion Harland.”

be placed
upon the quotations. December wheat rose as

M

my

have used no other.

demand.
The grain market was very much excited

rye,

Pow-

exchange sold yesterday for $4.84#

yesterday,

mechanics.
Itl. A course in chemistry.
IV. A course in electricity.
V. A course in biology,

work.

regard the Royal Baking

A course in agriculture.
A course in civil engineering

der as the best manufactured. Since

week were valued at #9,047,428,and exports at
$7,351,795. Imports of specie for the week
amounted to #49,547, and exports to #134,751.
and #4.86

I.
II.

Aid will 1mm Poheks maklnc Im payahla la

the future.
Imports of merchandise at this port for the

for 60-day bids

mm.

n wall

tome Offwi*

always reliable and

its introduction into

Sterling

Five Full Courses;

Mutual Insurance Co.
nw

THB

New Jersey State College.
SO Free Scholarships.

ATLANTIC

gestible and wholesome.

The Stock Exchange sympathises in a degree with the Produce Ex-

Scientific Department
IS

present doubtful.

change, and Wall

Mathematics, Astronomy, Chemistry,
Physics, Biology, and English Literaature, in Junior and Senior years.

make

food lighter, sweeter,

It is

phy, Greek. Latin, German, French,

it is

of finer flavor, more di-

ability is that the sales

Bt*

Now York.

the latter part of the week and advanced again

yesterday. Europe has bought and sold. It is
difficult to ascertain the facts, but the prob-

Thorough Classical Course.
Elective Courses in History, Philoso-

Better results will

decline was 5 per cent.
At the stock market values advanced during

4 CO

Broadway and 11th

use the “Royal.”

were 16 percent below those of the corresponding week of 1800. Outside of New York the

1st $400 ($lGO Cash;) 2d
$350 ($50 Casta.)

Ml rCMMl

baking powder,

I

months. Bank clearings
of the United States last week

in readiness.

Re-

ceipt that calls for

three

Term opens September 23d, 1891.
Mloan Prizes for the best (Classical) f'ntrance Examinations;

Autumn. Advance styles

for the

J.

Fall examinationsfor admission September 22d, 1891.

of Scotch,

lines

French Novelties in Dress

reserve,making the surplus of reserve #17,617,-

Goods
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and unable to swallow even liquids.

new process without cooking, therefore requires no
the nursing mother U run down and her appetite

7 Union Square,

NEW YORK.

-yBOVININE
ue'e‘“r> ,or

in Schools, Colleges,Libraries, Chapels, Churches
and Public Buildings.

-

both quantity and quality, BOVININE Is of the greatest service
R. Otta. I0tu tloyatproperties an increase of appetite and a greater supply of those e emen s or e p
New York; Sidney K. Morse, Morse Building,
rich milk for the little ones, build ng up the weak and worn -down mother, and, In consequence,
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